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THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO  
Dissertation Abstract 
 
Transcending Borders: The Experience of Six Mexican Undocumented Immigrant 
Mothers in the United States 
 
The purpose of this study was to gain meaningful insights into the experiences of 
six undocumented immigrant mothers as they settled in the United States while they raise 
and participate in the educational life of their children. Currently 10 % of California‘s 6 
million students originate from homes where one or two parents are undocumented, poor 
and have limited English skills. Undocumented immigrants live in constant fear of 
deportation, live and work in the shadows of mainstream society, are stigmatized by the 
media, are criminalized by immigration law and exploited by their employers. 
Historically, children originating from immigrant homes have not been successful in 
American schools. Educational research has detailed this historical failure in the 
literature; however there is limited research on the experiences and voices of immigrant 
students and their families. This study seeks to begin filling this void by specifically 
researching the experience of undocumented immigrant mothers with children in the 
California school system. An ethnographic approach was utilized to gather and analyze 
the data. This approach required observations in the home and the community and 
dialogues with participants regarding their particular experiences as undocumented 
immigrant mothers. The participants‘ specific quotes, interviews, and dialogues were 
translated to English. The participants reviewed the transcripts for clarification and feedback. 
A dialogue group formed of four of the participants provided feedback on preliminary 
  iii 
findings and assisted in the development salient themes and a number of final 
recommendations. This study revealed that undocumented immigrant mothers rely heavily on 
their kin and social networks to settle in to the community, experience a variety of limitations 
and humiliations related to their undocumented status. They dedicate the majority of their 
time and energy to providing care for their family and to support their children‘s education. 
In addition, the study revealed that undocumented immigrant mothers are resourceful, 
resilient and have an unfaltering faith to transcend the many borders they face. 
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PREFACE 
 
My mother left México at the age of 40 to join her husband in the United States. 
She first brought two of her oldest children and her two youngest children with her. 
Within a few months of her arrival she had given birth to twins and by the following year, 
had brought the remainder of her six children to the United States. She entered the 
country legally, but did not speak English, drive a car, or have more than a primary 
education. I witnessed my mother‘s experience in the United States and did not 
understand or empathize with her struggles. She often got lost on buses because she was 
not familiar with the local landscape and could not ask for help. My mother was only 
fluent in Spanish. She relied on her children to serve as her translator at stores, at the 
doctor‘s office, or at the Social Security office. She was unable to respond to a call from 
school to report one of my brother‘s problematic behaviors. My mother never attended a 
parent conference or meeting. School was the teacher‘s domain and my mother expected 
her children to be respectful and responsible students. My mother often crossed nephews 
and nieces illegally using her children‘s legal documents. She had knowledge of herbs to 
cure a stomachache, cold or give shots to family members who needed medical 
assistance. She found ways to care for her large family in the day and help add to the 
household income by sewing in the evening, raising chickens to provide fresh eggs and 
meat, and tending her gardens and trees to provide seasonal fruits and vegetables. 
Her children adapted to their new reality according to their age. The older children 
struggled with the aftermath of leaving the only home they had ever known. They took 
great efforts to learn the new language, adapt to new surroundings and a new culture in 
  xii 
the midst of their adolescence. The younger children, on the other hand, lost most 
memories of their birth home becoming as American as their color, language and culture 
would permit. 
 As one of the youngest children in the family the only geographic home I knew 
was the United States. However, I had nostalgia about my birth country knowing in my 
heart that really I belonged to México and in México. At an early age I started feeling 
conflicted and unsure of where I belonged, a consequence of living these two 
contradictory realities. I felt I was as American as every native-born American I knew. 
However, I also felt like an American impostor. My American culture was an 
appropriation garnered from watching American television and emulating my American 
teachers and friends. On the other hand, my home life was completely immersed in 
Mexican culture, Spanish language and Catholicism where American culture was either a 
novelty or a hazard. In this clashing of cultures and state of conflict, the American culture 
was the dominant force and membership required allegiance and surrender of everything 
Mexican. My submission made everything Mexican inferior, unimportant and basically 
worthless. As a result, I failed to recognize that my family, culture and language, 
specifically my mother who epitomized all these, had anything of value to offer me and 
my American reality. I was also far from having the maturity to understand how difficult 
it must have been for a mother of 12 children who migrated to the United States at age of 
40 to join her husband who had been working in the United States for the length of their 
marriage. Ultimately, I failed to recognize her history, her knowledge and resourcefulness 
because the American society I lived in made her and any like her invisible.  
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CHAPTER I 
 
RESEARCH PROBLEM 
Introduction 
This study explores the experiences of undocumented immigrant mothers as they 
settle into their new communities raise their children and participate in the educational 
life of their children in the United States. The term unauthorized immigrant resident is 
used by the United States Department of Homeland Security to describe foreign-born 
non-citizens who are not legal residents of this country (Hoefer, Rytina & Baker, 2010). 
The official terminology used for classification purposes is illegal alien resident (U.S. 
Department of Homeland Security, 2010). However, most educational researchers choose 
not use the term illegal alien because of its clearly negative and dehumanizing 
connotations (Pabón López & López, 2010). Instead researchers prefer the use of the 
terms undocumented immigrant/migrant or unauthorized immigrant/person (Pabón López 
& López, 2010; Pew Hispanic Center, 2009; Santa Ana, 2007). For the purposes of this 
research I will use the term undocumented immigrant.  
Undocumented immigrant mothers come to the United States with a rich history 
of experiences, knowledge and resources (Ruiz, 1998; Valdés, 1996; Vélez-Ibáñez, 
1996). They come to the United States to provide a better life and educational 
opportunities for their children (González, 2001; Suárez-Orozco & Suárez-Orozco, 2001; 
Valdés, 1996) often unaware that the United States has historically failed to adequately 
educate immigrant children, poor children and children of color (Gándara & Contreras, 
2009; Gibson & Ogbu, 1991). These children of undocumented immigrant parents 
represent the student population most at-risk of academic failure by all federal and state 
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measures (California Department of Education, 2010; Pew Hispanic Center, 2009) and 
are the most segregated student population (Pabón López & López, 2010; Suárez-Orozco 
& Suárez-Orozco, 2001; Sunderman, Kim, & Orfield, 2005). Nonetheless, beyond the 
narrative of failure that typifies educational research exists a narrative of hope voiced by 
mothers who live in the shadows of American society. This study attempts to capture the 
stories of six mothers who are living this experience, who have transcended borders. 
Statement of the Problem 
Undocumented families and their children experience a unique set of 
circumstances that differ greatly from the experiences of their American-born 
counterparts. Undocumented immigrants are not only extremely economically 
disadvantaged and politically disenfranchised, but they also live in constant fear of 
deportation, experiencing alienation and tremendous uncertainty about the future 
(Chavez, 1992; Pabón López & López, 2010; Suárez-Orozco & Suárez-Orozco, 2001; 
Vélez-Ibáñez, 1996). Additionally, undocumented immigrants live and work in the 
shadows of mainstream society while being relentlessly scape-goated and dehumanized 
by the media, criminalized by immigration law, and exploited by their employers 
(Chavez, 1992; Pabón López & López, 2010; Santa Ana, 2007). Undocumented families 
also experience cultural shock and conflict in addition to on-going acculturation issues 
(Olsen, 1997; Suárez-Orozco & Suárez-Orozco, 2001; Valdés, 1996; Vélez-Ibáñez, 
1996). It is also important to note the complexity of immigration status within a family. 
For example, a mixed status immigrant family describes the common phenomenon in 
which one parent or child may be undocumented while the other parent or child is a legal 
residents or an American citizen (U.S. Department of Homeland Security, 2010; Pabón 
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López & López, 2010). These are social, legal, economic, familial and cultural issues 
American mainstream families do not typically experience and of which American 
educators have limited knowledge. 
The reality for California schools is that 10% of its 6 million students originate 
from homes where one or two parents are undocumented, poor, with limited resources 
and limited English skills (Pew Hispanic Center, 2009). Historically, California schools 
have failed to adequately deliver a high quality public education to children from homes 
such as these (Gibson & Ogbu, 1991; Pabón López & López, 2010; Suárez-Orozco & 
Suárez-Orozco, 2001; Valdés, 1996). Currently, California schools are trapped in this 
trend as evidenced in the years of data documenting persistent gaps in academic 
achievement and unacceptably low graduation rates (California Department of Education, 
2010; Pabón López & López, 2010; Sunderman et al., 2005). However, educational 
research can help reverse the trend of failure. Beyond the narrative of failure is a 
narrative of hope lacking in the body of research that needs to be explored. The 
experiences and voices of immigrant students and their families need to be at the 
forefront of educational reform discourse and policy. This study seeks to fill this void by 
researching the experience of undocumented immigrant mothers with children in the 
California school system. 
Background and Need for Study 
California leads the nation in immigrant population with an estimated 3.4 million 
legal residents (Rytina, 2009) and 2.8 million undocumented residents (U.S. Department 
of Homeland Security, 2009). Subsequently, immigration is a polemically charged public 
issue that impacts all aspects of society and in particular, public education. For example, 
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as recent as 1994, California voters passed the anti-immigrant ballot initiative Proposition 
187. Proposition 187 would have effectively denied most public services to 
undocumented immigrants, including public education to all undocumented children if it 
had not been ruled unconstitutional in subsequent court challenges (Macedo, 2000; Santa 
Ana, 2007). Four years later, California voters passed Proposition 227, the anti-bilingual 
education initiative, into law (1998). Proposition 227 was representative of the American 
English-Only movement in the form of a legal attack on bilingual education and a public 
subordination of the languages of immigrant groups (Macedo, 2000). Public sentiment 
and politics aside, undocumented parents do have equal access to a free public education 
for their children and the state of California has an obligation to serve them.  
California's public school system is responsible for providing a free high quality 
education to a diverse population of six million students (California Department of 
Education, 2010). These students come from every part of the world, speak over 50 
different languages, reside in both urban and agricultural regions and span the economic 
spectrum from the very wealthy to the very poor (California Department of Education, 
2010). Serving this ethnically, linguistically and economically diverse student population 
comes with many challenges, particularly in a time of an unprecedented state fiscal crisis 
and increased achievement accountability. The achievement data on students that are 
poor, immigrant, children of color or not yet fluent in English is dismal and alarming. In 
his 2008 State of Education Address, Superintendent Jack O‘Connell stated that the 
achievement gap among students not yet proficient in English (English learners) is 
staggering: only 24% are considered academically proficient and only one in three will 
graduate from high school (California Department of Education, 2008). The situation has 
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not improved; in fact, Superintendent O‘Connell has presented an increasingly 
deteriorating achievement scenario in his two subsequent addresses to the state. 
According to him, students of color, English learners, poor students and students with 
disabilities academically suffer the most in California‘s current budget crisis (California 
Department of Education, 2009). In his most recent address Superintendent O‘Connell 
highlighted that the achievement gap between these students and their peers continues to 
be a persistent fact (California Department of Education, 2010). On the other hand, the 
diversity of California's student population also presents an unparalleled opportunity for 
schools to provide free high quality education to the nation‘s poorest and most 
disenfranchised children, the children of undocumented immigrants.  
Researchers have noted that educators have traditionally espoused the belief that 
the child-rearing practices, and values of poor, immigrant, non-English speaking families 
are deficient and inferior to middle-class American households thus concluding their 
children are unprepared to succeed in school (Delpit, 1995; González, Moll & Amanti, 
2005; Lareau, 2003; Vélez-Ibáñez & Greenberg, 1992). It is also common for educators 
to attribute failure in school to the language, cultural, economic and educational 
background (Hurn, 1992; Jencks, 1972). Subsequent school reforms and academic 
interventions that perceived students and their families through a lens of cultural and 
social deficits have sought to reverse academic failure through compensatory programs 
(Delpit, 1995; Lareau, 2003; Vélez-Ibáñez, 1996). As noted in his anthropological 
research of Mexican communities in the United States, Vélez-Ibáñez writes: 
Many such programs assumed that the cultural and linguistic differences of 
Mexican children (as opposed to ‗American‘ language and culture) prevented 
their achieving academic excellence. It was also presumed that U.S. Mexican 
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children had little information, experience, or developed cognitive structures that 
would allow them to take advantage of instruction. (1996, p. 85) 
 
However, there is limited research that documents the experiences of Latino immigrant 
families and their children in American schools. There is even less research documenting 
the experiences of their parents (documented or undocumented) as they adapt to 
American society, culture and systems to raise their children (Reyes Cruz, 2008; Valdés, 
1996; Vélez-Ibáñez, 1996). Though both the paternal and maternal roles are instrumental 
to the development of any child, it is the mother‘s role that needs to be explored. Mothers 
socialize their children, prepare them for school accessing food, shelter, health care 
(Gilligan, 1982; González, 2001; Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994) and are often the adult that 
must interface primarily with the educational system (Lareau, 2003; Suárez-Orozco & 
Suárez-Orozco, 2001; Valdés, 1996; Vélez-Ibáñez, 1996). For mothers who are 
undocumented, this may be one of the only public services or institutions that they 
access, due to the fear that accessing others could expose them to deportation (Suárez-
Orozco & Suárez-Orozco, 2001). Could taking a deeper look into the lives of 
undocumented immigrant mothers and their experiences in raising their children and 
caring for their family tell a different, possibly a rich story of resilience, resourcefulness 
and ingenuity? 
  A timely opportunity emerges within the scope of this educational crisis for 
educational researchers because the academic failure of our most disenfranchised 
students is our professional failure. If approaches and reforms of the past have not yet 
closed the achievement gap educators must find alternative possibilities and solutions 
(Sunderman et al., 2005; Valdés, 1996; Vélez-Ibáñez, 1996). Diversity in educational 
research studies can support school educators in raising the academic achievement of our 
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most disenfranchised students. Research that can provide perspectives of the most 
disenfranchised students can inform educational approaches and parent outreach 
programs that are grounded in the experiences of undocumented immigrant families and 
their children. It is critical that educators and policy makers consider that beyond the 
extensive body of data quantifying student failure are real students whose educational 
success and future prospects are critically at stake. Furthermore, as immigration scholars 
Carola and Marcelo Suárez-Orozco (2001) frankly stated, ―the future character of 
American society and economy will be intimately related to the adaptation of the children 
of today‘s immigrants‖ (2001, p.3).  
 I align my work with the promising trend in current educational research that 
seeks to highlight the social and systemic causes of academic failure while humanizing 
the experience of those who experience it and its enduring consequences. This 
developing body of research challenges educational policies and programs that are 
compensatory in nature based on deficit notions of communities that fall from 
mainstream categories such as poor students, immigrant students and those who are not 
proficient in English. This is evident in the scholarly work of Guadalupe Valdés (1996), 
Carlos Vélez-Ibáñez (1996), Annette Lareau (2003), Angela Valenzuela (1999), and 
others whose inquiry is founded within a high degree of respect for their research subjects 
while humanizing the problem and keeping the social and systemic context in critical 
perspective. Their work represents what Brazilian educator Paulo Freire (1973) describes 
as a humanizing process where together researcher and subject co-create knowledge and 
learn from one another. It is also evident that researchers who take this humanizing 
approach understand the problem to be complex on many levels. They acknowledge that 
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school failure can be attributed to a combination of factors, yet they are creating new 
paradigms of understanding which in turn birth alternatives to address academic failure. 
These scholars also seek to establish reforms based on the valuable insights, resources 
and knowledge belonging to the disenfranchised students, their families and 
communities. A dynamic new narrative is being written based on qualitative data 
gathered by delving into the lives of working class, immigrant and poor families and their 
children as they make a life in their new communities interacting with the educational 
system and other institutions (Delpit, 1995; Lareau, 2003; Valenzuela, 1999).  
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to gain meaningful insights into the experiences of 
undocumented immigrant mothers as they the settle in the United States while raising and 
participating in the education of their children. Towards that endeavor, this study seeks to 
create a rich narrative about the struggles and obstacles the mothers experience and the 
manner in which they overcome them and settle into the community. It seeks to identify 
the aspirations and knowledge the mothers transmit to their children while navigating an 
American society, culture and system that for them are essentially foreign and 
threatening. The goal is to bridge the gap between home and school in a manner that is 
responsive to the particular circumstances of undocumented immigrant mothers and their 
children. In addition, this study will add to the body of literature that recognizes that we 
have new knowledge to gain on how to better serve students from marginalized and 
underserved communities. The better we can understand the manner in which 
undocumented mothers settle in the community and participate in the educational life of 
their children the better we will be able to serve them. 
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Research Questions 
This qualitative research will be guided by exploratory questions that seek to delve into 
the richness of the participants‘ experiences, thoughts and opinions with the aim of 
discovering generative terms as exemplified by Freire (1973) to produce a complex and 
nuanced narrative. The following specific questions will be addressed in this research 
study:  
1. What strategies do undocumented immigrant mothers employ to settle into their 
new community? 
2. What are the experiences of undocumented immigrant mothers as they settle into 
their new community?  
3. How do undocumented immigrant mothers raise and educate their children in the 
United States? 
The research questions will be used to direct the participant interviews, dialogues and 
observations that will take place during the research process. 
Theoretical Framework 
If we look to research it is evident that children of immigrant parents indeed face 
considerable academic challenges. Additionally, immigrant students have linguistically 
and culturally different experiences than American students, however immigrant parents 
care very deeply about their children‘s education, well being and future (González et al., 
2005; Olmedo, 2003; Valdés, 1996). My goal is to provide a more authentic and balanced 
narrative that moves beyond the assumptions that so many educators make about 
Spanish-speaking immigrant parents, specifically undocumented immigrant mothers, by 
grounding my research in the work of Paulo Freire (1973) and Carlos G. Vélez-Ibáñez 
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(1996) whose theories complement and support each other. Guided by the works of Freire 
and Vélez-Ibáñez, I will enter the lives of my participants with the utmost respect to learn 
from their narratives and glimpses into their private spheres about their experiences, their 
knowledge and their educational hopes for their children. 
These two complementary concepts, Freire‘s philosophical approach to 
knowledge co-creation through dialogue and Vélez-Ibáñez‘s funds of knowledge 
framework, provide a point of departure in this research to develop a nuanced look at the 
experience of undocumented immigrant mothers in raising and educating their children in 
their new communities. Both scholars provide an alternative approach to understanding 
what knowledge is, how knowledge is constructed and transmitted. 
Brazilian educator Paulo Freire‘s theoretical constructions emerged from his 
literacy work with the most disenfranchised and undereducated population in Brazil. 
Specific to this study is Freire‘s approach to knowledge construction, a process that 
validated the experiences and the cultural knowledge of his students through dialogue 
called a dialectical method. This dialectical method yields knowledge from both scholar 
and learner. This co-created new knowledge then became the foundation for learning, 
understanding and constructing more knowledge for both scholar and learner. Freire 
determined that through a dialectical method, a relationship of equality between scholar 
and learner would develop (Darder, 2002; McLaren & Lankshear, 1993). Additionally, 
Freire was emphatic that the dialogue be guided by trust, love and humility for the 
community he worked with: 
Love is at the same time the foundation of dialogue and dialogue itself . . .On the 
other hand, dialogue cannot exist without humility. The naming of the world 
through which people constantly re-create that world cannot be an act of 
arrogance. (Freire, 1973, pps. 70-71) 
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Freire‘s theoretical framework was implemented in his pedagogical work with the 
poorest and most oppressed in an effort to diminish the hierarchy between student and 
teacher in order to co-create knowledge (Darder, 2002; Freire, 1973). Likewise, his 
approach can be applied to the research process. In the case of this qualitative study 
which involves research participants who are politically, economically, and culturally 
marginalized in American society, Freire‘s approach places trust, love and humility at the 
center of the work. Additionally, Freire‗s work provides an appropriate guide for co-
creating knowledge with my participants through a dialectical method (Darder, 2002). 
Darder describes this process further, 
Knowledge is a living process—a living historical process that grows and 
transforms most freely and openly within an environment that is informed by 
dialogue. (p.66) 
 
I endeavor to begin my research with these principles in mind; respect for the knowledge 
and experiences of the participants understanding that new knowledge is co-created 
through a process of dialogue between equals, between researcher and research 
participants.  
Next, the funds of knowledge framework, developed by anthropologist Vélez-
Ibáñez (1996) proposes that important knowledge and information can come from 
sources other than formal educators, educational settings and documents. Those sources 
can be the family, the community, the culture, social networks and personal experiences. 
Additionally, knowledge can take many forms and originate from tradition or adaptation; 
from folk wisdom and skills passed from one family or community member to another 
and from one generation to the next (González et al., 2005; Olmedo, 1997; Vélez-Ibáñez, 
1996). The researcher‘s challenge is to be able to expand their notion of what constitutes 
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knowledge, recognizing the many possible origins of funds of knowledge through their 
inquiry and observations of their participants. Vélez-Ibáñez (1996) states:  
The funds of knowledge comprise information and formulas containing, the 
mathematics, architecture, chemistry, physics, biology, and engineering for the 
construction and repair of most mechanical devices including autos, appliances, 
and machines as well as methods for planting and gardening, butchering, cooking, 
hunting and for ―making things‖ in general. Other parts of such funds included 
information regarding access to institutional assistance, school programs, legal 
help, transportation routes, occupational opportunities, and most economical 
places to purchase needed services and goods. (pp. 302-303) 
 
The use of this framework guides the researcher to understand that sources of knowledge 
are not only derived from formal educational settings and culture but also from 
experiences and daily practices of children and their families. Vélez-Ibáñez (1996) 
concludes that cultural conflict is certain when educational institutions have constructed 
instructional practices and reforms that do not take advantage of the cultural and practical 
skills children acquire through experiential forms of instruction in the home and 
community. Based on this premise, research that documents the funds of knowledge from 
family, culture and community can inform educational practice that is effective because it 
is culturally responsive. González et al. (2005) state, ―A fund of knowledge approach 
facilitates a systematic and powerful way to represent communities in terms of resources 
… this is an approach that allows us the researcher to engage in an inquiry process that is 
authentically informed by the participants…‖ (p. x).  
Significance of Study 
Educators have been concerned with the ways to best educate children that are 
failing in schools through improved instructional methods, requiring high-qualified 
teachers (trained in linguistic and cultural diversity), and providing curriculum and 
materials to meet rigorous content standards and annual state assessments. The research 
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has noted the growing gaps in achievement; it has noted the many obstacles to 
achievement within and outside of schools (Pabón López & López, 2010; Suárez-Orozco 
& Suárez-Orozco, 2001; Sunderman et al., 2005), but it has failed to document the 
experiences and perspectives of those who are often the subject of the research and data. 
There has been limited research that documents the experiences of children of immigrant 
parents and in particular undocumented immigrant parents. There is even less research 
documenting the experiences of their mothers as individuals trying to survive and settle 
into an American society that rejects their essential humanity (Glenn, Chang, & Forcey, 
1994; González, 2001; Segura & Zavella, 2007). Because this study is focused on gaining 
greater insight of the experiences of undocumented immigrant mothers as they settle into 
their new community, raise and educate their children, it is a valuable addition to 
educational research that has lacked such specificity about this growing population. This 
study provides an alternative perspective that recognizes assets and not deficiencies so 
common in educational research regarding disenfranchised children and their families. It 
recognizes that mothers are a rich source of knowledge in the education of their children 
that needs to be acknowledged, explored, and accessed. More importantly, this study 
positions the voices, experiences and knowledge of undocumented mothers at the 
forefront of research and analysis.  
Educators in the classroom will benefit from this research and analysis by gaining 
a deeper understanding of the private lives of their students and their families and 
possibly challenging long-held beliefs in cultural deficits and assumptions of misplaced 
educational priorities. Considering the current state of the economy, as resources are 
becoming scarcer each day, mothers who have met their survival needs with very limited 
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finances can offer valuable knowledge of ways to maximize minimal resources. This 
research can be used to inform the design of parent education programs for all families 
that are struggling to meet the needs of their children in these difficult economic times.  
To reiterate, this study is significant because it will provide educators, administrators, 
future teachers and researchers with the narratives and knowledge belonging to the 
mothers of our most disenfranchised students.  
By virtue of residence or birth in this country, the children of undocumented 
immigrant mothers have the right to a high quality education that meets their particular 
needs in order to ensure life and academic success. The insights that undocumented 
immigrant mothers provide regarding their experiences and aspirations can assist 
educators in building broader linguistic and cultural bridges between home and school 
life to halt and reverse the direction of failure and isolation for our most vulnerable 
students. 
 It is in the process of drastically improving the education of the children of 
undocumented parents that California‘s school system can, in fact, become the great 
equalizer that public schools were meant to be. One way to achieve this equalizing and 
democratizing endeavor is to bring the experiences of undocumented immigrant mothers 
out of the shadows of invisibility, silence and shame to reveal their true humanity, their 
knowledge, experience, resourcefulness and determination to attain a better future for 
their children. 
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CHAPTER II 
 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
The literature review provides historical and social-cultural context through the 
analysis of previous scholarly research and documentation of the experience of Mexican 
undocumented immigrant mothers previous to and following their migration to the 
United States. The literature review is comprised of three main sections. The first section 
presents the Mexican woman in her land of origin before the nature of a tenuous 
existence and clandestine life defined her experiences as a woman and as a mother. The 
second section provides details of both the historical background and theoretical context 
to understand the immigrant experience of the undocumented mother. The third section 
discusses the research on the experiences of undocumented mothers upon settlement in 
the United States as they raise and educate their children. This literature review conveys 
the multi-faceted background of the Mexican undocumented immigrant mother through 
her history and experiences across borders. 
Traditionally, migration to the United States had been a male-dominated activity 
reflective of the country‘s patriarchal social structure (Ruiz, 1988; Tuñón Pablos, 1999) 
and the labor opportunities available in the U.S. (Durand & Massey, 2004). It is only 
within the last two decades that research on the feminization of migration has gotten 
greater attention and consequently increasing the focus on how undocumented Mexican 
immigrants experience the migration process. Crossing borders is not a new phenomenon 
for Mexican women. There is historical evidence of young and old, single and married 
mothers who have been crossing borders since it was created (Acuña 1998; Ruiz, 1998; 
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Vélez-Ibáñez, 1996) though the research on this population of immigrants is limited 
(Donato, Wagner & Patterson, 2008; Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994). What is new and 
research-worthy is the number of Mexican women entering clandestinely into the United 
States. This number has dramatically increased over the past decades with undocumented 
Mexican women in many parts of the United States. Their migration is no longer limited 
to the Southwest (Cohn & Passel, 2009). Their migratory patterns have become more and 
more diverse (Donato et al., 2008; Durand & Massey, 2004) and crossing the border more 
difficult and dangerous (Ramos, 2005). 
Drawing from various sources of government data, the Pew Hispanic Center 
reported there were 7 million undocumented Mexican nationals residing in the United 
States in 2008, an estimated 43 % of these residents were women (Cohn & Passel, 2009). 
This is a striking increase in the participation by women considering that thirty years ago 
the total number of undocumented Mexican nationals was estimated to be between 1 and 
2 million (Warren & Passel, 1987) and only an estimated a quarter of them to be women 
(Cerruti & Massey, 2001; Massey, Durand & Malone; 2002).  
México, Her Land of Origin 
México is firmly founded on a pervasive patriarchal structure and an influential 
Catholic tradition. In particular, the influence of the patriarchy paradigm is the back drop 
for any discussion about the experience of Mexican women. Sociologist Pierrette 
Hondagneu-Sotelo (1994) defines patriarchy as ―a fluid and shifting set of social relations 
where men oppress women, in which different men exercise varying degrees of power 
and control, and in which women collaborate and resist in diverse ways‖ (p. 3). In 
México, patriarchy has maintained a fairly unchanged position. However, as the 
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definition indicates, patriarchy is fluid and has been influenced by economic 
circumstances, social-culture developments in México and by migration to the United 
States (Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; Tuñón Pablos, 1999; Ruiz, 1998).  
It is essential to recognize that the Mexican woman brings with her a rich history 
and culture that informs the complexity of her identity as an undocumented immigrant 
mother. Specifically, this section will explore significant historical events and iconic 
personalities that laid the foundation of her nation. México is characterized by a history 
of conquest, colonization and struggle for sovereignty (Acuña, 1988; Rodriguez, 1994; 
Paz, 1961; Vélez-Ibáñez, 1996). The conquest of the Aztecs by the Spaniards and 
influential historical and religious figures such as Malitzin and the Virgin of Guadalupe 
will be explored. This exploration will provide a context for understanding how the role 
of the Mexican woman has evolved in her homeland.  
The Conquest 
The story of contemporary México begins with an unparalleled event that forever 
transformed the original people of Anahuac, the extensive plateau of central México and 
the geographic center of a pre-Columbian Aztec civilization (Acuña, 1988; Díaz Del 
Castillo, 1956; León-Portilla, 1962). With the arrival of the Spaniards in 1521 to 
Tenochtitlan, the ancient Aztec capital, the conquest of the Aztec nation began as did the 
historic process of mestizaje (Acuña, 1988; Paz, 1961; Tuñón Pablos, 1999). Mestizaje is 
the Spanish word use to describe the mixing of two races to create a new one (Acuña, 
1988; Paz, 1961). Scholar Jeannette Rodriguez (1994) describes it in this manner, 
―Physical contact between the two cultures (often in the form of rape) began 
immediately, producing the Spanish-Indian mestizaje, the mestizos‖ (p. 2). However, the 
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process of mestizaje entailed much more than just a mixing of races, it also entailed the 
dramatic clashing of two distinct cultures with contrasting world views, laws, traditions 
and social norms (León-Portilla, 1962; Paz, 1961). The subjugation of the original 
inhabitants of the land included forced religious conversion, labor exploitation and sexual 
violence perpetuated against women (Del Castillo, 1956; Acuña, 1988; Tuñón Pablos, 
1999). Aztec scholar, León-Portilla (1962) has translated original Aztec writings to offer 
their account of the conquest: 
Broken spears lie in the roads; 
We have torn our hair in our grief 
The houses are roofless now, and their walls are red with blood. 
Worms are swarming in the streets and plazas, 
and the walls are splattered with gore. 
The water has turned red… 
We have pounded our hands in despair 
against the adobe walls 
for our inheritance, our city is lost and dead… 
(pps.137-138). 
 
Though the empire fell in a relatively short time, it would be many decades before the 
Spaniards could squelch all rebellions against their rule (Acuña, 1988; Ruiz, 1993). 
Mexican historian Ramon Eduardo Ruiz writes, ―The pacification of New Spain was 
accomplished in the face of fierce Indian opposition‖ (1993, p.58). It was after a violent 
conquest of the Aztec empire and the surrounding areas by European invaders that the 
Mexican woman was born (Acuña, 1988; Anzaldúa, 1987; Paz, 1961; Tuñón Pablos, 
1999). 
Malitzin, a Story of Survival and Resilience 
 The most significant and controversial female figure in México‘s early history 
makes her entrance at the onset of the conquest. The native woman named Malitzin is 
recognized in México as the nation‘s infamous and symbolic first mother often called the 
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Mexican Eve (Paz, 1961; Tuñón Pablos, 1999). Malitzin came to be known by many 
names -Malinalli, Doña Marina, Malinche- as her role in México‘s early history unfolded 
(Del Castillo, 1956; Ruiz, 1992). 
Malitzin, while still an adolescent, was given to the Spanish conquistador Hernán 
Cortés as a peace offering (one of 20 girl slaves) by the native leaders (Del Castillo, 
1956; Ruiz, 1992). According to original accounts, she was an intelligent and beautiful 
daughter of a native chieftain who spoke several native languages and was able to quickly 
learn Spanish (Del Castillo, 1956; León-Portilla, 1962). Subsequently, her extraordinary 
abilities led her to become Cortés‘ translator and constant companion (Del Castillo, 1956; 
León-Portilla, 1962; Ruiz, 1992). She embraced the Catholic faith and was baptized with 
the name Marina by the Spaniards though the natives called her -as she is known to this 
day- La Malinche (Del Castillo, 1956; Ruiz, 1992; Tuñón Pablos, 1999). Her alliance 
with Cortés grew into a relationship that bore a son, Martin Cortés; this son born to a 
Spanish conquistador and Malitzin is the symbolic first Mexican (Rodriguez, 1994; Ruiz, 
1992; 1994; Paz, 1961). Malitzin‘s relationship with Cortés was instrumental to the 
Spaniards‘ successful conquest of the Aztecs (Acuña, 1988; Ruiz, 1992; Paz, 1961). Ruiz 
(1992) writes, ―This remarkable woman, the helpmate of the Spaniards, is a legend in 
México; the name Malinche, which the Indians gave to her, is synonymous with betrayal‖ 
(p. 44). According to Julia Tuñón Pablos, Mexican historian, Malitzin played a critical 
role in mediating the relationship between the conqueror and the oppressor (1999). Hers 
is a feminist perspective grounded in the reality of Malitzin‘s difficult circumstances and 
her limited options. Tuñón Pablos(1999), describes Malitzin, ―Clearly she was a very 
skillful woman, since her efforts as a translator required her to bridge two mentalities and 
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two worldviews and to take into account distinct political needs‖ (p. 20). As a historical 
symbol of México‘s violent and tragic beginnings, Malitzin, Marina, Doña Marina, La 
Malinche, became not only a historical legend, but a negative feminine archetype 
representing betrayal and sexual promiscuity in México‘s collective imagination (Paz, 
1961; Ruiz, 1992; Cypess, 1991).  
Current scholars have challenged the pervasive negative representation of 
Malitzin in Mexican culture, literature, art, and music and noted the impact on Mexican 
women (Anzaldúa, 1987; Cypess, 1991; Del Castillo, 1989). They have sought to reclaim 
the Malinche archetype and recognize her as a Mexican role model of feminine strength 
and intelligence. Rodriguez (1994) summarizes how Mexican woman have had to carry 
this legacy while offering another point of view. She writes: 
The Mexican woman historically has been depicted as treacherous, passive and 
willingly violated (i.e., Malinche). An alternative view is a young woman who 
was able to assess her situation and able to act according to a value system that 
acknowledges and honors her understanding and worldview as well as concern 
and compassion for the people around her.  
(p. 75)  
 
Other scholars have supported this perspective acknowledging that Malitzin had very few 
choices as young captive slave yet she used her linguistic abilities and intelligence to 
prevent greater bloodshed during the conquest by negotiating alliances between the 
Spaniards and many native groups who were ready to end Aztec dominance (Anzaldúa, 
1987; Del Castillo, 1989; Cypess, 1991). Despite the fact that historians, contemporary 
feminists scholars and Chicana writers intrigued by La Malinche (Malitzin) attempt to 
represent her historical and cultural significance through an alternative and more nuanced 
perspective, she continues to be considered at best, a victim of circumstance and at worst, 
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an adroit traitor responsible for the downfall of the Aztec empire (Cypess, 1991; Paz, 
1961; Tuñón Pablos, 1999). 
Critical to this study is the manner in which La Malinche archetype informs the 
undocumented immigrant mother‘s experience as a woman and an immigrant along the 
continuum of victim and traitor. Historically and traditionally men have been the family 
members to migrate to the border and beyond to sustain the family while the mother‘s 
role was to nurture her family and remain at home (Chavez, 1992; Hondagneu-Sotelo, 
1994; Vélez-Ibáñez, 1996). Currently, this is no longer the case; economic circumstances 
in México, family reunifications and greater opportunities for domestic work, service-
oriented work and factory jobs have increased the number of women migrating to border 
cities in México and to the United States (Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; Ruiz, 1998; Wright 
2006). The need to seek employment opportunities is evident in the high influx of young 
Mexican women leaving their small towns and villages to find work in the past two 
decades (Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; Cohn & Passel, 2009). Out of necessity, these women 
are breaking with patriarchal norms and thus engendering the wrath of their male 
counterparts who are unable to fulfill their traditionally gender defined role (Monárrez 
Fragoso, 2002; Portillo, 2001; Washington Valdez, 2007). Akin to the young Malitzin, 
thousands of young Mexican women are in circumstances that force them to break from 
traditional gender norms and to rely on their own skills to survive along and across the 
border (Anzaldúa, 1987; Chavez, 1992; Ruiz, 1998; Vélez-Ibáñez, 1996). The young 
women break traditional employment patterns by taking advantage of the labor 
opportunities created once the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) took 
effect in 1994 (Office of the United States Trade Representative, 2010). The NAFTA 
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agreement removed most trading and investment barriers among North American 
countries and subsequently brought thousands of minimum wage factory jobs to border 
towns in México (Office of the United States Trade Representative, 2010; Segura & 
Zavella, 2007). These factories actively recruit and employ young women laborers or 
maquiladora workers as they are commonly called (Nathan, 1999; Segura & Zavella, 
2007; Wright, 2006). Young maquiladora workers have been the target of unbridled and 
unprecedented violence, notably in the Mexican border city Ciudad Juarez (Portillo, 
2001; Washington Valdez, 2007). From 1993 to 2008 the officially documented number 
of murdered women was 592 (Observatorio de Juarez, 2009). These women share some 
things in common; many were young, slender and poor (Monárrez Fragoso, 2002). Most 
of them were sexually and physically brutalized before being murdered (Monárrez 
Fragoso, 2002; Portillo, 2001; Washington Valdez, 2007).  
For those Mexican women who risk crossing clandestinely beyond their national 
border, the danger persists. The danger of physical and sexual assault by coyotes (human 
smugglers), other border-crossers, citizen-vigilantes and Homeland Security agents is 
very real (Anzaldúa, 1987; Chavez, 1992; Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; Vélez-Ibáñez, 1996). 
Upon entering the United States the undocumented Mexican woman continues to be in 
danger. In this country she is vulnerable to racial discrimination, sexual violence and 
exploitation because of her ethnicity, her gender and legal status (Chavez, 1992; Ruiz, 
1998; Solis, 2003). For the modern Mexican woman, oppression, vulnerability and 
victimization in a patriarchal framework has defined much of her experience (Monárrez 
Fragoso, 2002) but this does not mean that she has responded as a victim (Nathan, 1999; 
Tuñón Pablos, 1999). 
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Malitzin‘s legacy, as described by many feminist scholars and writers on both 
sides of the border, is one of courage and resilience in the presence of uncertainty, danger 
and adversity (Anzaldúa, 1987; Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; Ruiz, 1998; Tuñón Pablos, 
1999). This clearly parallels the experience of Mexican women today who may be fleeing 
many forms of patriarchal violence (sexual, domestic) or other economic circumstances 
that threaten their survival and their family‘s survival in México (Arguelles, 1989; 
Chavez, 1992; Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; Malkin, 2007). Mexican women have had to 
find ways to survive beyond patriarchal frameworks that place fathers, brothers or 
husbands as the sole bread-winner (Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; Ruiz 1998; Tuñón Pablos, 
1999). Immediately across the border opportunities to work in American households as 
housekeepers or nannies or in the fields or sweatshops have increased (Chavez, 1992; 
Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; Vélez-Ibáñez, 1996). As a matter of survival, like Malitzin, the 
contemporary Mexican woman has had to transform herself despite her subordinate and 
dependent position in a patriarchal society to save her children, her family, and herself 
engendering the patriarchal hostility (Anzaldúa, 1987; Nathan, 1999; Vasquez; 1990). In 
fleeing and making the decision to migrate, Mexican women are not passive victims, but 
instead are active agents over their lives, like Malitzin. Young women and young mothers 
have had to challenge patriarchal constraints and adapt to political and economic 
circumstances beyond their control by migrating north to work in the maquiladoras or 
crossing a dangerous border. 
The Celestial Mother, the Virgin of Guadalupe 
As the area of México was rapidly colonized by the Spaniards, many natives died 
while the survivors had to quickly adapt to incredible circumstances and witness a 
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transformation of their physical and spiritual world (León-Portilla, 1962; Paz, 1961; Ruiz, 
1992). The mestizaje process that began with the subjugation of the native women forced 
the fusion of two very different cultures and worldviews. That fusion is represented by 
the symbolic mother of the Mexican people, the Virgin of Guadalupe (Anzaldúa, 1987; 
Rodriguez, 1994). The alleged apparition of the Virgin of Guadalupe occurred in the 
winter of 1531, merely 10 years after the Spanish conquest and colonization which 
included the imposition of Catholicism (Nacional Basílica de Santa María de Guadalupe, 
2010; Rodríguez, 1994). The story is told that the blessed virgin, mother of God appears 
to a poor native convert named Juan Diego (Rodríguez, 1994). Diego‘s miraculous 
encounter with the Virgin Mary resulted in her enigmatic image revealed and preserved 
on his tilma (cloak). This tilma, made of a coarse cloth of native fibers, is housed in 
México City‘s basilica and is worshipped by hundreds of daily visitors (Insigne y 
Nacional Basílica de Santa María de Guadalupe, 2010; Rodríguez, 1994).  
Unlike Malitzin whose form was human and her actions physical, political, and 
controversial the Virgin of Guadalupe‘s form was a mystical apparition and her enduring 
power, deeply spiritual and emotional (Paz, 1961; Rodríguez, 1994; Tuñón Pablos, 1999). 
The story of the Virgin‘s apparition helped define Mexican religiosity, femininity and 
culture (Anzaldúa 1987; Paz, 1961; Rodríguez, 1994). For example, historians and 
scholars have attributed the rapid conversion to Catholicism by the indigenous Mexican 
people to the miraculous apparition of the Virgin (Anzaldúa, 1987; Rodríguez, 1994; 
Ruiz, 1992; Tuñón Pablos, 1999). Indeed Catholicism united the conqueror, the 
conquered and the new mestizos people under the mantle of the virgin but the 
hierarchical structure (favoring males and the rich) and racist nature (holding Europeans 
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superior to the conquered natives) of the church remained intact (Rodríguez, 1994; 
Ruiz,1992; Tuñón Pablos, 1999). Gloria Anzaldúa (1987) describes her importance:  
Today, la Virgen de Guadalupe is the most potent religious, political and cultural 
image of the Chicano/mexicano. She, like my race, is a synthesis of the old world 
and the new, of the religion and culture of the two races in our psyche, the 
conquerors and the conquered (p. 52). 
 
The Virgin of Guadalupe, as a religious and cultural Mexican icon has also 
crossed borders (Anzaldúa, 1987; Rodríguez, 1994). She too has become an immigrant. 
The Virgin of Guadalupe has evolved into a transnational symbol for all those in need of 
heavenly assistance on both sides of the Mexican border. For Mexicans and Mexican-
Americans, the Virgin of Guadalupe is the idealized mother, nurturing and protective of 
all her children (Anzaldúa, 1987; Paz, 1961; Rodríguez, 1994). She is found on car 
decals, on bedroom and living room walls, hanging from gold necklaces and tattooed on 
the body of many believers (Anzaldúa, 1987; Rodríguez, 1994). The mother, the student, 
the farm worker, the ill, the elderly all pray to the image of the virgin (Anzaldúa, 1987; 
Chavez, 1992; Rodriguez, 1994; Ruiz, 1998). Especially reverent is the immigrant who 
prays to her before travel, seeking protection, guidance and solace (Chavez, 1992; 
Rodriguez, 1994).  
For the Mexican woman, the Virgin of Guadalupe is not only to be venerated but 
to be emulated for she is the model of Mexican femininity, humble, virginal, nurturing 
and self-sacrificing (Anzaldúa, 1987; Paz, 1961; Rodríguez, 1994; Tuñón Pablos, 1999). 
Loyalty to the Virgin of Guadalupe remains impervious to the changing landscape, 
evolving patriarchy and the passing of generations (Anzaldúa, 1987; Rodríguez, 1994). 
This is the Mexican woman‘s inheritance, the context of her femininity and motherhood, 
which she brings to the United States.  
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A Patriarchal Catholic Nation 
 
The identity of Mexican women is not only defined by Malitzin and the Virgin of 
Guadalupe, but also by the manner in which the new conquered land developed into a 
modern patriarchal nation. As a conquered land, México was first named New Spain 
under the rule of the Spanish Crown and the Catholic Church (Ruiz, 1992; Tuñón Pablos, 
1999). Mexican historian Ruiz (1992) writes that though the church was in theory 
subservient to state authority, in practice it stood on equal political and economic ground 
with the state. With its power and wealth, the Catholic Church influenced New Spain‘s 
political, cultural, and patriarchal development (Acuña, 1988; Ruiz, 1992; Tuñón Pablos, 
1999).  
Faithful Wives and Dutiful Mothers 
The doctrine of the Catholic Church imposed strict guidelines for the role of 
women and men in the family and in society (Ruiz, 1992; Tuñón Pablos, 1999). The 
Catholic Church required women to be chaste and subservient, obedient to their fathers, 
brothers, and husbands and above all to be faithful wives and dutiful mothers (Rodriguez, 
1994; Ruiz, 1992; Tuñón Pablos, 1999). Men were expected to be in charge of women, 
providing for them and seeing to their moral conduct (Ruiz, 1992; Tuñón Pablos, 1999). 
With little opposition the Catholic Church became the most influential institution 
establishing clear gender roles and the solidifying a patriarchal social system (Ruiz, 1992; 
Tuñón Pablos, 1999). Very little would change for the Mexican woman through the 
course of México‘s history because the power of the patriarchal Catholic system founded 
in the colonial years continued to strengthen beyond the war of independence from Spain 
in 1821 (Acuña, 1988; Ruiz, 1992).  
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This social system provided the Mexican woman with two main options; marriage 
to a man or marriage to the church (Ruiz, 1992; Tuñón Pablos, 1999). Tuñón Pablos 
(1999) writes, ―Through marriage, women were placed under the authority of their 
husbands. According to civil law, the wife had to obey her husband and waive her rights 
regarding most legal actions, properties, and financial gains, and even be subordinate to 
her domestic activities‖ (p. 31). Though some forms of education were available to young 
girls (religious and domestic) its purpose was solely to give them skills to better fulfill 
their duties as mothers and wives inevitably reinforcing and perpetuating the patriarchal 
structure (Tuñón Pablos, 1999; Vasquez, 1999). If Mexican women chose not to marry, 
the only other respectable option that offered a measure of security and independence 
was to become a nun (Tuñón Pablos, 1999). One prominent Mexican woman that chose 
to become a nun in order to have some independence was Sor Juana Inez de la Cruz. Sor 
Juana Inez de la Cruz was a nun of extraordinary intelligence and talent that lived during 
the latter half of the 1600‘s (Sayers Peden, 1982; Tuñón Pablos, 1999). She is renowned 
for her plays, poems, and essays which are characterized by a feminist and rebellious 
perspective unique not only in that era but in subsequent eras (Tuñón Pablos, 1999; 
Sayers Peden, 1982; Merrim, 1999). Additionally, she challenged societal norms 
regarding gender and critiqued long-standing religious opinions in her writing causing 
many high-ranking officials of the church and state to eventually censure her. Though 
constrained within the patriarchal Catholic system of her time, Sor Juana Inez de la Cruz 
demonstrated a primordial desire for gender equality that would begin to take flight in 
earnest more than two centuries later. 
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Towards Equality 
As the nation of México grew, became more urbanized and progressed with 
industrial modernization brought about in the nineteenth century access to education 
increased; more males had access to formal education but females continued to by 
instructed in domestic activities learning to run a household, cook, sew and care for 
children (Tuñón Pablos, 1999; Vasquez, 1999). Despite the fact that Mexican women 
were limited in their social and educational options, many participated in active social 
lives and economic endeavors, particularly if they were from the higher classes while 
women in lower classes might enter factory work when needed or run small businesses 
such as tortilla making or tailoring (Ruiz, 1992; Tuñón Pablos, 1999; Vasquez, 1999). 
However, as Tuñón Pablos writes,  
The model woman continued to be docile and submissive, centered in her home, 
and focused on her children. In addition to the double workday, women workers 
had to endure the tacit or open accusation that they were abandoning their 
―natural‖ condition. (1999, p. 48)  
 
This oppressive patriarchal expectation for women in Mexican society has not gone 
unchallenged. Women have sought to extend their feminine role and gain greater equality 
in an oppressive culture out of both desire and necessity (Tuñón Pablos, 1999; Vasquez, 
1999).  
Mexican historians document that, indeed, Mexican women sought to gain equal 
political, property and labor rights that they did not possess (Ruiz, 1992; Tuñón Pablos, 
1999; Vasquez, 1999). From the beginning of the twentieth century, Mexican women 
engaged in the fight for legislation that gave them various legal rights such as an eight 
hour work day, the right to breastfeed their child during work hours, the right to sign 
contracts, and manage their own property (Tuñón Pablos, 1999; Vasquez, 1999). After 
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several decades of Mexican women organizing labor and suffrage groups and 
participating in international conferences concerned with the plight of women did a 
viable movement towards equality for women in México take flight (Ruiz, 1992; Tuñón 
Pablos, 1999; Vasquez, 1999). Their work eventually resulted in women gaining the right 
to vote in 1953, and to participate in labor unions and political parties (Tuñón Pablos, 
1999; Vasquez, 1999).  
 The research on the past century regarding educational attainment and 
participation in the labor market by Mexican women does demonstrate a transformation 
from the rigidity and limitations of México‘s early history to more flexibility and 
increased access to opportunities within a patriarchal framework (Parker & Pederzini, 
2001; Ruiz, 1992; Tuñón Pablos, 1999). This is clearly evidenced in the work of Parker 
and Pederzini (2001) who analyzed trends in educational attainment over the past several 
decades to describe the decreasing gap in schooling between boys and girls. Their 
research shows ―large increases in education levels of the population over time, and 
evidence that the gender gaps in education between men and women have decreased‖ 
(2001, p.13). The researchers attributed the increase to two factors; first there has been an 
overall expansion of schools throughout México and the second that there has been in 
increase in the women entering the labor force (Parker & Pederzini, 2001). Other 
researchers have also noted similar trends in schooling and employment as well as the 
increase of young women seeking employment away from their homes to more urban 
areas and in particular to border cities and to cities in the United States (Katz & Correia, 
2001; Ruiz, 1992; Vasquez, 1999). These trends are significant because it demonstrates 
that Mexican women are taking agency over their lives beyond the traditional constraints 
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of patriarchy which can eventually lead to egalitarianism of the sexes (Hondagneu-
Sotelo, 1994; Tuñón Pablos, 1999). 
Section One Summary 
In summary, the identity and expectation for Mexican women has been defined by 
two feminine symbols and the patriarchal Catholic Church. The first of the feminine 
archetype Malitzin is an earthly human, symbolic mother of the first Mexican, a 
controversial figure who illicit both hate and admiration in her nation. The other, the 
venerated celestial mother, the Virgin of Guadalupe, who symbolized not only the fusion 
of two people, two worlds but also the submission of the natives to the Spanish Catholic 
Church. Tuñón Pablos describes their interrelatedness: 
Guadalupe also expresses another feminine myth, one that is somewhat opposed 
to Marina, although complementary to her. The treacherous woman- the sexed 
prostitute, who, despite being an Indian, attains Spanish status- confronts the pure 
religious woman, who, based on Christian faith, cares for her people, even though 
this meant adopting the religion of the conqueror. (1999, p.21) 
 
Currently, the expected gender role for women continues to be a nurturing, maternal all-
suffering mother following the Guadalupe paradigm. There is however, strong evidence 
that increased access to education, labor and migration opportunities for Mexican women 
is beginning to shift what was once a solid patriarchal framework towards a more 
egalitarian structure. This dramatic shift from dutiful daughters and mothers in the 
domestic domain to self-sufficient breadwinners in the public domain poses many 
challenges for Mexican women. Mexican women have engendered resistance and 
hostility to their transforming roles. Young Mexican women remain vulnerable and easily 
victimized as they participate in education, labor and migration activities as evidenced by 
the violence against them in Ciudad Juarez.  
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Mexican mothers also have to contend with the double workday because if they 
labor outside the home they remain responsible for the bulk of the child caring, child-
rearing and domestic duties. Mexican women have historically and currently 
demonstrated great faith and resilience in the face of overwhelming challenges to fulfill 
the feminine roles and adapt to changing circumstances (Rodriquez, 2001; Ruiz, 1999, 
Tuñón Pablos, 1998; Valdés, 1996). 
 
Crossing Borders 
 
The U.S. Mexican border es una herida abierta (is an open wound) where the 
Third World grates against the first and bleeds. (Anzaldúa, 1987, p.25) 
 
Throughout human history groups and individuals have experienced the need or 
desire to migrate within and across geographic boundaries and political borders. In his 
influential paper, A Theory of Migration, demographer Everett Lee (1966) defines 
migration ―as a permanent or semi-permanent change of residence‖ and describes it 
further by writing that, ―No matter how short or how long, how easy or how difficult, 
every act of migration involves an origin, a destination, and an intervening set of 
obstacles‖ (p. 49). Migration is a human phenomenon that has defined the complex and 
on-going relationship between México, the country of origin and the United States, the 
destination for millions of Mexicans. For the Mexican immigrant, the process of 
migration from México to the United State has been beset with economic, physical and 
personal obstacles, but also with hope, perseverance and to overcome seemingly 
insurmountable barriers. The Mexican immigrant population, despite past male–focused 
research and enduring stereotypes is not a homogeneous community (Santa Ana, 2007; 
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Passel, 2006) or dominated by single men as in the past (Acuña, 1988; Massey et al., 
1988). It can no longer be easily categorized according to legal status either. Senior 
immigration researcher for the Pew Hispanic Center, Passel (2006) explained the 
complexity of the undocumented population: 
In fact, the full portrait of the unauthorized immigrant population is more varied. 
Unauthorized immigrants also live as couples (sometimes with a spouse who is a 
U.S. citizen or legal immigrant), and many of these couples have children. Some 
children are U.S. citizens and some are unauthorized, and sometimes there are 
both U.S. citizen and unauthorized children in the same family. There are also 
hundreds of thousands of single women. (p.6) 
Immigration research also illustrates that undocumented immigrants typically migrate to 
the U.S. with the intent to return to their homeland after having saved or sent enough 
money to México to build a home, start a small business or pay off a debt (Chavez, 1992; 
Durand & Massey, 2004; Massey et al., 1987). Many, despite their aspirations to return 
home, never do, particularly if they are women (Chavez, 1992; Sellers Campbell, 2008). 
Research also demonstrates that due to the increased militarization of the border in recent 
years, fewer undocumented immigrants are returning home for the fear of being 
apprehended upon their return to the United States (Durand & Massey, 2004; Passel, 
2006). Additionally, as immigrants build more economic and social connections and 
stabilize their legal status, it becomes harder to return home. A subsequent outcome is 
that family members are brought to the United States possibly increasing the participation 
of undocumented women in the migration process (Arguelles, 1990; Chavez, 1992; 
Durand & Massey, 2004; Massey et al., 1987; Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994).  
Though the research on immigration is vast and the research on undocumented 
migration growing, the research investigating the participation of women in clandestine 
migration is scant (Donato, Wagner & Patterson, 2008; Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994). There 
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is a critical need to increase the body of research related specifically to the movement by 
women across borders and its ensuing social, cultural, economic, and political effects.  
México to the United States, 150 Years of Migration 
The historical context in which this relationship is centered, migration from 
México to the United States, has taken place over the last century and a half. Mexican 
nationals have historically crossed the border legally and illegally for political, economic, 
and/ or familial reasons (Acuña, 1988; Chavez, 1992; Massey et al., 1984). It must be 
stated that many Americans of Mexican descent in the United States never crossed the 
border. There is an old familiar adage that is often repeated by Mexican-Americans in the 
Southwest which clarifies their non-migratory history, ―We didn‘t cross the border, the 
border crossed us.‖ This saying refers to the outcome of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo 
of 1848 which left more than 100,000 Mexican citizens (Anzaldúa, 1987) somewhere 
within the one million square miles México lost to the United States. For many of those 
Mexican citizens, their roots led to the original inhabitants of the land and for others, to 
their Spanish ancestors who established settlements in the area as early as 1598 (Acuña, 
1988; Guzman, 1976; Ruiz, 1992). The treaty laid the current political border which 
stretches east from the western and southernmost city of San Diego in California, 
continuing through Arizona, New México and Texas along the geographic border created 
by the river Rio Grande (Guzman, 1976; Ruiz, 1992). Chicano historian Rodolfo Acuña 
(1988) writes:  
On February 2, 1848 the Mexicans ratified the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, with 
México accepting the Rio Grande as the Texas border and ceding the Southwest 
(which incorporated the present-day states of California, New México, Nevada, 
and parts of Colorado, Arizona and Utah) to the United States in return for $15 
million. (p.19) 
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The thousands of Mexicans living in the newly acquired territory became foreigners in 
their own land (Acuña, 1988). For many Mexicans south of the Rio Grande border 
migration would become an ensuing and inevitable reality (Vélez-Ibáñez, 1996). 
Historical evidence documents that the causes of the mass migration of Mexicans 
to the United States after 1848, originated on both sides of the border. Initially, as both 
countries became more urbanized, México‘s rural communities were being systematically 
displaced, while in sparsely populated areas of the U.S., the growing need for workers to 
build railroads, to mine, and to labor in other new industries became widespread (Acuña, 
1988; Ruiz, 1992; Vélez-Ibáñez, 1996). Immigration scholars (Chavez, 1992; Durand & 
Massey, 2004; Massey et al., 1987) also recognize political and economic cycles in both 
countries contributed to the influx of immigrants at various historical intervals. For 
example, from 1872 until 1911 under the autocratic rule of President Porfirio Diaz, the 
traditional system of communal land ownership was abolished leaving the grand majority 
of rural families without the land they needed for economic survival (Acuña, 1988; 
Massey, et al., 1987; Ruiz, 1992). Acuña (1988) writes, ―The decline of ruralism and the 
uprooting of the Mexican peasant would be a prime factor in the Mexican migration to 
the United States‖ (p. 147). This displacement of Mexican rural communities coincided 
with rapid economic and industrial development in the United States increasing the 
demand for workers in the new American Southwest. With a vast pool of workers 
available in México, American businesses actively recruited Mexican nationals (Massey, 
et al., 1987; Vélez-Ibáñez, 1996). The onset of World War I also triggered a need for 
Mexican workers (Guzman, 1976). Furthermore, Massey et al. (1987) note that the years 
following the Mexican Revolution in 1910 and the enactment of legislation that restricted 
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European immigration in 1921 saw a marked increase in the number of Mexicans 
migrating to the United States. They write:  
During the 1920s, a yearly average of 49,000 Mexicans entered the United States, 
establishing enclaves in cities throughout the Southwest and the industrial 
Midwest, particularly in Los Angeles, San Antonio, and Chicago. (Massey, et al., 
1987, p. 42)  
 
However, by the end of the 1920s, the Great Depression had hit the United States and 
effectively limited Mexican migration, and was followed by the expulsion of thousands 
of Mexican nationals and the repatriation of thousands of American citizens of Mexican 
descent (Acuña, 1988). This reactionary and repressive response by the United States 
during difficult political and economic times towards Mexicans and Americans of 
Mexican descent typifies the scape-goating American reaction that is neither exclusive to 
this era nor exclusive toward this community. 
Immigration from México to the United States did not see a significant resurgence 
until the start of World War II when the American and Mexican governments entered into 
an agreement allowing the recruitment of Mexican laborers under contract for work in the 
United States (Massey, et al., 1987). This temporary guest worker arrangement, 
commonly known as the Bracero Program, was implemented to address the shortage of 
agricultural workers during World War II. It provided a system between the United States 
and México that allowed thousands of Mexican immigrants to work legally in the United 
States. The program continued successfully through the end of the war, but was finally 
allowed to expire in 1964 (Acuña, 1988). Despite the Bracero Program‘s longevity, it 
wasn‘t without controversy on both sides of the border. For example, the Mexican 
government was forced into making concessions to the U.S. government that violated 
some of the initially negotiated agreements. Braceros had grievances regarding labor 
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exploitation and ill-treatment (Ruiz, 1992), and American farm owners wanted less 
government interference in their employment practices (Acuña, 1988). Immigration 
scholars Cerruti and Massey (2004) mark 1964, the year the controversial Bracero 
Program ended, as the start of the ―modern era of México-U.S. migration‖ (p. 17) for the 
subsequent reasons. The termination of the Bracero Program was immediately followed 
by federal legislation that significantly amended it to address anti-immigration and anti-
Mexican sentiments in the nation (Acuña, 1988). Immigration legislation became more 
restrictive by limiting the number of visas allotted to immigrants world-wide. Previously, 
no restrictions in quantity of visas had existed for Latin America or Canada. 
Consequently, this made legal immigration to the United States a more difficult process 
and a less viable option for newer Mexican immigrants, but made allowances for more 
long-term immigrants to legalize their families. Furthermore, the U.S. - México border 
saw a dramatic increase in enforcement making undocumented crossing a more difficult 
and dangerous proposition (Acuña, 1988; Cerruti & Massey, 2004; Massey, et al., 1987). 
Indeed it was the start of a new era in U.S. immigration. For Mexican immigrants, it 
became an era of adapting and overcoming new and different intervening obstacles. 
Despite the new restrictive immigration policies, the United States continued to 
experience a swell in both documented and undocumented immigrants in the following 
years (Acuña, 1988; Cerruti & Massey, 2004). Acuña (1988) documents that the end to 
the remittances received from workers in the Bracero Program, México‘s inability to 
provide enough jobs for the growing population, and the increased American influence 
on México‘s economy caused the increase in migration to the United States. Acuña 
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(1988) states that after 1965, ―foreign companies controlled 31 % of the total value of 
Mexican production and employed only 16 % of the industrial workforce‖ (p. 322).  
Immigrants also responded to favorable industrial and labor conditions in the United 
States: the expansion of low-skilled jobs in agriculture, the service sector, and light 
industry –jobs that most Anglo-Americans would not accept because the pay was below 
the minimum wage or they were socially undesirable. This in turn created a demand for 
cheap labor in the United States (Acuña, 1988, p. 321). 
 In fact, the 1960s and 1970s also saw an increase in the undocumented migration 
of women due primarily to the economic conditions in México, (Cornelius, 1991; 
Martinez & McCaughn, 1990) and supported by the expanding web of networks between 
Mexicans on both sides of the border (Chavez, 1994; Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994). 
Undocumented migration, in particular, continued to go unabated. Cerutti and Massey 
(2004) write: 
With the termination of the Bracero Program in 1964 and the progressive 
tightening of legal immigration from México after 1968, undocumented migration 
began to grow. From a mere 87,000 arrests in 1964 the annual number of aliens 
apprehended and expelled from the United States rose to a peak of 1.8 million in 
1986. (p. 19)  
 
Once more, attempting to respond to growing public pressure to the immigration 
problem, Congress passed the Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) in 1986. 
IRCA addressed various immigration issues, the most salient, control over illegal 
immigration through enhanced border enforcement and control over unlawful 
employment and the development of an amnesty plan for long term undocumented 
residents and agricultural workers (IRCA, 1986). According to Simcox (1997), a 
researcher from the Center for Immigration Studies, the amnesty plan gave legal status to 
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an estimated 300,000 to 400,000 undocumented immigrants within the first few years of 
IRCA‘s implementation. This occurred despite the fact that IRCA‘s amnesty plan only 
applied to undocumented immigrants in the country before 1982 and seasonal agricultural 
workers, but fraudulent applications were not uncommon (Simcox, 1997; Durand & 
Massey, 2004). By all accounts, IRCA‘s intent to reduce undocumented migration failed 
(Simcox, 1997) it did however succeed in granting 2.7 million applicants permanent 
residence status (Rytina, 2003). 
The United States continued to experience an influx of undocumented 
immigrants, a growing number, women and children after the implementation of IRCA 
(Cornelius, 1991). The early 1990s saw a brief decrease in illegal entry to the United 
States, a temporary response to increased enforcement of the border (Chavez, 1992; 
Durand & Massey, 2004; Simcox, 1997). In 2006, President Bush signed a bill 
authorizing the construction of a 700-mile wall intended to secure the U.S.-México 
border and deter potential undocumented immigrants (Fletcher & Weisman, 2006). 
Currently, a troubled American economy, less demand for workers and the heightened 
border security has decreased illegal entry into the United States. Nonetheless, the 
number of women crossing the border illegally has gradually increased (Passel & Cohn, 
2009).  
To date, Congress and the White House have been unwilling or unable to bring 
comprehensive immigration reform to the forefront of their legislative priorities despite 
the fact there are an estimated six million undocumented immigrants in the United States 
(Department of Homeland Security, 2010) and a firestorm of controversy over the issue. 
Since the establishment of the National Fugitive Operations Program in early 2003 by the 
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Department of Homeland Security and U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
(ICE), immigrant communities have experienced massive mobilization efforts to track 
down and deport undocumented immigrants. For example during a two-week operation in 
the Los Angeles area in the fall of 2007, ICE reported the following: 
More than 1,300 criminal aliens, immigration fugitives, and immigration violators 
have been removed from the United States or are facing deportation today 
following the largest special enforcement action ever carried out by U.S. 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Fugitive Operations Teams 
anywhere in the nation. (DHS, 2007) 
 
Additionally, there has been unprecedented enforcement of the border. In the summer of 
2010 under President Obama the federal government had deployed 1,200 National Guard 
militarization of the border. Responding to the request for support from the federal 
government, California Governor, Arnold Schwarzenegger deployed the California 
National Guard to the border (Office of the Governor, 2010). This at the same time as 
Arizona has become the center of the immigration battle with the passage of Senate Bill 
1070. This legislation would essentially require officials and agents of the state to enforce 
federal immigration law (Arizona Senate Bill 1070, 2010). The public is deeply divided 
on this issue with many Americans applauding Arizona‘s efforts while various 
organizations and other government agencies vehemently oppose implementation of the 
law. The Justice Department took immediate action with a preliminary injunction. The 
preliminary injunction states that if the law is enforced it:  
…will disrupt constitutional order by undermining the federal government‘s 
control over the regulation of immigration and immigration policy and by 
interfering with its ability to balance the purposes and objectives of federal law 
and to pursue its chosen enforcement priorities. (U.S. Justice Department, 2010, 
p.2)  
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The NAACP joined forces with other civil rights groups calling the law ―extreme‖ and ― 
unconstitutional‖ and that it ― invites the racial profiling of people of color‖ (NAACP, 
2010). Thus the immigration battle continues with no easy resolution in sight and very 
little abatement in undocumented entries.  
 It is undeniable that political and economic realities in the both the United States 
and México have compelled and attracted thousands and thousands of Mexican nationals 
to cross the border primarily to find employment. Immigration patterns follow a trend of 
growth and economic stability in the United States that attracts immigrants seeking job 
opportunities. Conversely, political or economic strife in México results in an influx of 
both documented and undocumented immigrants to the United States (Acuña, 1988; 
Guzman, 1976). These historical patterns support the traditional migration theory that 
attributes migration to structural forces in both the receiving country and the sending 
country (Lee, 1966).  
Traditionally, migration from México to the United States has been a male-
dominated activity (Chavez, 1992; Durand & Massey, 2004; Passel, 2006) resulting in 
scholarly research that reflects that reality to the exclusion of women. But women have 
always been involved in migration whether they stayed behind in the home country and 
dealt with the impact of migration there or were immigrants themselves as solo 
sojourners or with other family members (Acuña, 1988; Ruiz, 1998). Nevertheless, with 
the passage of Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) in 1986, the profile of the 
modern immigrant has become much more complex reflecting the increased participation 
by women. This new quantifiable trend of increased participation by women immigrants 
has been called by scholars the feminization of migration and has become an emerging 
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interest for women scholars (Donato et. al., 2008; Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; Sellers 
Campbell, 2008). The traditional theory is not sufficient to analyze this phenomenon and 
must be supplemented to understand the participation of women immigrants, particularly 
if they are undocumented and are mothers. 
Evolving Theories of Migration 
The dominant migration theory attributes existing structural forces in both the 
sending and receiving communities as the cause of migration. This theory is referred to as 
the push-pull model. The push-pull model was initially developed by E.G. Ravenstein, an 
English geographer in the late nineteenth century (Lee, 1966), but was updated by Everett 
Lee in the 1960s. This theory notes that certain structural conditions may exist in the 
country or region of origin such as failing economy or high unemployment that compel 
residents to migrate to other locations. These structural forces are named push factors. 
Pull factors, on the other hand are conditions such as a thriving job market and political 
stability in the receiving community that attract immigrants. Lee (1966) proposed that 
immigrants respond to push-pull factors according to age, gender, and social class 
process as well as personal factors such as educational background, family connections 
and experiences, in turn these factors impact their ability to overcome intervening 
obstacles within the migration process. This push-pull model has been the foundational 
theory in immigration studies. Nevertheless, immigration scholars studying Mexican 
migration in the last twenty years have greatly expanded on this theory to address the 
complex social nature of migration (Chavez, 199; Massey, et al., 1987). Migration 
develops a social infrastructure to support it, is self-sustaining, is integrated into the 
family‘s way of life, and is the migration network are maintained by immigrants that 
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have settled and often participate in an ongoing process of return migrations (Chavez, 
1992; Massey et al., 1987). 
Scholars in the field of U.S.-México migration Massey, Alarcón, Durand and 
González, (1987) take the traditional and foundational push-pull model centrally focused 
on structural forces beyond its static limitations. Massey and his colleagues sought to 
establish the nature of migration as primarily a dynamic social process driven by 
immigrant networks in their book entitled, Return to Aztlan (1987):  
Immigrant networks consist of social ties that link sending communities to 
specific points of destination in receiving societies. These ties bind immigrants 
and non-immigrants within a complex web of complementary social roles and 
interpersonal relationships that are maintained by informal set of mutual 
expectation and prescribed behaviors. (p. 139) 
 
To explain the dynamic nature of migration, Massey et al. developed a comprehensive 
framework that provides six principles of migration, an immigrant typology and a 
description of the settlement and integration process immigrants experience. The 
framework was developed by meticulously reviewing the theoretical and research 
literature about immigration. It was subsequently verified in the course of studying 
immigrants from four Mexican sending communities. A combined methodology of 
ethnographic fieldwork and survey sampling was used. Together, these methods ensured 
validity and established a ―firm basis for generalization‖ (Massey et al., 1987, p. 8). 
The framework is built on the premise that migration is ―a dynamic cumulative 
process whose operation is governed by six principles‖ (Massey et al., 1987, p.4) which 
notably integrate structural and social forces. The six principles are:  
a. Migration originates in the social and economic structural transformation of 
sending and receiving communities. 
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b. Migration develops a social infrastructure that supports migration en masse. 
c. Migration is utilized by households as part of the larger strategy for economic 
survival. 
d. Migration becomes a self-sustaining social process (integrated into family‘s 
way of life) that alters individuals, households and communities making 
migration more probable.  
e.  Temporary migration (for some immigrants) inevitably turns into permanent 
settlement in the new location. 
f.  Migration networks are maintained by immigrants that have settled and then 
participate in an ongoing process of return migrations.  
 These mutually dependent principles provide an integrated model for understanding the 
social nature of migration and the reciprocal relationship between migration and social 
networks (Massey et al., 1987). Inevitably, social networks influence and expand 
migration while migration influences and expands social networks (Chavez, 1992; 
Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; Massey et al., 1987). The six principles are evidenced in the 
current immigration literature (Chavez, 1992; Durand & Massey, 2004; Hondagneu-
Sotelo, 1994; Vélez-Ibáñez, 1996). Specifically, attention is placed on the concept of 
migration as a household strategy for economic survival and the use of social networks to 
provide the necessary information, experience, methods and connections to migrate, 
settle and integrate in to new communities. The aforementioned concepts will be 
explored further in the review of the literature about undocumented immigrant women. 
In addition, to the six principles Massey and his colleagues (1987) developed a 
typology of immigrants:  
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1. Temporary immigrants make one to three short trips without documentation 
and do not integrate as they are often older married household heads from 
unskilled or agricultural backgrounds. 
2.  Recurrent immigrants commute between the two countries and tend to be 
undocumented, have developed more connections to the United States are 
often younger married household heads from unskilled or agricultural 
backgrounds. 
3.  Settled immigrants are highly integrated into the new community and are 
long term residents of the United States and are predominantly young 
household heads from nonagricultural occupations and are sometimes women. 
Though this general typology is useful when studying documented and undocumented 
male immigrants, its usefulness is limited when it is applied to women. These typologies 
are limited in scope because they do not adequately describe the immigrant who is 
woman, who is mother, who may or may not be married or the head of household and 
who may follow different migration patterns than those ascribed to the three types of 
immigrants. The United Nations did however recognize this diversity in their World 
Migration Report. An analysis of that report generated the following conclusion:  
They move for many reasons, of which marriage is only one and among which work 
is becoming increasingly significant. Young women dominate in migration, but older 
women migrate as well. They move with or without their families. Both single and 
married women migrate. Indeed, there is growing evidence of women who have 
borne children moving for work, leaving the care of their children with family 
members who remain at home. (United Nations, 2009, p. 13) 
 
The analysis also generated a general typology of female immigrants. The types identified 
are: 
1.  legal permanent immigrants  
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2. return immigrants (return voluntarily or involuntarily back to their home countries)  
3. forced immigrants (leave home countries involuntary due to any of a variety of 
unforeseen circumstances) 
4.  irregular immigrants (undocumented)  
5.  short-term or seasonal immigrants 
Despite the fact that the United Nation typology was developed to represent women 
immigrants and does expand on Massey et al.‘s list to include a separate undocumented 
immigrant type, it remains devoid of specificity related to gender described in the findings of 
the report. It is too general to represent the various types of undocumented immigrant women 
who currently participate in migration not just in México but throughout the world. It 
neglects to typify the documented or undocumented women found in the research literature 
who leave their country to be reunited with their husbands (Valdés, 1996; Ruiz, 1998) or 
those fleeing their husband‘s or family‘s abuse (Salcido & Adelman, 2004) and those who 
leave all or some of their children behind and those who may be single mothers seeking 
better opportunities for themselves and their children (Hondagneu-Sotelo; 1994). Presently, 
there is a need for a typology that uses more than legal status, length and occurrence of 
migration as classification criteria, but is representative of their gender specific roles and 
circumstances. 
Lastly, Massey and his colleagues described the process of settlement and 
integration into the new community that Mexican immigrants experience. They traced the 
continuous personal, social, and economic dimensions of settlement and integration that 
make up the larger social process of migration. The initial step of settlement is the 
accessing the social networks that immigrants need in order to travel and cross the 
border, find jobs and housing. For many immigrants, settlement becomes a reality even if 
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the trip was initially intended to be a temporary one. Settlement ensues with the passage 
of time as immigrants build more social networks, economic connections and income 
dependency. Eventually, immigrants are compelled to bring other family members if their 
stay becomes extended. However, since immigrants not only build new social networks 
but also maintain social networks that connect them back to their community of origin, 
permanent settlement is never a finite outcome of migration according to Massey and his 
colleagues. The process of integration is equally complex. Massey et al. (1987) state: 
―Even after many years of international migration, however, the concepts of integration 
and settlement remain problematic and ambiguous‖ (p. 284). Massey et al. described 
integration as ―an emergent process that occurs gradually‖ (p. 254). This process entails 
an understanding of the English language and culture accomplished through the personal, 
social, and economic connections established after a period of three to four years of 
settlement and the acquisition of legal permanent status. Massey et al., found that 
undocumented immigrants do not integrate as fluidly due to the ever-present fear of being 
deported thus are cautious about the legal and social connections they make. However, 
having children in the United States deepens the connections and hastens the integration 
process. Massey et al. (1987) write: ―These children grow up speaking English and 
learning Anglo-American culture and thus draw the rest of the family into the social 
world of the United States‖ (p. 258).  
The work of anthropologist Leo Chavez serves to further address the migration 
process as experienced by undocumented immigrants. Unlike Massey and his colleagues 
who studied both documented and undocumented immigrants, Chavez (1992) only 
studied undocumented immigrants working in the San Diego area, who generally tended 
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to be recurrent immigrants. In his book, Shadowed Lives; Undocumented Immigrants in 
American Society (1992), Chavez presents findings that are in alignment with the 
principles established by Massey et al. (1987). Chavez concluded that for the 
undocumented immigrant, the decision to migrate was socially constructed, often part of 
a family‘s history (1992): 
Personal histories of undocumented immigrants reveal a complex array of 
motives for migration. . . .The idea grows out of a history of behavior and social 
interaction between individuals and families in both México and the United 
States. (p. 21).  
 
Chavez (1992) also confirms that undocumented immigrants represent their household 
and that their actions are part of a family strategy in response to an economic need 
(Massey et al., 1987). Chavez writes, ―Family members working away from home are, in 
essence, ‗agents‘ of the family, sending back, or bringing back with them, needed 
resources‖ (1992, p. 26). Regarding the matter of settlement and integration -Chavez 
refers to it as incorporation- it is a complicated matter for the undocumented immigrant:  
These people never accumulate enough links of incorporation –secure 
employment, family formation, the establishment of credit, capital accumulation, 
competency in English and so forth-… However, even individuals who have 
accumulated a great number of such links may find full incorporation into the new 
society blocked because of their undocumented status and the larger society‘s 
view of them as illegal aliens. (Chavez, 1992, p. 5) 
 
 Because undocumented immigrants have fewer connections to facilitate integration into 
the American society they remain isolated at the margins of the greater society (Chavez, 
1992; Massey, et al., 1987). 
 The theoretical framework developed by Massey and his colleagues that includes 
the six principals of migration, typology of immigrants, and the process of settlement and 
integration process is an important and useful tool of analysis for the study of migration 
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in general. To analyze the participation of undocumented women in the migration process 
specifically, two principles are critical and emerge without fail in the literature regarding 
the undocumented migration of women. Central to the experience of undocumented 
immigrant women is the use of migration as a household or family strategy and the use of 
social and kin networks in the process of settlement and integration to the United States 
(Bastida, 2001; Donato, et al., 2008; Malkin, 2007; Sellers Campbell, 2008; Ruiz, 1998; 
Valdés, 1996). The current literature also suggests that generally women are not 
temporary or recurrent immigrants but settled immigrants many of who are 
undocumented (Bastida, 2001; Donato, et al., 2008; Malkin, 2007; Hondagneu-Sotelo, 
1994; Sellers Campbell, 2008; Ruiz, 1998; Valdés, 1996). The research also illustrates 
that undocumented immigrant mothers become settled and marginally integrated into the 
new community in a shorter period of time than male immigrants (Reyes Cruz, 2008; 
Sellers Campbell, 2008; Valdés, 1996) and make greater use of their networks than men 
(Curran & Rivero-Fuentes , 2003). The general conclusion is that this is primarily due to 
the social connections mothers make as a result of their children‘s participation in schools 
(Reyes Cruz, 2008; Valdés, 1996) and to female networks available to them in the 
community (Curran & Rivero-Fuentes, 2003; Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; Ruiz, 1998). 
Female Perspectives on Migration  
There is an obvious disparity between traditional theoretical models centered on 
the male experience and analyzed through a male perception and the actual experience of 
women (Gilligan, 1982; Glenn, 1994). Gilligan, in her book In a Different Voice (1982), 
writes that theories considered gender neutral in the social sciences are now considered 
―to reflect a consistent observational and evaluative bias‖ (p. 6). Necessarily, an aspect of 
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the migration theory that needed to be expanded on is the feminization of migration from 
a feminine perspective. This unexplored dimension in the dynamic social process of 
migration emerges in the current literature but was not analyzed in the work of Massey et 
al. (1987) or Chavez (1992). Gender is a defining force in the process of migration and 
inevitably migration challenges patriarchal structures and redefines gender roles through 
the migration process and ensuing settlement and integration. In an effort to apply their 
framework to undocumented immigrant mothers the additional work of two scholars will 
be included. The seminal works of Chicana historian Vickie Ruiz (1998) and immigration 
feminist scholar and Pierrette Hondagneu-Sotelo (1994) will expand on the theoretical 
framework developed by Massey et al. (1987). Ruiz‘s historical work serves to 
corroborate the current research on undocumented Mexican immigrant women in the 
United States. Hondagneu-Sotelo positions gender as an essential tool for analyzing the 
migration process.  
In her book, From out of the Shadows, Ruiz (1998) documents the experience of 
immigrant Mexican women in the United States at the start of the twentieth century.  
She includes the oral histories of several women who migrated to the American 
Southwest in the 1920s and 1930s. Ruiz (1998) explains: 
…this book surveys women‘s border journeys not solely in terms if travel, but of 
internal migration –creating, accommodating, resisting, and transforming the 
physical and psychological environs of their ―new‖ lives in the United States. 
These are journeys of survival, resiliency, and community. (p. xv)  
 
Patriarchal structures certainly restrained their activity and possibilities upon arrival in 
the United States. The expectations of chastity and motherhood was the dominant 
narrative, however it was often challenged or manipulated to accommodate life in the 
United States. Additionally, documented and undocumented immigrant women 
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participated in various work in and out of the home. They helped their husbands 
supplement the household income with their own work in the informal economy using 
skills they came with such as hair styling, sewing, cooking and selling food and caring 
for the children of other women. She found that the women relied heavily on each other 
depending on their social and kin networks to find work, to care for their children and 
access needed resources whether they lived in labor camps, towns or cities. They were 
also steeped in their religious traditions leaning on their religious faith and belief in the 
Virgin of Guadalupe while ―religious practice permeated everyday routines‖ (Ruiz, 1998, 
p. 26). The totality of these skills; their culture and religious practices and experiences 
that immigrant women brought with them is a reflection of their collective family 
wisdom (Valdés, 1996) or funds of knowledge (Vélez-Ibáñez, 1996) these critical 
resources to settlement and integration to the new community. Ruiz found that the 
immigrant women were able to survive the hardships of labor camps, poverty, and social 
marginalization by relying on the family‘s collective wisdom and the funds of knowledge 
and then passing this on to their children. In raising children, the inevitability of their 
children‘s acculturation or Americanization process was a salient theme in the women‘s 
narratives. Ruiz called this process cultural coalescence and described it as such, 
―Immigrants pick, borrow, retain, and create distinctive cultural forms…. People navigate 
across cultural boundaries and consciously make decisions with regard to the production 
of culture‖ (xvi). Navigating the process of cultural coalescence meant not only adapting 
to the superficial aspects of the new culture such as differences in food, music or clothing 
their children were now exposed to but negotiating differences in mores, education, and 
child-rearing practices. For example, the freedom young women had access to in the 
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United States clashed with the strict Mexican patriarchal expectations limiting young 
women‘s movement and behavior thus presenting mothers with cultural conflicts with no 
easy resolutions (Ruiz, 1998). 
Ruiz‘s (1998) work is significant because the oral histories she collected 
demonstrate that through the passage of time, the research of undocumented Mexican 
immigrant women in the United States echo the narratives of women in the past century 
in substantial ways. For example, the research finds that Mexican women today, continue 
to identify with the Marian archetype (Espin, 1997; Rodriguez, 1994) and continue to 
actively venerate the Virgin of Guadalupe after migrating to the United States. 
Contemporary undocumented women immigrants also rely heavily on their funds of 
knowledge and their collective family wisdom to settle in to their new communities 
(Reyes Cruz, 2008; Valdés; 1996; Vélez-Ibáñez, 1996). The process of cultural 
coalescence (Ruiz, 1998) continues to be relevant as undocumented mothers are 
challenged by circumstances to adapt to different cultural norms as they raise and educate 
their children (Olsen, 1997; Valdés, 1996; Reyes Cruz, 2008) and shifting gender role 
expectations that results in a continuous challenge of traditional patriarchal structures 
(Espin, 1997; Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; Salcido & Adelman, 2004).  
Hondagneu-Sotelo (1994) not only studied the centrality of social networks and 
household dynamics in the migration process, but also observed the significant impact 
gender had on migration and migration had on gender roles. Previous influential 
immigration research had only superficially addressed the concept of gender (Chavez, 
1992; Lee, 1966; Massey et al., 1987; Vélez-Ibáñez, 1996). In Gendered Transitions 
(1994), Hondagneu-Sotelo concedes that the traditional push-pull model (Lee, 1966) 
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serves to explain the initial impetus to migrate, yet she focuses more on the social 
dimensions of this phenomenon reflective of the work of Massey et al., (1987) and 
Chavez (1992). Hondagneu-Sotelo (1994) contends that ―it is the immediate context of 
family and community relations (such as social networks) that shape how people will 
respond to pressures exerted by structural transformations‖ (p. 7) and thus decisions to 
migrate can be made. However, she begins by first positioning the integration of these 
two frameworks, the push-pull model and the social process of migration (Lee, 1966; 
Massey et al., 1987), within the context of gender. Hondagneu-Sotelo (1994) posits that 
―Gender is not simply a variable to be measured, but a set of social relations that organize 
immigration patterns‖ (p. 3). She asserts that gender must be a point of departure when 
theorizing about immigration. Gender within the patriarchal structure of Mexican society 
can be construed as an intervening obstacle (Lee, 1966) for the potential immigrant 
woman and will directly impact the way she responds or maneuvers those obstacles to 
accomplish her migration goal (Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; Ruiz, 1998).  
Hondagneu-Sotelo (1994) departs from the notion ―that migration is the outcome 
of household strategies and calculations‖ as Massey et al. (1987) concluded in their six 
principles of migration. Based on her research, she declares that ―it is human and not 
household agency behind these actions. . .‖ (p. 95). Hondagneu-Sotelo explains that the 
immigrants she interviewed rarely reported being sent as a ―household emissary‖ (1994, 
p. 96). Though her findings do not support the household strategy principle, her work 
does sustain the importance of social networks that can include friends and family -also 
referred to as kinship networks- in the process of migration. In addition, Hondagneu-
Sotelo noted the gendered nature of those social networks. She found that: 
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Immigrant women‘s networks function much the same as the immigrant men‘s 
networks, with one difference: they provided prospective immigrant woman 
assistance either in persuading husbands to allow them to go north or in achieving 
migration without their husband‘s knowledge. (1994, p. 72). 
 
The women‘s mainly female social networks were essential in overcoming this 
first obstacle and then other subsequent logistical obstacles such as getting across the 
border by paying for a coyote, a term for human smuggler, arranging for transportation, 
and connecting the immigrant to a job and housing. Hondagneu-Sotelo (1994) found that 
within a patriarchal structure, within their familial gendered role, the women participants 
had to negotiate and mediate the decision to migrate with the male authority figure in the 
family. The male figure could be their father, husband, uncle or a brother. Often the male 
authority figure had already migrated and resided in the United States. For the 
undocumented immigrant mother, migration is shaped by the Mexican culture of 
patriarchy and its clearly defined gender roles as much as the traditional structural forces 
and the networks that impact all immigrants. However, a significant factor impacting her 
migration experience, settlement and integration to the community is her mothering 
responsibilities (Sellers Campbell, 2008; Valdés, 1996). As indicated previously, in 
Mexican society, the duties, responsibilities and characteristics of a mother are highly 
defined and at the center of her experiences; women as immigrants continue to be a 
nurturing, maternal all-suffering mother following the Guadalupe paradigm (Chavez, 
1992; Rodriguez, 1994; Sellers Campbell, 2008; Valdés, 1996). 
Section Two Summary 
Migration theory as proposed by Lee (1966) was focused on the centrality of 
structural forces or push-pull factors that caused people to migrate. This push-pull model 
has been the foundational theory in immigration studies for over 50 years. However, 
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immigration scholars studying Mexican immigration in the last 30 years have greatly 
expanded on this theory to address its complex social nature (Chavez, 199; Massey, et al., 
1987). Specifically, Massey et al. (1987) added that immigration is supported by a social 
infrastructure that it is self-sustaining, is integrated into the family‘s way of life and is 
maintained by immigrants that have settled and often participate in an ongoing process of 
return migrations. Despite the fact that Massey et al. developed a comprehensive theory 
of migration of high utility in immigration research, it failed to include the role of women 
in migration, their impact on migration and migration‘s impact on both female and male 
gender roles.  
Gender is a defining force in migration and gender roles are redefined through the 
entire process of migration to settlement and integration in the new community. The 
seminal works of Chicana historian Vickie Ruiz (1998) and immigration feminist scholar 
and Pierrette Hondagneu-Sotelo (1994) were presented to expand on the theoretical 
framework developed by Massey et al. (1987). Ruiz‘s work documented the historical 
presence of Mexican women in the immigration process. The work of Hondagneu-Sotelo 
asserted gender as an essential tool for analyzing the migration process.  
It is the qualitative research investigating the relationship between gender 
relations and migration in a San Francisco immigrant community completed by 
Hondagneu-Sotelo (1994) that exemplifies the typical findings in the body of literature 
regarding undocumented mothers. Like others (Espin, 1997; Ruiz, 1998; Sellers 
Campbell, 2008; Valdés, 1996), Hondagneu-Sotelo (1994) found that women build social 
networks and establish long-term settlements which in-turn strengthens their position 
within the family and influences the manner in which they raise and educate their 
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children. She also demonstrated that migration offered and array of new opportunities for 
immigrant women. For example, in the process of migration and settlement in the United 
States women were able to renegotiate patriarchal structures for more egalitarian family 
arrangements. Hondagneu-Sotelo (1994) contends that ―Women gain greater personal 
autonomy and independence, becoming more self-reliant as they participate in public life 
and gain access to both social and economic resources previously beyond their reach‖ 
(p.146). Women who can contribute economically transform their position in the 
household and gain access to greater freedom outside the home consequently providing 
them with more bargaining power in their relationships (Chavez, 1992; Ruiz, 1998; 
Sellers Campbell, 2008). In addition and similar to the findings of other researchers 
(Bastida, 2001; Malkin, 2007; Sellers Campbell, 2008), Hondagneu-Sotelo‘s documented 
that the role of men is also transformed due to the nature of their subordinate position in 
this country. Often the men in the family are undocumented, in low paying jobs, and 
distanced from other family members, friends, or other social networks that would 
support the well-defined gender roles in Mexican society (Chavez, 1992; Massey et al., 
1987; Vélez-Ibáñez, 1996). As gender roles evolve and expand to adapt to the 
circumstances, traditional patriarchy is weakened and women have the opportunity to 
exert more agency over their lives, children, and household.  
An Undocumented Reality 
 
La mojada, mujer indocumentada (the wetback, the undocumented woman) is doubly 
threatened in this country. Not only does she have to contend with sexual violence, but 
like all women, she is prey to a sense of helplessness. As a refugee she leaves the familiar 
and safe home-ground to venture into unknown and possibly dangerous terrain. 
(Anzaldúa, 1987, p. 35) 
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Elvira Arellano brought the plight of the undocumented Mexican mother to 
national attention in the summer 2006. She made headlines when she defied a deportation 
order by seeking sanctuary in her church, reigniting the immigration debate and giving a 
face to undocumented immigrants (Cole, 2006). Her public stand garnered support from 
immigration reform advocates and evoked scorn from the American public (Sustar, 
2006). As the undocumented single mother of an American-born son, an enforced 
deportation would mean separation from her son and a ban from re-entering the United 
States for up to 10 years. She was eventually deported back to México. At present, Elvira 
Arellano has been reunited with her son in México and she continues to advocate for the 
rights of undocumented immigrants. Her bold decision to defy deportation orders in order 
to avoid separation from her son and her subsequent stance as an immigrant advocate are 
intriguing examples of a mother who comes out of the shadow to demonstrate self-
agency and determination in the face of insurmountable circumstances. 
 Historically and traditionally men have been the family members to migrate to 
the border and beyond to sustain the family while the mother‘s role was to nurture her 
family and remain at home (Chavez, 1992; Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; Vélez-Ibáñez, 
1996). Currently, this is no longer the case; economic circumstances in México, family 
reunifications and greater opportunities for domestic and other work in the United States 
have increased the number of women migrating to border cities in México and to the 
United States (Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; Wright, 2006). The need to seek employment 
opportunities is evident in the high influx of young Mexican women leaving their small 
towns and villages to find work in the past two decades (Arguelles, 1990; Chavez, 1992; 
Cohn & Passel, 2009; Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994). Out of necessity, these women are 
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breaking with patriarchal norms and thus engendering the hostility of their male 
counterparts who are unable to fulfill their traditionally gender defined role (Monárrez 
Fragoso, 2002; Portillo, 2001; Washington Valdez, 2007). Consequently, the study of 
immigrant females has become a burgeoning field of interest for women scholars 
attempting to fill a significant void in the immigration research that is typically centered 
on the male experience and the male perspective (Bastida, 2001; Hondagneu-Sotelo, 
1994; Malkin, 2007; Sellers Campbell, 2008). Their work collectively represents the 
development of gender oriented paradigm necessary for understanding the experience of 
women in migration.  
Deciding to Leave 
For many undocumented immigrant mothers the impact of migration is immediate 
commonly preceding her migration to the United States (Cerrutti & Massey, 2004; 
Chavez, 1992). When husbands, fathers or older brothers migrate first, women are left to 
fill the void and take charge of their household. They have to make decisions about daily 
family matters, budget remittances, discipline and raising their children independent of 
their spouses (Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; Valdés, 1996). Women left behind become more 
autonomous and gain experiences that lead them to determine that they must migrate to 
reunite their family or to find work to supplement the family income (Aysa & Massey, 
2004; Tuñón Pablos, 1998). This demonstration of agency is evident first, when men in 
the family migrate, then when the women make the decision to migrate and continuing 
through the process of settlement and integration. 
In her insightful book Con Respeto (With Respect), about ten Mexican immigrant 
families, Guadalupe Valdés wrote, ―In recalling why they had made the decision to leave 
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México, all of them mentioned being able to earn a better living for their families and 
being able to give their children more than they themselves had‖ (1996, p. 57). This 
stated desire and intent to earn living collides with the patriarchal expectation that the 
father or other male family member will serve as the sole breadwinner (Massey, et al., 
1987; Tuñón Pablos, 1998). The decision to migrate in itself challenges patriarchal norms 
by expanding the mother‘s role and her position in the family as an individual with 
agency. 
The research on undocumented mothers demonstrates that they exemplify and use 
migration as a household strategy (Massey, et al., 1987) stretching the limits of their 
gender role (Bastida, 2001; Cerrutti & Massey, 2004; González, 2001 Malkin, 2007; 
Sellers Campbell, 2008). Although Hondagneu-Sotelo (1994) concluded that women did 
not function as household emissaries, her research demonstrated that they did make 
decisions based on the best interest of their families. This self-agency ultimately 
supported the survival and well-being of the entire household. The fieldwork completed 
by Victoria Malkin (2007) between 1995 and 1997 in a Mexican immigrant community 
echoes Hondagneu-Sotelo‘s findings and the narratives documented by Ruiz (1998). She 
found that Mexican women were able to respond within their familial roles to economic 
structural factors based on the past experience of family or friends (social and kinship 
networks). She concluded that their actions were rarely autonomous acts. She writes, 
―While many of the women may have migrated for individual reasons, they had to 
manipulate their roles within the family and use their kinship networks to obtain these 
ends‖ (p. 425). Malkin (2007) similar to Hondagneu-Sotelo (1994) observed that 
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immigrant women functioned within the patriarchal structure and gender role 
expectations using social networks to overcome these intervening obstacles. 
Another example of the centrality of social networks in the process of migration 
in the body of research is presented in an ethnographic study of 75 Mexican and Mexican 
American women on both sides most eastern boundary of the U.S.-Mexican border 
(Bastida, 2001). Bastida (2001) found that for undocumented women, kinship networks 
determined the manner in which they would migrate and would increase the likelihood of 
successful entry into the United States. Furthermore she found that ―although economics 
plays a major role in the decision to immigrate, other reasons can also lend themselves to 
the process, in particular the psychological and emotional demands of kin member either 
at the sending or receiving end of the kin network‖ (Bastida, 2001, p. 14). Specifically, 
social and kinship networks made the decision to leave the home country and migrate 
clandestinely to the United States achievable. The social and kinship networks that 
potential immigrants have on either side of the border offer an array of necessary 
resources to accomplish the act of migration (Curran & Rivero-Fuentes, 2003; Donato & 
Patterson, 2004; Ruiz, 1998; Valdés, 1996). 
 For the potential immigrant, the immediate level of support offered by their 
networks comes each time the question of migration surfaces (Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994). 
Sisters or friends may be the first to recruit, sell, or encourage the idea of migrating for 
employment, family reunification by providing information about jobs, housing and 
crossing the border. The potential immigrant may also be assisted by her networks in 
persuading her family, husband or father to allow the departure (Hondagneu-Sotelo; 
1994; Ruiz, 1998). Once the decision to leave is made, these same networks may provide 
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financial support and help in planning the journey with critical advice and connections to 
human smugglers (coyotes) essential to a clandestine journey (Donato & Patterson, 2004; 
Ruiz, 1998). 
 Upon departure, they may offer transportation, moral support and may take on 
the responsibility of caring for children or other family members left behind. Without 
these social and kinship networks and the information and resources they provide, the 
likelihood of a successful clandestine migration would be nearly impossible and all the 
more dangerous.  
Dangerous Terrain 
A clandestine border crossing is not only illegal but a potentially life-threatening 
endeavor for all immigrants whether they be man, woman or child. For years border 
patrol officials have found immigrants barely alive or dead in the trunks of cars, crammed 
in dashboards and the interior of car seats (Chavez, 1992; Ramos, 2006). Hundred of 
immigrants have been found dead from dehydration and heatstroke after being abandoned 
or losing their way in the long stretch of the Arizona desert over the past 10 years. The 
Los Angeles Times reported that in the month of July (2010) fifty-nine people were 
found dead along the border in Pima County Arizona (Santa Cruz, 2010). Other 
immigrants have been assaulted, robbed or killed violently by unknown assailants and 
predators (Chavez, 1992; Ramos, 2006). Research finds women not only face more 
dangers than men such as sexual abuse and rape (Espin, 1997; Jimenez, 1992). 
Additionally women demonstrate different border crossing strategies then men (Donato, 
et al., 2008). 
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Donato et al. (2008) detailed differences in the manner in which men and women 
crossed the border without legal documents. The study found that women were more 
likely to hire coyotes based on the advice of family and friends with border crossing 
experience. This decreased the chance of being detected and apprehended by immigration 
officials (Donato et al., 2008). The researchers contend ―compared to men, women were 
less likely to cross alone and more likely to cross with a coyote or with family and 
friends. Women were also less likely than men to have been apprehended - 20 vs. 27 %, 
respectively‖ (2008, p.341). This study also found that after 1986 the shifts in 
immigration policy there was an increase in the amount of women crossing illegally. 
Donato et al. (2008) state: ―Rather than reduce the entry of undocumented immigrants, 
these policies have led to more women crossing with paid smugglers and lower 
apprehension risk‖ (p. 354).  
 Donato and Patterson (2004) found that two factors specifically helped lessened 
the danger inherent to illegal border crossing: 
The border can be a frightening place for first-time immigrants; friend and 
relatives with migratory experience help overcome these fears by providing useful 
information and serving as crossing guides. Personal experience also matters: the 
probability of apprehension while crossing generally falls as the number of prior 
trips increases‖ (p.113).  
 
These findings are substantiated in the work of Hondagneu-Sotelo (1994) and others who 
found that as more members of kinship and social networks gained experience with 
clandestine border crossings, crossing the border without documents became a more 
viable option for women.  
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Making a Home to Raise and Educate Children 
Upon arrival to the United States the daunting task of making a home and 
beginning a new life in a foreign land begins in earnest with the constant threat of 
deportation as the backdrop. Devoid of legal permission to be in the country and of 
government assistance, the immigrant mother has to access housing, transportation and 
all the basic living essentials. The funds of knowledge that the undocumented mother 
brings with her and her social and kinship networks are essential to the process of 
accessing these necessities and making a home in the United States (Donato & Patterson, 
2004; Ruiz, 1998; Valdés, 1996). Researchers document that it is primarily the mother‘s 
responsibility to access schooling and healthcare services for her children (Reyes Cruz, 
2008; Valdés, 1996; Valenzuela, 1999). Guadalupe Valdés states:  
There was a repository of what I call the ―family‘s collective wisdom‖ that was 
available to guide them in making a living, staying healthy, getting housing, and 
using existing systems. (1996, p. 95) 
 
Additionally, the undocumented immigrant mother is the adult in the family largely 
responsible for the education of the children and the maintenance of the household in 
accordance with traditional Mexican gender expectations (González, 2001; Sellers 
Campbell, 2008; Tuñón-Pablos, 1999; Valdés, 1996). Valdés specifies: 
In observing mothers interact with their children, including their very young 
children, I noted that they provided guidance, parceled out work, gave directions, 
organized household, cooked meals, cleaned and raised the children. (1996, 
p.120) 
 
Although the undocumented immigrant mother has an array of responsibilities to ensure 
the welfare of her family and the maintenance of her household, the focus of the 
proceeding paragraphs will be on her responsibility of raising and educating her children.  
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Educating the Mexican child entails not only ensuring access to a formal 
education but ensuring the acquisition of an array of behavioral expectations that include 
being articulate, humble and respectful to elders and authority figures (Valdés, 1996; 
Valenzuela, 1999). The cultural expectation is that children are bien educados (Valdés, 
1996; Valenzuela, 1999). The literal English translation ―well educated‖ does not 
adequately represent the cultural meaning of bien educado because it does not include the 
requirement of high moral conduct as it does in Spanish. Inevitably, a discussion about 
the maternal role and its traditional responsibilities for raising her children must take this 
cultural significance into full consideration (Valdés, 1996). Specifically, Valdés found 
that immigrant mothers believed this to be their ―primary responsibility‖ (1996, p.125). 
This parental responsibility of raising children that are bien educados is as important if 
not more than raising well-educated children. The research demonstrates that the 
immigrant mother trusts the school system to do their part in the academic development, 
supporting that education process by raising her children to be bien educados (González 
et al., 2005; Vélez-Ibáñez, 1996; Valdés, 1996).  
Although the research is very limited on the manner in which undocumented 
mothers raise and educate their children, the work of Guadalupe Valdés provided an 
analysis of the subject. Firstly, Valdés found that her research participants taught their 
children tasks such as washing dishes or tying their shoes not by explicitly teaching them 
the skill but by expecting that their children would learn by doing or by observing family 
members modeling the task. Valdés contends that ―the general philosophy about how 
children learned to do household chores and other tasks was expressed by the comment, 
‗Los pone uno a hacer las cosas (one has the children do things [that one wants them to 
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learn])‘ (1996, p. 118). Based on her observations and dialogues with family members, 
Valdés determined that teaching and learning would occur naturally as the need for the 
task arose. Valdés also found that mothers expected respeto (respect) from her children 
regardless of their age. Children were expected to accept their mother‘s authority without 
question as one of their filial obligations. Furthermore, being respectful to parental and 
adult authority was an essential feature for the bien educado child (Valdés, 1996). Lastly, 
Valdés found that mothers consistently used consejos to instruct and guide their children. 
Valdés defines consejos as ―spontaneous homilies designed to influence behaviors and 
attitudes (p.125). Consejos were expressed and repeated in a variety of occasions and for 
different reasons. For example, a consejo could occur to address a specific behavioral 
problem such aggressiveness or could surface during a conversation to instruct a daughter 
on proper behavior. Valdés concluded that the mothers in her study used a combination 
of inculcating respeto, expecting children to learn from doing, and the habitual use of 
consejos to raise and educate their children. Her findings are supported by the work 
Stanton-Salazar‘s (2001) work with immigrant families. Stanton-Salazar found that 
consejos were important to the process of educating and raising children:  
Through many retellings, and the bestowing of consejos [advice] and 
exhortations, parents try to instill and reinforce in their children a core set of 
values, and a sense of familial attachment and obligation. (Stanton-Salazar, p. 98) 
 
Likewise other researchers investigating the home practices of immigrant families and the 
manner in which knowledge, values and expectations regarding education and behavior are 
transmitted to children found that consejos, embedded in family narratives were consistently 
employed by immigrant parents (Delgado-Gaitan, 1994; López & Vázquez, 2006). 
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The Schooling Process 
In terms of schooling, the research literature demonstrated that contrary to 
common belief, Mexican immigrant families value education, place their trust in 
educational institutions, and believe that an American education will bring their children 
greater opportunities (González, 2001; Perez, 2009; Reyes Cruz, 2008; Stanton-Salazar, 
2001). However, immigrant parents have expressed that they have a limited knowledge 
about how the American school system functions and that they felt a general sense of 
intimidation and alienation within the school system (Reyes Cruz, 2008; Romo & Falbo, 
1996, 1986; Stanton-Salazar, 2001; Zarate, 2007). Specifically, undocumented mothers 
report feeling ignorant of school procedures and are often afraid of attending parent 
meetings or conferencing with school administrators and teachers (Cline & Necochea; 
2001; Zarate, 2007). For example, they are often hesitant to fill-out or sign forms for fear 
that their undocumented status would be discovered. Both documented and 
undocumented immigrant parents have also reported experiencing conflicts with school 
districts, school administrators and teachers when they have attempted to advocate on 
their children‘s behalf (Cline & Necochea; 2001; Reyes Cruz, 2008). Accordingly, 
researchers have found that immigrant parents participate and interact differently than 
non-immigrant and middle-class parents in the schooling process deepening the belief of 
many educators that Mexican immigrant parents do not care about their children‘s 
education (Delgado-Gaitan, 1994; López & Vázquez, 2006; González, 2001; Reyes Cruz, 
2008).  
In regards to the value Mexican immigrants placed in schooling, the research 
describes parents who care deeply about their children‘s success in school and are indeed 
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invested in their children‘s education (Delgado-Gaitan, 1994; López & Vázquez, 2006; 
2001; Reyes Cruz, 2008; Valdés, 1996). In one example, Sellers Campbell (2008) states 
that undocumented mothers in South Carolina she interviewed were ―unanimous in 
believing that education is the way to ensure that better life. No matter the age of their 
children, the length of time spent in the United States, or their immigration status, the 
women wanted their children to have a better education‖(p. 238 ). For many immigrant 
parents, access to an American education is one of the major reasons they migrated to the 
United States (Reyes Cruz, 2008; Sellers Campbell, 2008; Valdés, 1996). But as stated 
previously, immigrant parents are unfamiliar with the American schooling system and 
they do not know how to intervene in their children‘s education when problems arise or 
know how to help them access education beyond high school as middle-class parents 
would (Lareau, 2003; Stanton-Salazar, 2001). In his research with Mexican immigrant 
parents of adolescent children Stanton-Salazar (2001) found the following: 
Throughout our interviews, Mexican immigrant parents communicated an 
unequivocal value for the continued education and schooling of their children. 
Their hope for their children‘s success in school was characteristically framed in 
the context of their own limited educational opportunity as children. The high 
premium placed on education, however, did not usually translate into either a 
deep comprehension of what their adolescent children were going through in 
school or any efficacious sense of their role in helping their children plan a post-
high school educational strategy. (p. 82) 
  
The manner in which Mexican immigrant parents participated in the schooling 
process is situated within the context of their trust for and lack of experience with the 
American schooling system (Gibson & Ogbu, 1992; López & Vázquez, 2006) and their 
immigration experience (Stanton-Salazar, 2001; Valdés, 1996). Based on the research it 
is evident that Mexican immigrant parents believe that their role in the schooling process 
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is one of support and encouragement. The literature described parents that used 
exhortations and oral narratives about family experiences and sacrifices to emphasize the 
importance of education and the expectation that the children do well in school (Reyes 
Cruz, 2008; Romo & Falbo, 1996; Stanton-Salazar, 2001; Valdés, 1996). Stanton-Salazar 
(2001) called this parenting method a value-centered strategy. This is unlike the 
deliberate, calculated, and planned process which middle-class parents use to support 
their children‘s schooling and development as detailed in Lareau‘s (2003) book Unequal 
Childhoods. She called this process ―concerted cultivation‖. Lareau also found as other 
researchers have (Lewis, 2004; Stearns, 2003) that middle-class parents actively 
participate in their children‘s schooling by not only volunteering in the classroom, 
attending meetings and being physically present at school, but by taking on leadership 
and advocacy roles within the school system. Lareau (2003) found that parents who were 
from poor and working class homes engaged differently based on the limitations of their 
time and resources. She wrote, 
Particularly in poor families, it took enormous labor to get family members 
through the day, as mothers scrimped to make food last until they were able to 
buy more, waited for buses that didn‘t come, carried children‘s laundry out to 
public washers, got young children up, fed, dressed, and ready for school and 
oversaw children‘s daily lives. Children were aware of the economic strain. 
(Lareau, 2003, p. 35) 
 
Although Lareau did not specifically focus on immigrant parents, it is possible that 
undocumented mothers would demonstrate similar behaviors based on their difficult 
economic circumstances. 
Despite their trust in the American educational system, undocumented immigrant 
mothers are often unaware of the persistent achievement gap between children with 
similar backgrounds as their own children and native English speaking children 
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(California Department of Education, 2010; Gibson & Ogbu, 1992; Pabón López & 
López, 2010; Suárez-Orozco & Suárez-Orozco, 2001). Many immigrant parents do not 
understand the social or academic difficulties their children are having in school 
(Gándara & Contreras, 2009; Olsen, 1997; Stanton-Salazar, 2001). Socially, adolescent 
immigrant children experience isolation, stigmatization. They also have trouble adapting 
to the new culture and the new schooling environment (Olsen, 1997; Reyes Cruz, 2008; 
Romo & Falbo, 1996). In addition, parents are not always aware that their children feel 
discouraged and uninterested in school because their teachers, administrators and peers 
treat them differently than other students (Olsen, 1997; Perez, 2010; Stanton-Salazar, 
2001; Valenzuela, 1999). Younger children on the other hand, may be adapting socially 
and culturally. However, they are not yet fluent in the language of instruction and 
consequently, fall behind academically (California Department of Education, 2010; 
Gándara & Contreras, 2009; Reyes Cruz, 2008).  
When parents do discover that their children are having academic or social 
difficulties in school or a school issue, advocating for them creates a precarious situation 
(Cline & Necochea, 2001; Reyes Cruz, 2008; Romo & Falbo,1996). They risk exposure 
but find it necessary to act on their children‘s behalf. Researchers have found that 
undocumented parents have met strong resistance, intimidation and threats. They often 
rely on their family and friends who are documented to be their voice or seek the help of 
a trusted teacher (Cline & Necochea, 2001; Reyes Cruz, 2008). Thus undocumented 
parents employ their social and familial networks on these occasions for their past 
experiences with similar situations and useful information about how to address 
schooling concerns (Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; Reyes Cruz, 2008; Valdés, 1996).  
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Section Three Summary 
Despite all the obstacles undocumented immigrant mothers experience from the 
moment they decide to migrate illegally to the United States, to settling into the new land, 
research demonstrates that they show ingenuity, perseverance, hope, and agency 
(González, 2001; Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; Reyes Cruz, 2008; Sellers Campbell, 2008; 
Valdés, 1996). Upon crossing the border, undocumented immigrant mothers must make a 
home, settle, and integrate in their new communities while raising children and caring for 
a family. Undocumented immigrant mothers are aided in this process by the social and 
kinship networks they access and create. Furthermore, they access their funds of 
knowledge, the collective family wisdom, consejos and examples to sustain the cultural 
imperative of raising children that are bien educados while ensuring that their children 
are schooled in a system that is unfamiliar and often intimidating for them. The 
perspective of contemporary female researchers found women making very deliberate 
decisions for the well-being of their families demonstrating agency when making a new 
home to raise and educate their children in the United States. These findings by women 
scholars contradict the common stereotypes and popular depictions of Mexican women as 
passive and submissive individuals. For example Valdés (1996) writes, 
The 10 women I came to know were neither passive nor particularly submissive. 
They viewed their job as keeping the family going, and their goals and objectives, 
therefore, were centered not on themselves as individuals but on the entire family 
as a functioning unit. (p. 92) 
 
Sellers Campbell (2008) echoes Valdés findings regarding the agency of 
undocumented mothers. Her research illustrates that undocumented mothers 
demonstrated a strong work ethic and determination and care deeply about their 
children‘s school success. They found creative ways to provide for their family and care 
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for their children with limited financial resources. Undocumented mothers also showed 
perseverance in overcoming the daily challenges that come with living in the United 
States without documentation to raise and educate their children the best way they knew 
how.  
Conclusion 
The undocumented immigrant mother in the United States is much more than her 
ethnicity, her legal status, her gender, her mothering role. She is more than the 
Catholicism and patriarchy that has shaped her identity and defined her experience. She is 
the connection to a history, a cultural richness, strength and spirituality. She is the 
manifestation of both the Virgin of Guadalupe‘s humble nurturing example and 
Malitzin‘s resourceful and determined spirit. She carries with her a rich historic, cultural 
and spiritual background as she clandestinely crosses the U.S.-Mexican border to offer 
her children greater opportunities. Inevitably, migration causes the traditional gender 
norms to shift challenging the traditional patriarchic structure as undocumented mothers 
settle and integrate in their new communities. For the undocumented immigrant mother, 
the clandestine journey pushes her beyond the traditional role of Mexican women 
The historical, political, economic, and labor disputes and negotiations between 
the United States and México have placed the Mexican woman in a position of 
vulnerability and opportunity. In some cases, she has been neglected and left behind by 
immigrant fathers, brothers or husbands. In other cases, she has had to leave her home 
country to make a living or to reunite her family in the United States. All the while the 
contentious border stands as a threatening barrier and dangerous passageway. Desperate 
for better life and potential opportunities, thousands of mothers embark on the perilous 
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journey, having to make difficult choices in regards to their children (González, 2001; 
Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; Reyes Cruz, 2008; Valdés, 1996). Many mothers have had to 
make the decision to leave one or more children behind in the home country while 
exposing others to the dangers of illegal crossing (Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994). Others who 
have been deported and forced to leave their American-born children in the United States 
have had to decide whether to re-enter the United Stated illegally or re-establish their life 
in México (Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994). Many more, afraid of revealing their 
undocumented status and deportation have decided against seeking needed healthcare, 
social services and other forms of government assistance for their children (Berk & Shur, 
2001; Salcido & Adelman, 2004; Sellers Campbell, 2008). For the undocumented 
mother, the decision to immigrate illegally to the United States has both immediate and 
enduring life-altering repercussions for her and her children research finds undocumented 
immigrant mothers are not helplessly responding to outside forces beyond their control 
but are individuals at the center of their own experience who. They are making deliberate 
migration, employment, economic, and familial decisions that benefit their entire 
household. 
It is clear that the research on immigration is vast; unfortunately the focus of the 
majority of theories and research is on male immigrants and about the challenges 
immigrants face. The immigration research lacks a substantive analysis of the 
participation of women in migration, of the resulting reciprocal relationship between 
migration and gender and of the funds of knowledge that immigrants bring with them and 
employ to overcome their well-documented challenges. This is evident in the lack of a 
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functional gender specific typology and the lack of a comprehensive theory of migration 
that includes gender or human agency.  
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CHAPTER III 
  
METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
This research study explores the experience of undocumented immigrant mothers 
as they settle and integrate into their new communities while raising and caring for their 
families. This section includes the research design, entry into the community as a 
researcher, the selection of research participants, and protection of human subjects, 
questions to guide the initial dialogues, data collection, data analysis, the profile of the 
researcher and a portrait of the participants. 
Research Design 
  The data for this inquiry was gathered and analyzed through an ethnographic 
approach. This form of inquiry required fieldwork to gather data through observations in 
the home and the community and through dialogues with my participants regarding their 
particular and personal experiences as undocumented immigrant mothers (Wolcott, 
1995). The use of ethnographic method allowed for the simultaneous collection and 
interpretation of information, observations and reflections that supported a deeper 
understanding of the lives of the research participants (Creswell, 2002; González, 2001; 
Stacey, 1988). An ethnographic methodology immerses the researcher in the life and 
activities of participants in an authentic and significant manner in contrast to other 
methodologies (Stacey, 1988; Wolcott, 1995).  
 Researching this topic involved observing the intimate interactions of family 
members in their private and public spheres which establishing a great deal of trust and 
rapport founded on respect for the research participants (Freire, 1973; González, 2001; 
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Stacey, 1988:Valdés, 1996). This signified that I entered the homes unpretentiously and 
humbly, allowing myself to be led by them. The participants guided me through their 
experiences and their homes as they would a guest as I attempted to be unobtrusive in 
both the dialogues and observations. Researcher Norma González (2001) described a 
similar experience, ―My field work took on the tenor of visitas (visits). I was basically a 
visitor to the homes. . . . I tried not to tread into areas that were none of my concern‖ (p. 
xvii). Subsequently, I could not be a completely detached observer attempting to 
objectively collect data; I unsurprisingly became involved in the life of my participants 
through this ethnological approach that facilitated a productive balance between 
objectivity and subjectivity. Additionally, a certain level of subjectivity was valuable in 
the development of connection and knowledge making (Freire, 1973; Lareau, 2003). I 
was a participant observer -as required by this methodology- actively engaged in the 
process of gaining insights and building knowledge from various interactions with the 
research participants while having attempted to maintain a constructive balance of 
objectivity and subjectivity (González, 2001; Stacey, 1988; Wolcott, 1995). González 
(2001) stated, ―I have chosen a narrative format because I believe ethnography tells a 
story. I am also a character in the story. I am not a disinterested or neutral party‖ (p. xix). 
Similarly, I was not a neutral party in this research endeavor. She elaborated further, ―I 
learned early on in the fieldwork process that ethnography is transformative: I was deeply 
affected by the stories I heard‖ (2001, p.32). I too was transformed because I cared about 
and felt deeply about the subject matter and individuals behind the data I gathered, the 
observations I made and the experiences that were shared with me. I cheered and 
encouraged each participant‘s efforts and lamented over their fears, frustrations and 
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losses. My thoughts became consumed with the stories the participants shared and the 
meaningful people in their lives such as parents, spouses and friends. I imagined their life 
in México, envisioned their border crossing and initial impression of the United States. I 
also pictured their first living spaces in the United States while their families in México 
adjusted to their departure and the void they left behind. I became anxious for what they 
future held for them and their children. Additionally, I compared my own life to theirs 
and my role as a mother. Although, my life was not constrained by the same multitude of 
barriers that each of my participants faced, I came to believe through this ethnography 
study that as a mother I had much to learn from my participants. Ultimately, I made every 
attempt to collect data neutrally and objectively, but my feelings and thoughts were not 
neutral.  
Ethical Considerations 
The ethical considerations that had to be closely monitored centered on 
maintaining the trust and confidence of the participants who felt extremely vulnerable 
because of their undocumented status. Many immigrants who have entered the country 
and reside here without the proper documentation required by law live lives of 
anonymity. They live their lives in the shadows of society (Ruiz, 1998). They live ―under 
the radar‖ because of the very real threat of apprehension and deportation. Participation 
in this study was completely voluntary and all who agreed to participate signed an 
Informed Consent Form. Their anonymity was maintained as well as the anonymity of 
their children and any other person named in the research by the use of pseudonyms in 
every occasion. 
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Entry into the Community 
For the first 14 years of my teaching career, I taught in the vibrant community of 
Orange Groves (pseudonym) were this research was conducted. This community is 
comprised in great majority by first and second generation working-class Latino families 
and immigrant families, many newly arrived and undocumented. A citrus processing 
facility sits at the north end of the community and a freeway at the south end. There are 
also several lumber yards, metal and recycling factories along the railroad track that runs 
east to west at the outskirts of Orange Groves. This community is comprised of several 
apartment complexes, duplexes and single resident homes that rent out converted garages 
or separate house additions to many new immigrant families. On the main street that runs 
north and south through the community it is easy to find a variety of businesses -
restaurants, markets, auto repair shops, income-tax preparers- that cater to this majority 
Latino Spanish-speaking community. The children of this community are served by 
several schools in the area that attempted to be responsive to the challenges faced by 
many of the families. A community outreach organization works closely with the schools 
in Orange Groves in an attempt to address, health, dental and vision care, housing, and 
counseling needs of the community. The community was also served by a recreational 
center located in the community park that at times had provided ESL classes, Mommy 
and Me classes and summer programs for children. A medical center provides affordable 
healthcare, free basic gynecological services and birth control, and serves the medical 
needs of many of the immigrant families in the community.  
Perhaps, it was precisely because of their undocumented status, establishing a 
relationship of trust and confidentiality with my participants was my first research 
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priority. This level of trust and confidentiality was essential because most of the 
interviews and observations occurred in the participants‘ homes. Fortunately, my past 
work in an Orange Groves school and my friendship with many families in the area 
afforded me some level of recognition and trust that served as a point of entry into the 
community. Additionally, the fact that I was a teacher, bilingual, Mexican and most 
importantly, connected to two trusted teachers of the community facilitated my entry. 
Identifying Participants 
Two former colleagues of mine are educators and immigrant advocates in the 
community where the research was conducted and were my first point of contact in 
identifying potential participants. Because of their extensive work and contact with the 
community over the last two decades, they initially identified and suggested mothers who 
were appropriate candidates for my research and who expressed interested in 
participating. The participants needed to be undocumented and in the United States 
between four and ten years (Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994) with at least one school-aged 
child. Both contacts talked to potential participants about my research and asked them if I 
could call them at home for further clarification and explanation of my work and research 
interest. It is critical to note that for the most part, each of the potential participants was 
known by my colleagues because of their current or prior involvement in parenting or 
ESL classes. Once the participants had been identified, I called each individually. I 
shared with each participant my interest in the subject, the purpose of my study and a 
little about my own personal background as an immigrant. I also spoke to them about the 
valuable contribution they would be making to this study. During this first call, I 
scheduled an introductory meeting at a date and time of their convenience. At these first 
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meetings, the formal invitation letter to participate in the research was presented. Once 
each had agreed to participate after reading the invitation, they were given the Informed 
Consent Form to sign. Each participant seemed a little surprised by the formality of the 
process, but were genuinely excited to start the interview and dialogues. 
Protection of Human Subjects 
The procedures established by the University of San Francisco‘s Institutional 
Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects were followed in this study. The 
participants were assured that their anonymity would be maintained through the use of 
pseudonyms for them and each person named in the research. The importance of 
establishing trust cannot be overstated because it was the foundation for creating 
knowledge through interaction and dialogue among equals (the researcher and the 
participant). This required that I entered into this relationship between researcher and 
participants in a humble yet purposeful manner. It also required that I genuinely cared for 
the participants. Freire‘s work provided the guide for building trust stating that; 
―Founding itself upon love, humility, and faith, dialogue becomes a horizontal 
relationship of which mutual trust between the dialoguers is the logical consequences‖ 
(1973, p. 2). I assured each woman that as they were the participants in the study, my 
focus was on them and not their children. I also assured the participants that my notes and 
transcriptions were kept in a locked file only accessible to me and that at the conclusion 
of the research I would destroy all my research material.  
Interview Questions 
Upon agreeing to participate, I met with each of the participants to initiate the first 
series of background questions. These initial questions were the basis for establishing a 
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biographical context for each individual participant and set-up subsequent observations 
and interviews. The subsequent questions and observations centered on addressing the 
three research questions that guided this study.  
Initial Biographical Questions 
1. What is your age? 
2. Where were you born and raised? 
3. How long did you go to school in México? 
4. What did you do before you left México? Where you a stay: at-home or did you 
work? 
5. Where were your children born? 
6. How many children do you have and what are their ages and grades? 
The following questions helped provide data that correlated specifically to each of the 
three research questions. 
 
Research Question # 1: What strategies do undocumented immigrant mothers employ 
to settle into their new community? 
A. Who, if anyone, helped you once you arrived to the United States? 
B. How did they help you (with housing, information, etc.)? 
C. How did you or your husband find work? 
D. Tell me about your job/or husband‘s job? 
E. Where do you go when you or someone in your family is ill, needs a dentist or 
needs vaccinations, glasses or medicine? 
F. Who helps you if you or your child has a problem at school? 
G. What is your biggest problem in this country? 
H. How do you try to solve this problem? 
 
Research Question #2: What are the experiences of undocumented immigrant mothers 
as they settle into their new community?  
A. Why did you come to the United States? 
B. How did you come to the United States? Who came with you? Tell me about that 
experience. 
C. Who helped you once you arrived? 
D. How did they help you (with housing, jobs, information, etc)? 
E. What was difficult to adjust to your new community? 
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F. What was easy to adjust to in your new community? 
G. Have you made friends in your new community? Tell me about them. 
H. Tell me your most memorable experience during your first year in the United 
States. 
I. Is there anything you miss or wish you had from your home in México? 
 
Research Question #3: How do undocumented immigrant mothers raise and educate 
their children in the United States? 
A. What was it like for you when you enrolled your child in school? Did anyone help 
you? 
B. Have you had a positive or negative experience with your child‘s school/teacher? 
Tell me about it. 
C. How do you feel about your child‘s school and teacher/s?  
D. What expectations do you have of the school? of your child‘s teachers? 
E. Can you tell me how you help your child with their school responsibilities? 
F. What goals /dreams do you have for your children?  
G. What do you try to teach your child/ren? 
H. How can schools help you achieve your goals? 
I. What are your biggest fears when your child is in school? 
 
Data Collection 
Research data was gathered from six research participants over an eight-week period and 
32 various interactions. These interactions included an initial interview, two digitally-
recorded dialogues, many informal dialogues and conversations, one group dialogue and 
several observations and visits. All our interactions occurred in Spanish and in occurred 
several different locations. The recordings were transcribed and shared with each of the 
corresponding participants for accuracy within a two-week period. Each of the 
participants assisted in clarifying points that were initially ambiguous and asserted the 
meanings they actually wanted to convey. Additionally, there were other impromptu and 
informal dialogues that often occurred after the digitally-recorded dialogues, after my 
observations or during phone calls to set up meeting times. These interactions were 
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immediately written down in my field notes journal and incorporated with the other data. 
I carried this journal with me during all my interactions with my participants and my 
observations. I also wrote down any immediate impressions that I had and questions that 
occurred to me for following meetings or observations. The data collection process 
consisted of at least one scheduled observation in the home and in other settings with the 
participants. Additionally, I had several opportunities to interact with several of the 
participants in various locations.  
The participants were first interviewed for biographical information at their home. 
The initial interviews were followed by dialogues before and on some occasions after 
each of the scheduled observations. Observations first occurred in the participants‘ homes 
as the mothers interacted with their school-aged children after school. Other observations 
occurred at various locations such as the neighborhood Catholic Church, the public 
library, the central park and two elementary schools. Additionally, I held a focus group 
attended by four participants with the dual purpose of sharing preliminary findings and 
possibly eliciting participant feedback, recommendations and additional reflections in a 
clarifying and engaging dialogue.  
Analysis of the Data 
Each of the transcribed interviews and dialogues were carefully analyzed for 
content, common phrases and common themes. The nature of a qualitative approach, 
specifically an ethnographic method, supports a simultaneous collection, interpretation 
and writing about the data (Creswell, 2002). This meant that as I collected data, I jotted 
notes, formulated new questions and noted reflections and impressions and emotions as 
soon as I left each visit. I translated from Spanish to English the direct quotes that I 
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present in the study to exemplify particular themes, strategies or experiences shared by 
the participants. I organized and color-coded the data according to common themes and 
experiences that supported a thorough analysis of the collected information. I then 
organized chunks of data according to my research questions. In my observation notes, I 
noted specific behaviors demonstrated by the participants in their interaction with their 
children and others and my general impressions. I also noted as accurately as possible 
particular conversations and directives between mother and children with a focus on the 
mother. No digital-recordings occurred during the observations.  
Throughout this process I considered my personal reflections and questions over 
the data, verification of the transcripts‘ accuracy by the participants and a request for 
their feedback. The feedback they provided was typically to clarify a statement or to 
expand on an idea. Often their feedback would generate further dialogues and new 
questions. I shared my preliminary findings with my participants in a group setting and 
thusly name them the ―dialogue group‖. The dialogue group offered reactions and 
additional reflections and concepts to my findings through an engaging dialogue. This 
dialectical process (Freire, 1973) supported and enabled me to elaborate other findings 
outside the scope of my original three research questions as described in Chapter IV with 
the collaboration of my participants. Additionally, this group provided valuable 
suggestions and clarifications that were reflected in my Chapter V recommendations. 
Profile of the Researcher 
I have both a personal and professional perspective on the experience of 
immigrant parents raising their children in a new community. As the daughter of an 
immigrant Mexican mother raised in the United States, I lived the experience of being 
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both targeted and marginalized for being an immigrant. As a bilingual educator in 
California schools for almost two decades, I have been part of the American system that 
has failed to ensure educational equity and success for all students. My personal and 
professional background inevitably guides and informs my research.  
Personally, I experienced the clashing of cultures represented by my American 
schooling experience and my Mexican home experience. Early on, I understood that my 
culture, language, and home experiences had no place in school. The unspoken message 
at school was to be American, speak English, and keep your differences to yourself. My 
parents were also to be excluded and left out because a place had not been made within 
the school community for them. Gaining social acceptance in the classroom required that 
I leave my culture, background, and essentially everything my mother represented, at the 
school house door.  
Professionally, my experience has been as an educator serving Latino immigrant 
children and their families. I have witnessed school faculty and personnel express 
negative commentaries about the manner in which Spanish-speaking poor parents, 
parents of color and immigrant parents participate in the educational lives of their 
children. Unfounded assumptions about the educational values and priorities these 
parents hold abound in the teacher‘s lounge and in teacher in-services. The most negative 
assumption that I have consistently heard is that Spanish-speaking parents do not want to 
learn English and do not place a high value on their children‘s education or their 
children‘s future. Thus, the conclusion is that if Spanish-speaking, immigrant parents 
were to make a concerted effort to learn English and/ or change their cultural values their 
children would succeed in our schools (Delpit, 1995; Valdés, 1996). On the other hand, 
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the more benevolent view is that Spanish-speaking, immigrant parents respect and trust 
the authority of schools accepting a subordinate position in the education of their children 
(Valdés, 1996; González, et al., 2005).  
Paradoxically, I have witnessed countless instances of parents experiencing 
multiple obstacles when they have attempted to participate in their children‘s education. I 
have heard parents (specifically mothers) express that they are not sure how to help their 
child because of their own limited educational experience or because they cannot 
communicate effectively in English with teachers and other school personnel. Mothers 
have often stated that they feel intimated when they must interact with their child‘s 
teacher to access information about their children‘s progress or need to advocate for their 
children for any given behavioral and academic circumstance. They have also shared 
with me their frustrations of not being able to provide the material resources required by 
teachers to accomplish homework tasks and projects. Mothers have shared feeling a 
general sense of helplessness and struggle yet also expressing a desire to do their best in 
raising and educating their children. My professional efforts have been to open the school 
doors to all parents understanding that they are an indispensable key in the academic 
success of the children we serve.  
Portrait of the Participants 
I had not previously met any of my research participants and first spoke to them 
by phone. With only knowledge of their voice, their name and their address I eagerly and 
a bit nervously met each one for the first time in their respective homes. The first 
encounters were each consistently humbling and intriguing. I was humbled that each 
participant, without exception, was willing to receive me in their home to share intimate 
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details about their lives. I was intrigued by each story so full of rich detail that the data 
threatened to overwhelm me, not only in quantity, but by the emotion it evoked in me. I 
was unfailingly flooded with conflicting emotions of sadness and joy after every 
interview and dialogue with the research participants.  
The participants, each with their intriguing background experiences and 
distinctive personalities, share many commonalities. Four out of the six participants came 
to the United States following a partner or husband while the other two came as single 
women in their late teens with very little planning. All the participants came in young 
adulthood between the ages the ages of 18 and 28. All had worked in México and in the 
United States at some point before having children. The participants all had children 
within the first three years of arriving to the United States. Each woman had borrowed, 
invented or bought false social security numbers or cards in order to work in the United 
States. Each woman had filed taxes for most of the years they had been in the United 
States. All of the women still lived as undocumented individuals and none was currently 
employed though all had found different ways to earn money. Without exception, each 
woman spent the majority of their energy caring for their children, their home and 
serving their family in one way or another. None of them had much leisure time to speak 
of or much time to dedicate to their own interests. Each participant loved, honored and 
prayed faithfully to the Virgin of Guadalupe, though only one claimed to be a ―good 
Catholic‖. All six mothers clearly understood that the United States was now their 
children‘s home while México, though very vivid in their imagination, was a distant and 
intangible mirage. All but one participant had come to terms with the possibility that they 
would not be returning to their home country, unless they were deported. Following is a 
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brief description of each of the research participants based on my interviews, dialogues 
and observations in their homes and other settings. 
Angélica 
Para mí, el sueño Americano se ha convertido en una pesadilla. 
 (For me, the American dream has become a nightmare.) 
 
Angélica is a mother of three children. Her son, 7- year-old Juan Carlos, was born 
in México and is undocumented. Her daughter Lizbet is almost 4 years old and Jeni is 
almost 2. Both girls were born in the United States. Angélica suffered the death of her 
first born in infancy and her third pregnancy was a miscarriage. Angélica is now five 
months pregnant, suffering from gestational diabetes and high blood pressure. She is 
afraid for her health and for the life of her unborn child because doctors in the past have 
told her that since each of her full-term pregnancies was delivered by caesarean, each 
successive pregnancy could be dangerous for her. Angélica is currently a full-time 
mother, but occupies her time volunteering at her son‘s school, taking adult education 
classes and making a variety of crafts and foods to sell. She is always trying to find 
different ways to make money to save and pay off debts. Angélica has now been in the 
United States for six years. She remains deeply torn between making a life for her 
children here and her dreams of returning to her home in Nayarit, México. She dreams of 
starting a business in her hometown that can financially sustain her growing family. 
Angélica seems to never tire. She loves to sing and dance with her children, and they in 
turn love when she does. Her hands are always busy and she is constantly in motion. She 
is 30 years old.  
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Beatriz 
Tenemos que salir adelante en este país. 
(We need to forge ahead in this country.) 
 
Beatriz is a 27-year-old highly motivated young woman with a variety of 
interests. She is learning to bake, has begun to volunteer at church and on one of her 
son‘s soccer team. She is mother to two sons with very different personalities. Manuel Jr. 
is friendly and talkative 8-year-old third-grader who loves to read. Six-year-old Joaquin 
on the other hand is painfully shy and rarely utters a word in front of strangers but lights 
up when his mother reads to him. Beatriz came to the United Sates nine years ago at the 
age of 18. Her mother had died four years before she left her home state of Zacatecas, 
and all her siblings except for two sisters had been in the United States for several years. 
As a young single woman, just starting to experiment with the independence and 
possibilities this country offered, she made up her mind to embrace the opportunities 
availed to her. Beatriz wasted no time finding a job and enrolling in ESL classes so that 
she would not have to depend financially on her siblings. Within a year she became 
pregnant, got married and stopped working to be a full-time mother. Her wishes now are 
to ensure her boys get a quality education, to get a better command of English and to earn 
a General Education certificate (GED). Beatriz is determined to return to school soon and 
accomplish her goals.  
Claridad 
Si me llegaran a deportar, yo me llevo a mis hijas y me voy con gusto.  
(If I were to be deported, I take my daughters and leave gladly.) 
Claridad has been here for ten years and is the mother of two girls ages 9 and 7. 
Two years ago she suffered a miscarriage, which still causes her great sadness. Claridad 
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came to the United States from Jalisco, México with her husband Rodrigo shortly after 
their wedding. She left behind her beloved father and the grandmother who had raised her 
since the death of her mother at the age of three. She has no siblings and her grandmother 
has since passed. Leaving México was the most difficult decision she has ever had to 
make. She did not want to be separated from the only family she had ever known or a 
profession she enjoyed. In México, she had completed studies to be an executive 
secretary. She worked for several years in this profession before she met Rodrigo. He 
currently works in construction and she is a stay-at-home mom who occasionally sells 
Jafra Cosmetic products to make extra income for her family. She believes that the most 
important thing in life is family unity. If she could have a personal wish for herself it 
would be that her father would be granted a visa to the United States. She also wishes that 
President Obama will one day give amnesty to all undocumented immigrants. 
Delia Adriana 
Tengo aquí a mi virgencita, que más quiero.  
(I have my little Virgin here, what more could I want?) 
 
Delia Adriana came to the United States eight years ago to join Pablo, her 
husband of two years. She had not seen him since he left for the United States a few days 
after their marriage. Delia Adriana became pregnant a month and a half after arriving in 
the United States. Alexa, her first child is now seven years old and doing well in the 
second grade. She also has an energetic 3-year old son named George. A few months 
after his birth, Delia Adriana lost her job at a local factory. She had been working the 
night-shift there since she first arrived in the United States. Though this was a schedule 
that took a toll on her, it gave her the time to care for her children in the daytime while 
her husband took care of them at night. Delia Adriana has not been able to find work 
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since, but feels that it is best that she is home with her young son. She has been able to 
earn extra money by babysitting a friend‘s toddler, mending clothes and selling silver 
items, Avon products and baby clothing she knits herself. Delia Adriana has no illusions 
of ever returning to México, but prays daily to her Virgin of Guadalupe that her mother, 
whom she misses terribly, be granted a visa for a visit to the United States. Some have 
told her to not fret over those she left behind and accept that she may never see them 
again. They tell her that this is the reality of the undocumented immigrant. Even though 
she has spent many days depressed about the geographic separation between her and her 
parents, she remains optimistic and her unyielding faith. 
Esperanza 
Ya he superado todo lo malo que me paso, ya me quiero y estoy bien contenta.  
(I‘ve overcome all bad things that happened to me, now I love myself and I am so 
happy.) 
 
 Esperanza studied at the university level in México for three years and was able to 
work with Kindergarten children in rural communities in Zacatecas before getting 
married at the age of 23. She came to the United States 10 years ago in an attempt to 
stabilize her relationship with her husband of the time. He had been in the United States 
for the first few years of their marriage and had returned only once. Esperanza was 
pregnant with their first child when he left and then became pregnant again when he 
returned for a short period of time. He was not happy about the new pregnancy and left 
again to the United States. Disheartened, with a young child and the impending birth of a 
second child, Esperanza was forced out of her parents‘ home. Seven days after her 
daughter Lucia was born, Esperanza left with her to the United States. Her 5-year-old son 
was brought to her a month later. In the meantime, Esperanza had looked for and had 
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found her husband, much to her shock, living with another woman. Unable and unwilling 
to return to México, she stayed and decided that she would make her life here in the 
United States with her two children. Two years later she was married to a man 12 years 
her senior whom she had met at work. Together they have four children. Currently, 
Esperanza is separated from her husband after years of suffering physical abuse. She 
cleans houses and baby-sits children to earn money. Esperanza strives to guide and 
support each of her six children so that they not only discover their talents and skills, but 
also embrace the opportunities they are afforded in the United States. Although, 
Esperanza tires and doesn‘t always know where how she will make ends meet, she does 
not know how to give up. 
Fátima 
Quisiera que mi papá me hubiera traído aquí de chica, mi vida sería tan diferente. 
(I wish my father had brought me here as a child, my life would be so different.) 
 
 Fátima is a young 27-year-old mother of three small children. Her oldest child, 
Sara is six years old, her son Christopher is five and little Andres just turned two years 
old. Fátima left her home in Zacatecas, México after the living situation with her mother 
had become unbearable for her. In the company of another friend her age she ran away 
from home with very little money and no definitive plans. She made it to Arizona and 
three months later to Utah where her half-brother lived. Her husband Joel was a 
childhood friend whom she met on his vacations to México from his home in California. 
A year after Fátima arrived in Utah he left California to marry her and convince her to 
make their lives in California. They have been in California for the last three years. Since 
arriving, Fátima has attempted to locate her half-siblings on her father‘s side of whom 
she knows very little about. Her deceased father, a Mexican man with American 
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citizenship, impregnated her mother on a visit to his hometown in Zacatecas. Fátima 
spent very little time with him, but she could recall each of the visits he made to her in 
México and the small gifts he brought her. He died 13 years ago before he was able to 
fulfill his promise of applying for her American citizenship. Fátima is not currently 
employed but spends five days a week taking ESL classes at the adult school next to her 
children‘s school. Her current wishes are to find her half-siblings as to not feel so alone 
in California, to become fluent in English and to become an American citizen.  
 
  
Table 1 
Demographic Information of Research Participants 
Pseudonym Age Yrs. in 
U.S. 
No. of 
children 
Education 
Completed 
Marital 
Status 
Mxn.State of 
Origin 
Angélica 30 6 3 Technical School Divorced Nayarit 
Beatriz 27 9 2 Elementary School Married Zacatecas 
Claridad 34 10 2 Technical School Married Jalisco 
Delia Adriana 36 8 2 Elementary School Married Michoacán 
Esperanza 38 10 6 3yrs of University Separated Zacatecas 
Fátima 27 9 3 High School Married Zacatecas 
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CHAPTER IV 
 
FINDINGS 
Introduction 
Porque no se hace una amnistía general, hay muchos que queremos trabajar, 
daríamos lo que fuera por legalizarnos. Me da tanta tristeza que nos catalogan a 
todos los inmigrantes como terroristas, sin reconocer nuestro trabajo, el trabajo 
que sea hace en los campos, en las fábricas, donde sea. No viene uno a hacer 
daño, sino a sacar su vida adelante, que nuestros hijos tengan más oportunidades 
que las que tuvimos nosotros. Queremos respetar las leyes. Claro, salimos de un 
país, entramos sin papeles, pero aquí estamos. (Why don‘t they make a general 
amnesty, there are many of us who want to work, would give anything to be 
legalized. I'm so sad that all of us immigrants are categorized as terrorists, without 
recognizing our work, the work done in the fields, factories, wherever. No one 
comes to harm, but to make a life, that our children have more opportunities than 
what we had. We want to respect the laws. Of course, we left one country, entered 
without papers, but here we are.) Claridad, March 13, 2011 
 
Claridad eloquently expresses the reality of all the participants in this research. 
Her statement exemplifies the common desires that each of the participants had. They all 
want to be legalized, to be respected and recognized for their work and they all wanted to 
learn English. However, these desires were only over-shadowed by the desire for their 
children to have a better life and better opportunities than they had. This seemed to be not 
only the driving force in the life of each participant, but it also consumed much of their 
energy, guided their decisions, nurtured their resilience and sustained their perseverance. 
They were each willing to live in this country illegally with all its ensuing difficulties if it 
meant that their children and family could take advantages of the possibility of 
opportunities that they believed this country offers. As Delia Adriana stated in a 
conversation we were having about her children being raised in this country;  
Hay aquí, para mis hijos, la posibilidad de progresar, la posibilidad de 
oportunidades para que ellos logren lo que yo no he logrado, ni podré lograr, se nos 
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van las ilusiones, todo es por ellos, por los hijos, hago lo que tengo que hacer. (Here, 
for my children, there is the possibility to progress, the possibility of opportunities so 
that they can accomplish what I have not accomplished, that I won‘t be able to 
accomplish, I‘ve lost my hopes, it is all for them, for the children, I do what I have to 
do.) 
 
The time I spent with the six participants in this study produced large quantities of data 
gathered in the intimacy of their homes and in the public spheres that they frequented 
such as their church, their children‘s schools and the park. This chapter includes those 
findings and is divided into two sections. The first section details findings raised by my 
research questions framed within a funds of knowledge perspective (Vélez-Ibáñez, 1996) 
and a context of care and respect for my participants (Freire, 1973). The implication of 
this is that I analyzed data with a perspective that identified the participants‘ assets, 
networks, knowledge and skills. The second section includes additional findings that 
expanded further on the three research questions with the collaboration of the dialogue 
group and elaborates on other intangible yet very palpable resources such as their faith, 
perseverance and hope. The uniqueness of each participant was evident in her story 
backgrounds, current circumstances and diverse personality. None of the participants 
knew each other previously, yet they shared a kinship in their multiple commonalities 
with respect to experiences, desires and faith as expressed in the additional findings of 
this research. 
Each participant shared personal details about their relationships, experiences, 
fears and hopes openly and eagerly with me. Each story, thought, memory or reflection 
was like a gift they trustingly and generously presented to me. I took their gifts gingerly; 
feeling a great sense of responsibility and humility at what I had been given. The 
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following analysis was written in an effort to honor the trust and generosity that each 
participant bestowed on me. 
Research Questions 
Research Question 1 
What strategies do undocumented immigrant mothers employ to settle into their new 
community? 
 
This section of the analysis describes the various strategies utilized by the 
participants in the initial stages of settling into the new community after their arrival to 
the United States while recognizing that the process of settlement, because of its evolving 
nature, is ―problematic and ambiguous‖ (Massey, et al., 1987, p. 284). Guiding questions 
then focused on the attainment of housing and employment. Additionally, questions were 
presented to identify people that helped the participants overcome obstacles that they 
encountered upon arrival. Questions which led the participants to share their experiences 
and emotions during those early years of settlement steered the beginning of the 
dialogues and resulted in the following findings. 
Social and Kinship Networks as a Settlement Strategy 
 
 The social and kinship networks that the participants were able to access, was the 
first strategy the women employed to settle into the new community and a significant 
source for new funds of knowledge. Like the finding by other researchers (Bastida 2001; 
Espin, 1997; Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; Sellers Campbell, 2008; Valdés, 1996) social and 
kinship networks were central and essential throughout the migration and settlement 
process. Many of the participants‘ experiences as undocumented immigrant mothers 
involved their social and kinship networks. All six of the participants noted that at least 
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one family member or intimate friend was instrumental in helping them secure housing 
and employment upon their arrival. Additionally, individuals within their networks 
helped them with critical information about Social Security numbers, identifications, 
transportation and other necessary advice that oriented them to the unwritten rules of 
living in the United States as an undocumented person. 
The first necessity the participants had to meet was a living location. With the 
exception of Fátima, all the participants‘ living arrangements had been made in 
conjunction with their departure from México. Four of the women were aided by a close 
relative or friend and the other two were helped by their spouses, sometimes in 
conjunction with other relatives and friends. For Beatriz and Fátima, who came as single 
women without children, it was a sibling who had been residing in the United States for a 
number of years that provided them with their first place to live. Esperanza, was married 
with children at the time, but arrived to the apartment her brother and several other 
relatives shared. Angélica and Claridad settled in with their husbands, who were renting 
an individual room from a relative or an acquaintance. Delia Adriana arrived at her aunt‘s 
house in Southern California because her husband was working the seasonal crops in 
Bakersfield at the time and did not have a place to live. 
In every case the first living arrangements were temporary or short-lived. None of 
the women have ever lived alone in the United States. Beatriz and Esperanza had, during 
their first year, lived in locations they had secured on their own accord a few months after 
their arrival. Beatriz moved out of her brother‘s home which was being shared with seven 
other adult relatives and four children to an apartment with two other siblings and two 
children. Esperanza also moved out of her brother‘s apartment so that she could have 
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more room for her two children and a younger sister that joined her from México. 
Claridad and her husband who first lived in a small trailer home with another couple 
moved out to a small rental home after their first child was born. Angélica was not 
comfortable living with her in-laws in a crowded home so within a few months of saving 
money she moved out with her husband to a room they rented from a widower who lived 
alone. Delia Adriana convinced her aunt‘s neighbor to rent her a living space they had 
constructed at the extreme end of the garage a few months after she arrived and was 
joined by her husband. Five of the women described the difficulty of these initial 
arrangements such as lack of privacy, conflicts regarding house rules, the division of 
household chores or bills and child-rearing differences. Angélica, Beatriz and Esperanza 
all recalled that it was clearly communicated to them that they were expected to carry 
their share of their expenses which included the rent, utility bills and food within weeks 
of their arrival. Esperanza boasted proudly, she was able to pay for her share of costs -
though her sleeping space was the living room- including the care of her children by the 
second month in the United States.  
 Delia Adriana was the only participant who had been living in the same location, 
with the exception of the few months she lived with her aunt, since she had arrived. Delia 
Adriana‘s living space consists of one main room and a bathroom. Delia Adriana and her 
husband Pablo had furnished the room with a queen-size bed, a four-chair dining room 
table, and a small color television that sits above one of the two dressers, a twin-sized bed 
and a rocking chair. A few pots, pans and plates are stored under the dining room table 
the sits cozily between the queen-size bed and the stove. The refrigerator which stands at 
the foot of the twin size bed directly across from the dining room table has a stack of food 
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items on top. Delia Adriana, in regards to her housing situation said, ―Sin mentirle, ya 
tengo ocho años aquí en este cuarto. A gusto no estoy, pero me conformo, alcanzamos la 
renta, nadie nos molesta y mire tengo la escuela cerquitas.‖ (Without lying to you, I‘ve 
been here in this room for eight years. Contented, I‘m not but I make do, we can make 
the rent, nobody bothers us and look I have the school so close).  
For all the women, the common goal was to live independent of their extended 
family soon after their arrival. The women that were already married wanted to make 
their own lives in a living space with their husbands without the daily interference of 
other family members. The participants, who were single at the time of their arrival, also 
yearned for their own space where they could live more peacefully according to their own 
rules. Typically, the conflict the participant expressed initially had to do with the 
household. In the cases of Beatriz, Esperanza and Fátima disagreements about household 
chores and expenses with their sisters-in-laws caused disharmony in the house. 
Interestingly, Angélica, Beatriz, Claridad and Esperanza found themselves housing new 
family members arriving to the United States once they had their own living spaces. 
Currently, all the women continue to rent living spaces that cost them between $850 a 
month (the three-bedroom house Angélica lives in) to $500 a month (the two room 
quarters Delia Adriana lives in). Ultimately, this desire to live more independently 
supported the process of settling into the community because it required seeking out 
information about other housing opportunities in the community, it required finding ways 
to furnish a new living space and it especially required that each participant act according 
to what was better suited for themselves and their nascent families.  
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Income Earning Strategies 
 The next immediate need for each of the participants was the attainment of 
employment which deviated from traditional gender norms (Chavez, 1992; Tuñón Pablos, 
1999) of being financially dependent on the males in the family. On the contrary, each 
participant felt a strong responsibility towards the family members they left behind and 
towards the people that had helped them arrive to the United States. All of the women 
were anxious about working, earning money and being independent as substantiated by 
other researchers and scholars (Anzaldúa, 1987; Ruiz, 1998; Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994).  
Most of the women had borrowed the money they used to pay the coyotes (human 
smugglers) to help them arrive safely from the Mexican border to their families in the 
United States. In addition, to the debts they wanted to unburden themselves from and the 
costs of the basic necessities of life (food, clothing, and shelter); most of the participants 
looked forward to sending money home as soon as possible. Both Angélica and 
Esperanza had each left a young son in the care of parents. Beatriz and Claridad wanted 
to send money to their fathers and Delia Adriana to her parents and younger siblings. All 
of the participants, including Fátima who left México without telling her mother, 
continue to send any extra money they have to their families in México. Delia Adriana 
stated, ―Yo pudiera estar sin comer. No me molestaría si a cambio podía mandarles un 
dinerito a mis padres. A mí me alegra tanto mandarles algo”. (I could go without eating. 
It wouldn‘t bother me if in exchange I were able send my parent‘s money. It makes me so 
happy to send them something.)  
A variety of strategies have been employed by the participants to earn income. 
Angélica, Beatriz, Delia Adriana and Esperanza worked in factories using falsified 
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documents to work during their first years of arrival. Claridad and Fátima first earned 
money babysitting the children in the house where they first resided so that the other 
adults could go out to work. Each of the four women that first found employment in 
factories was aided by a family member or friend, often the same person that had first 
housed them. For example, Angélica worked for some time with her brothers-in-law who 
had a burgeoning furniture-making business. They had been her first landlords and later 
her bosses. Beatriz had been trained by her brother to work in any of the assembly lines at 
his place of employment, a light-fixture manufacturing company after she insisted that 
she wanted to find work right away. However, because there were no job openings there, 
he provided her with sufficient guidance so that she eventually secured a job on her own 
in a different light-fixture manufacturing company. Delia Adriana and Esperanza were 
connected to jobs by close relatives. Esperanza‘s brother who had also arranged for her 
passage to the United States was a manager at a tire rim manufacturing company so he 
was able to hire her to do janitorial work. Delia Adriana as also able to secure a night-
shift job doing janitorial work at a medical supply manufacturing company where her 
aunt had been working for a number of years. 
 The caveat for the women who secured a factory job was that they could not be 
hired and subsequently paid without a Social Security card and a form of identification.  
 Beatriz, Delia Adriana and Esperanza were guided by the relatives they lived with such 
as their brother, sister-in-law or aunt who had already been in the United States for a long 
time and secured seguros chuecos (false Social Security cards or numbers). The word 
chueco literally means crooked but is commonly used as an adjective to describe 
something counterfeit or illegitimate.  
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  Angélica was the only participant that was able to begin working without a Social 
Security card because she was working for her in-laws and they agreed to pay her ―under 
the table.‖ However, Angélica soon learned from a co-worker she had befriended that in 
the United States you need a Social Security number to work legitimately, pay taxes and 
secure loans. Angélica‘s friend also told her that the number consisted of nine digits and 
that it should start with the number six.  
Mi seguro chueco, yo me lo invente, use fechas que no se me olvidarían como el 
cumpleaños de mi mama, el mío y el de mis hijos. Con este número he hecho mis 
taxes, saque una tarjeta de crédito y saque préstamo para mi carro. Hasta la 
fecha, parece que no le pertenece a nadie (My fake Social Security, I made up the 
number based on dates that I would not forget like my mother‘s birth date, my 
own and my children‘s. With this number I have done my taxes, gotten a credit 
card and got a car loan. To this day, it does not seem to belong to anyone.) 
   
This was not as uncommon a story as I first imagined. Beatriz had used a variety of 
strategies; she too had invented a number and at one point had borrowed her sister-in-
law‘s Social Security card to work. Claridad had also borrowed a Social Security card for 
the brief time she had worked outside the home. Esperanza and Delia Adriana, Fátima 
had purchased seguros chueco before beginning their jobs. Esperanza recalled that she 
purchased seguro chueco in Los Angeles on the corner of Alvarado and Seventh Street 
for $300. For $500 Delia Adriana purchased her seguro chueco from a man stationed in 
the parking lot of the local Mexican Market in Orange Groves. Fátima, who first arrived 
in Utah, was able to buy a mica chueca (false resident card) and a Social Security card for 
$100 each outside a local Mexican market. 
 Finding and attaining employment did not only signify that the participants could 
begin paying down their debts, sending money home but also a crucial step in the 
settlement process. The four women that attained jobs outside the home had to venture 
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into the community meet new people at work and were able to become financially 
independent or financial contributors. For some of the women it meant learning how to 
get from their home to their job and the back again using public transportation. For all the 
women participants, employment increased their social networks because now they were 
making new friends at work that had more experience living in the United States. Their 
new friends were able to provide them with new funds of knowledge -new information- 
about where to cash their checks, where to find the best deals, where to attend church or 
where to enroll their children in school. Additionally, Angélica and Beatriz were able to 
gain new technical and computer skills in their place of employment that they previously 
did not have.  
Claridad who had only worked briefly outside the home found ways to earn more 
money in alternate ways, despite the fact that with her husband‘s construction job they 
could meet most of their financial obligation. Claridad had been used to working and 
having her own income in México. She shared the following:  
Pero de todos modos necesitaba mi propio dinero y dinero para contribuir a los 
gastos. Primero cuide niños, luego vendí productos Jafra y de nutrición, he hecho 
demostraciones y ya tengo me clientela regular. Así he podido mandarle dinero a 
mi papá y tener mi propio dinerito, con la ayuda de Dios. (But after all, I still 
needed my own money and money to contribute to expenses. I first took care of 
children, then I sold Jafra and nutrition products, I have done demonstrations and 
now I have regular clientele. In this way I have been able to send money to my 
father and have my little money, with the help of God.) 
  
 Currently, none of the participants work outside the home, but all continue to find 
a variety of ways to earn money to contribute to household expenses, buy little extra 
things for their children and send money to México. Each actively sought different means 
to earn and save money. In finding different ways to earn money, each of the participants 
has had to tap into their funds of knowledge or explore new skills that have increased 
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their funds of knowledge. For example, Delia Adriana who only has an elementary 
education because her father did not allow her to continue her schooling has sewing skills 
that she has used to earn income. She mends clothing and makes baby clothes to sell. 
Delia Adriana also knows how to knit and crochet, thus she makes hats, scarves, table 
clothes, baby blankets and other items to sell to her friends, family and acquaintances. 
Recently, she has also taught herself how to do manicures so that she can also sell that 
service to her friends. In addition to earning money with items she makes, Delia Adriana 
also sells Avon products and silver jewelry. Other participants shared similar experiences 
and examples. 
Angélica shared that she not only sold items she learn to make from her friends 
here in the United States such as the popular tied-fleece blanket and fleece diaper bags, 
but other food items she had learned to make in México from her family. Her 
grandmother was a popular taquera (taco maker) in her hometown. She had passed on 
her specialized recipes and her sazón (seasoning/flavor) to Angélica. On weekends she 
sold menudo (beef tripe and hominy soup) or pozole (pork and hominy soup) from her 
home to a regular clientele she had gained. Angélica also made specialty food for 
particularly holidays. For example, for Christmas she made tamales, during the 
Halloween and the Thanksgiving season she had learned to make pumpkin pies to sell. 
These were however not her only money-making enterprises. Many Saturday mornings 
she would get out with her friend to yardiar (yard sell shopping) as she called it. 
Angélica would not only look for toys or other things she needed for her household, but 
she would also shop for clothes and other items that she could later resell at the swap 
meet or send to México to be sold there. Additional, she and her friends would frequently 
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hold Tupperware, crystal ware, Jafra Cosmetics and Avon demonstrations parties to earn 
credits to buy kitchen and cosmetic products for themselves.  
Beatriz and Fátima both had specialized dishes they made and sold upon request. 
Beatriz loved to bake cakes and was actually taking a baking class at a local bake shop to 
improve her skills. She would fill orders for cakes and other pastries for birthday parties, 
baptisms, quinceañeras (traditional fifteenth birthday celebration) church and school 
events. Fátima had also filled orders for tamales and flan (custard dessert) and gelatin 
desserts. Esperanza did not prepare food to sell, but she too had a variety of ways in 
which she earned money that gave her a measure of financial independence. Esperanza 
had three houses she regularly cleaned; she did piece-work sewing, babysat children and 
set-up yard sales in front of her home. Another way in which she earned money was 
providing curandera (healer) services for her neighbors and for other acquaintances. She 
recalled learning these skills from her maternal grandfather in México. 
De chica, yo recuerdo que la gente del pueblo y de afuera venía con mi abuelo 
con molestias y enfermedades, y allí siempre estaba yo, yo lo veía y luego le 
ayudaba. Aquí, las vecinas me empezaban a preguntar si yo sabía qué hacer 
cuando sus hijos estaban empachados o andaban mal de las anginas o el oído. 
Pues sí, yo sabía cómo, por mi abuelo, y así se fue enterando la gente. (As a 
child, I remember that people from the village and from the outside of the village 
came to my grandfather came with discomforts and illnesses and I was always 
there, I watched and later I helped him. Here, the neighbors began to ask me if I 
knew what to do when their children were having trouble with indigestion or their 
tonsils or their ear. Well, yes, I knew how from my grandfather and so people 
started finding out.) 
 
Esperanza stated smiling ear to ear, ―Yo le hago a todo.‖ (I do it all). This concise 
declaration, characterized the nature of each participants‘ drive to find alternative and 
varied ways to earn money and contribute to the household economy. Each participant 
was ingenious in creating ways to make money using skills they learned from their 
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elders, using skills they learned from friends or on their own. Additionally, some of the 
participants had found they could earn money like many mainstream women in the 
United States earn money selling Avon, Jafra Cosmetics and Tupperware products. 
Having the ability to earn money seemed to provide each of the participants with a sense 
of control over their lives and their new environment and some measure of independence 
and joy in their lives.  
Emotional Acceptance as a Settlement Strategy 
Settlement into the community seemed to be an on-going and evolving process for 
each of the participants as other researchers have discovered (Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; 
Massey et al., 1984). In the initial stages, the immediate concern was the attainment of 
housing and employment like other undocumented immigrants before them (Chavez, 
1992; Massey et al., 1984). This initial stage was a highly stressful time for all the 
participants, which is a common experience for many immigrants and consistent with the 
research (Espin, 1997; Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994). Each woman could recall with amazing 
detail, the day they arrived, the day they started working, the months they had worked at 
one place or another and her initial expenses. But they recalled with even greater detail 
their thoughts and emotions triggered by their new reality during those few months in the 
United States. All the women recalled feeling disappointed and afraid about their new 
lives in the United States. They each felt like the United States had been misrepresented 
by acquaintances, by friends and family and even by the husbands who had already been 
living in the United States when they visited México. I found that in order to begin and 
progress through the process of settlement, the participants each had to come to terms 
with their overwhelming disappointments, fears, doubts and other mixed emotions they 
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experienced upon arrival. In essence, each had negotiated through their strong and varied 
emotions to start a life in the United States. 
Angélica clearly recalled what she had been told about the United States, what she 
expected and what she found: 
Llegan allá con sus carros y camionetas del año, tirando dinero, presumiendo 
que en el norte no les hace falta nada. Y mi marido, él me bajaba la luna y las 
estrellas. Claro, yo me imaginaba Disnilandia, pero no, puro cuento, la vida es 
bien difícil aquí, pero aquí estoy haciendo la lucha. (They arrive there with their 
cars and trucks of the year, throwing money, showing off that in the north they do 
not need anything. And my husband, I promised the moon and stars. Sure, I 
imagined Disneyland, but no, all lies, life is very difficult her, but here I am still 
trying.) 
 
 Claridad‘s recollections were very similar:  
 Encontré este país muy diferente de lo que me imagine, diferente a como lo 
platicaban. Me decían, que era un país de muchas posibilidades, que el 
refrigerador siempre está lleno, que uno como carne todos los días, que el dinero 
rinde más. Pero más que nada, yo encontré un país materialista, todo el mundo 
trabajando todo el tiempo y siempre a la carrera sin tener tiempo para la familia. 
En este país, la vida es difícil pero tiene sus ventajas.(I found this country very 
different than I imagined it, different than people talked about it. They told me 
that is was a country of many possibilities, that the refrigerator was always full, 
that one ate meat every day, that you got more for money. But more than 
anything, I found this to be a materialistic country, everyone working all the time 
and always in a hurry without time for the family. Life in this country is difficult 
but it has its advantages.)  
 
Delia Adriana, Beatriz, Esperanza and Fátima experienced a mix of emotions upon their 
arrival to the United States. Delia Adriana clearly remembered vacillating between 
spending the little money she had when she arrived on buying a seguro chueco so that she 
could begin working or using the money for a plane ticket home. Holding back tears she 
shared,  
 Desde que llegue me quiero ir, pero tengo bien presente lo que me dijo mi papá, 
“Si lo vas a hacer, para tras, ni voltees.” Y tenía ese compromiso de las deudas 
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de mi esposo, y pues me puse a trabajar, aunque me entraba la depresión si me 
ponía a pensar en mi gente. (Since I arrived I‘ve wanted to leave, but I have it 
clear in mind what my dad said, "If you are going to do it, do not turn around." 
And I had that obligation, my husband‘s debts and, so, I went to work, even 
though I‘d go into a depression if I thought of my people.) 
 
 
 Beatriz in particular recalled feeling sad and doubtful, ―Yo lloraba y preguntaba, Dios 
mio que hice?‖ (I would cry and ask, my God what did I do?) However, she was also 
excited about her new independence and freedom because her movement in México was 
more controlled by her family. Beatriz also felt great determination and motivation to 
make the most of her situation. However, her independence and singlehood was short-
lived. Just as she started feeling more comfortable living on her own and getting to know 
her surroundings, she met the man that was to become her husband. Months later she was 
expecting her first child and had moved to the city of Orange Groves. She recalled that 
this was a very difficult transition for her. The initial determination she felt was lost. Her 
excitement and motivation became consumed by unexpected feelings of fear, isolation 
and loneliness.  
 Esperanza and Fátima on the other hand, felt no doubts about their departures 
because both had left intolerable situations at home yet they left in great emotional stress. 
Fátima‘s relationship with her mother had deteriorated over time and in youthful 
rebellion she ran away from home all the way to the United States. She arrived 
frightened, with very little money and anxious about finding a job. Similarly, Esperanza‘s 
parents had turned their backs on her and her husband was somewhere in the United 
States. She did feel fear for her young children, but she was determined to make a life for 
them in the United States:  
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Yo me arme de valor porque no sabía lo que me esperaba, uuuuy no sabía, nada 
estaba bien atontada en ese tiempo. Yo me confié que la Virgen y Diosito estaban 
conmigo y que ellos no me abandonarían. Pero fíjese, me quede bien triste y bien 
sorprendida, hasta me quede con la boca abierta cuando mi cuñada me dijo 
cuanto era mi parte de los gastos de la casa. Yo apenas acababa de llegar. (I 
armed myself with courage because I did not know what to expect, uuuuy, I didn‘t 
know anything, I was so naïve in those day. I trusted that the Virgin and that God 
were with me and that they would not abandon me. But see, I was left so sad and 
so astounded, I was even left with my mouth open when my sister-in-law told me 
what my share of household expenses were. I had only just arrived.) 
 
Esperanza and Fátima may not have felt doubt about leaving México as the other 
participants had, but what they did feel was, scared, alone and abandoned. Nonetheless, 
all of the participants had to come to terms with their disappointments and fears about 
starting a new life in this country. Each had to suspend her doubts and anguish about 
leaving her home and families. Each had to accept that, for the undocumented, fear and 
uncertainty is a way of life. It seemed that this emotional negotiation was a critical 
strategy they needed to employ in the initial months to facilitate the process of settlement 
into the community. 
Driving as a Settlement Strategy 
Learning to drive was one seemingly practical matter that actually represented a 
monumental barrier for all of the participants and for their settlement into the community 
that I had not expected or encountered in the review of the literature. Only Fátima had 
learned to drive before coming to the United States and four of the other women had 
learned to drive in the United States. Without the ability to drive, the women had to walk, 
ride the bus or depend on someone else to transport them to their destinations. Some 
locations such as the supermarket, the laundromat, the elementary schools and the local 
park were in walking distance for most of the participants. But other locations such as the 
Colina Medical Clinic many used, the Catholic Church, their previous places of 
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employment were not in walking distance. The general consensus was that without the 
ability to drive as Delia Adriana stated, ―uno se siente inútil‖ (you feel helpless/useless). 
The four participants, Angélica, Beatriz, Claridad and Delia Adriana had only learned to 
drive within the last two years. In each of their cases, it was another woman, either a 
sister-in-law or a close friend, who had encouraged them and taught them to drive.  
Driving was the one strategy that the participants desperately needed to settle into 
the community yet it was the one that they delayed in employing for the great fear it 
caused them. Their documentation status prohibits them from having a driver‘s license, 
consequently driving exposed them to many risks. They could be pulled over at any time. 
If they were to be ticketed for driving without a license their car would be impounded and 
an exorbitant fine would have to be paid. The participants feared getting in to an accident 
or getting injured and all its ensuing consequences. But most of all, they feared that if the 
police who pulled them over decided to turn them over to immigration services they 
would be deported. All five women lived with that daily fear of being pulled over but 
accepted that it was simply a risk they had to take. Four of the women had developed 
similar strategies to deal with their fear, which was to not look as if they were not fearful. 
Angélica, laughing told me that she would hold on to the steering wheel with both hands, 
look towards the officer and nod her head in greeting. Beatriz said she always wore 
sunglasses because it hid the fear in her eyes which made her feel more confident as did 
the rosary that hung from her rear-view mirror. Beatriz, Claridad and Delia Adriana also 
mentioned that they never drove off without saying a short prayer or making the sign of 
the cross. Claridad said, “Cuando manejo, yo me encomiendo a Dios, que no me den un 
ticket, que me proteja de una deportación”. (When I drive, I put myself in God‘s hands, 
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that I don‘t get a ticket, that he protect me from a deportation.) Fátima had simply 
accepted the fact that fear was a feeling she had to live with and she wasn‘t going to 
allow it to impede her movements. She lamented, ―Ay, los carros andan tan rápido aquí y 
tanto tráfico, y sin licencia, es bien difícil estar manejando así, pero no me queda de otra 
tengo que llevar a los niños a la escuela.” (Oh, the cars go so fast and there‘s so much 
traffic here, and without a license, it is very difficult to be driving like this, but I have no 
choice, I have to take the kids to school).  
Only Esperanza did not currently drive, nor did she have the desire to drive. The 
risks involved were too great for her to take. Esperanza walked, took the bus with all her 
children or asks for rides to get around Orange Groves. A friend of hers who we met at 
the central park commented that when you see Esperanza out in the community she is 
always walking or at the bus stops in Orange Groves with her children. For Angélica, 
Beatriz, Claridad and Delia Adriana learning to drive was a significant personal success 
that helped them accomplish their daily tasks and meet the needs of their children and 
their household more successfully. Driving also represented a tenuous measure of 
independence because they did not have to depend on others to transport them but they 
were all cautious about only driving in areas they were familiar with and they all 
completely avoided driving on the freeway.  
In summary, the principal strategy the participants used to settle into the new 
community was accessing their kinship networks first and later their social networks. 
Additionally all the participants developed a variety of income earning strategies to settle 
into their community. The participants also had to employ the strategy of coming to terms 
with the emotions associated with the decision they had made and the reality of living in 
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the United States. A final strategy that five of the participants employed to settle into the 
community was the practical skill of driving. The ability to drive allowed the participants 
to navigate and gain greater control of their surrounding environment.  
Research Question 2 
 
What are the experiences of undocumented immigrant mothers as they settle into their 
new community? 
 
This question addressed both specific and general examples of experiences that 
the participants have lived through as they have settled in the new community. The anti-
immigration sentiment in the country and the lack of immigration reform were realities 
that each of the participants had at the forefront of their mind. As an undocumented 
person, each participant had suffered indignities and encountered limitations and 
obstacles which echo the experience of many immigrants (Bastida, 2001; Chavez, 1992 
Donato, et al., 2008; Malkin, 2007; Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; Sellers Campbell, 2008). 
Specifically this reality was exemplified by the dissertation work of Juan Carlos Aruaz 
(2007) in his study of six undocumented university students. He found that the 
participants in his study faced a multitude of limitations in every aspect of their lives. He 
developed the concept of the jaula de oro (gilded cage). This jaula de oro symbolically 
represented the experience of living within the abundance of this country but restricted 
from accessing it in the most basic ways as will be detailed further. 
The Fear of Deportation 
In general, all the women have experienced the fear of deportation, particularly in 
last few years because ICE (Immigration and Customs Enforcement) roundups (redadas) 
were frequent in and DUI checkpoints (retentes) now occurred regularly in Orange 
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Groves. Though the roundups and checkpoints are carried out by different agencies for 
distinct purposes each participants feared them equally as did their friends and family in 
the community. However, the regularity of the retenes throughout Orange Groves had 
become a major concern for the participants that drove and impacted their lives 
significantly. They all described the taking cautionary measures they took to avoid the 
DUI check points. Claridad and Fátima both shared that at her friends talked about the 
retenes all the time and would call right away if they saw the orange cones indicating 
there was a DUI check point. Claridad shared her experience: 
Me llaman y me dicen que no salgas esta tarde quédate en casa, y me quedo. Y 
cuando andamos por la calle, siempre estamos vigilantes y vemos que adelante 
hay conos, pues nos damos la vuelta. Yo he visto, en frente del parque central 
cuando paran a los carros. Lo sentí como un proceso racista, los blancos los 
dejaban pasar sin pedirles nada, pero a todo a los morenos y los de aspecto 
Latino, les pedían sus licencias y a seguranza, y agarraron a muchos. Dicen que 
supuestamente le llaman a la inmigración. (They call me and tell me not to go out 
this evening, stay at home, and I stay. And when we walk down the street, we are 
always vigilant and if we see that the cones, then we turn around. I have seen it, in 
front of central park where the cars were stopped. It felt like it was a racist 
process, the Whites, they let them pass without asking for anything, but especially 
the Black and those that looked Latino were asked for their licenses and 
insurance, and many were caught. They say that supposedly immigration is 
called.) 
 
Fátima expressed her fear and anxiety about the retenes: 
 
Dicen que bajan a las mujeres con sus niños y les quitan sus carros. Y tienes que 
pagar por el mes que te quitaron el carro. Pero la gente necesita su carro para 
trabajar. Luego se queda esa gente sin poder trabajar. Sí, si tiene uno miedo que 
la policía le llame a la inmigración. Y pienso, ¿qué es lo peor que me puede 
pasar? Me regresan a México y ya. Nada más le pido a Dios que sea cuando los 
niños no estén conmigo. (I‘ve heard that they stop the women with their children 
and take away their cars. And you have to pay for the month they had your car. 
But people need their car to work. Then the people are unable to work. Yes, yes 
you‘re afraid that the police will call immigration. And I think, what‘s the worst 
that can happen? They send me back to México and that is it. I only pray to God 
that it does not happen when children are with me.) 
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The participants lived with a high level of awareness regarding the possible consequences 
of being stopped by the police, the reality of the retenes and the redadas that they hear 
about on the news or from talk in the community. Each was cautious and lived with a 
measure of fear of being deported. In their research, Massey et al. (1987) found that 
undocumented immigrants struggle to settle in the community due to this ever-present 
fear of being deported yet the need to be out in the community serves to mitigate this 
fear. This was evident in the manner in which participants accepted that deportation was 
a consequence of their choice to live in this country. Additionally, each had determined 
that the fear they felt would not prevent them from accomplishing their daily routines, 
their outings to the park and their trips to other areas inside and outside Orange Groves. 
They decided that they would live their lives as they wished by taking calculated risks, 
maintain a level of vigilance and ―con Dios en la boca‖(with God‘s/prayer‘s help). 
Documentation Limitations 
 A specific limitation that each of the women faced was related to the fact that 
none of the participants could attain a valid California identification (I.D.) or valid Social 
Security card. Without a valid California I.D. or Social Security card all of the 
participants found themselves restricted from certain activities such as opening a bank 
account or holding contracts with certain business such as cell phone companies and 
medical insurances. Currently, none of the participants had medical or dental insurance, 
credit cards, or cell-phone contracts. Fátima was the only participant with a bank account 
because she had two forms of identification (Mexican Consulate I.D. and adult school 
I.D.) that her bank accepted and an Individual Taxpayer Identification Number (ITIN) 
which she obtained while in Utah. The other participants have found alternative ways to 
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function without accounts and contracts. The utility bills are all under their landlords‘ 
names with whom they do not hold a legal contract. All of the participants, except Delia 
Adriana, had cell-phones with different companies that offered pre-paid services which 
they were able to purchase without a credit card or contract. Their bill payments and 
purchases are always made in cash or money orders. I was interested in some example of 
how my participants navigated these limitations particularly when it came to healthcare 
or dental care. 
Staying Healthy 
I was astonished each participant gave almost the exact response when I asked 
about what they did if they became ill. Each participant thanked God that until now they 
had never really been sick and only needed medical care during their pregnancies. Fátima 
very matter-of-factly stated, ―Yo creo que no me enfermo porque no puedo.” (I think that 
I don‟t get sick because I can‟t.) Beatriz shared her experience: 
Gracias a Dios, no he sido enfermiza. Solo una vez tenía un problema con mis 
pies y fui a que me pusieran inyecciones de cortisona. Pague “cash” y me 
cobraron $300 en la clínica. Y para gripas y eso pues lo que compra uno en la 
tienda o uno tiene sus remedies caseros y sus tés. Y hasta la fecha ha sido todo. 
(Thank God, I have not been the sickly type. Only once I had a problem with my 
feet and I went to get cortisone injections. I paid cash and the clinic charged me 
$300. And for colds and things like that what you can buy at the store or one has 
their home remedies and teas. And to date, that has been it.)   
            
              
 Claridad also shared that she and her husband had looked for different clinics until they 
found another clinic other than Colina Medical Center which had more affordable 
medical consultations. At one point Claridad needed to have a broken molar repaired. She 
spent $3,000 for all the dental work it took to replace that one molar and paid off the debt 
in payments. 
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 Despite the fact that none of the participants had been seriously ill, each of them 
expressed fear of becoming ill and the costs that would be incurred by having to treat a 
serious health issues. Delia Adriana exemplified this fear in the following comment: 
Por lo personal yo le pido a Dios no caer en el hospital, le tengo un terror, 
aunque dicen que de todos modos te dan tratamiento médico. Pero luego el gasto, 
la deuda que se echa uno encima, pues no, Dios nos libre. Pero la gente dice que 
como comemos mucho chile no nos enfermamos. ¿Sera cierto? (For me personally 
I ask God not to let me end up in the hospital, I‘m so afraid of it, but they say you 
still get medical treatment. But then the cost, the debt you end up with, well no, 
God forbid. But people say that because we eat a lot of peppers we do not get 
sick. Could that be true?) 
 
Because each of the participants have two or more children that were born in the United 
States all had received medical care through their pregnancies and delivery. Fortunately, 
undocumented women in this state can apply to Medi-Cal, California‘s health care 
program for low-income families, in cases of emergency and during the length of the 
pregnancy. The participants had all accessed these benefits during their pregnancies but 
at no other time. In regards to the children of the participants, all of the children received 
Medi-Cal benefits as well and had regular care at the Colina Medical Center. The only 
exceptions were Esperanza‘s two oldest children Luis and Lucia and Angélica‘s son Juan 
Carlos. All three were born in México, were undocumented and had no medical insurance 
subsequently their care was always paid in cash or over a period of time.  
 For all the participants, living without medical or dental insurance was simply 
another aspect of their undocumented lives that they accepted without protest or 
resistance. However, each participant prayed and hoped that she would not get ill but if 
she or another undocumented member of the household did it was just another debt the 
family would incur and be forced to find a way to pay. 
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Humiliations 
 Beyond the common struggles and experiences that all undocumented immigrants 
encounter, each participant shared unique examples of poignant memories associated 
with their undocumented status in the process of settling into the community. I often told 
the participants that each could fill a book with her story. Below are just a few examples 
of these stories.  
Angélica recalled with sadness and anger the humiliation she suffered six months 
after her arrival. She was in her fifth month of pregnancy when she started feeling that 
something was terribly wrong. She asked her husband to take her to the hospital. As 
much pain as she was in, she recalled feeling more distraught by the amount of papers 
she had to fill-out than the fact that she was possibly miscarrying her baby. She had no 
legal identification and felt like she was had to prove she was a real person on paper to be 
attended to.  
―Estaba traumada llenando tantos documentos, no les importo que yo ya estaba 
desesperada y con dolores, no les importe mejor dicho. Sin llenar todos esos 
malditos papeles que me ponían en frente, yo no valía nada para ellos‖. (I was 
traumatized filling out so many documents, they didn‘t care that I was already 
feeling desperate and having contractions, better said, I did not matter to them. 
Without those cursed papers filled out that they kept putting in front of me, I was 
worth nothing to them.)  
 
Unfortunately, she did miscarry and delivered her stillborn baby by herself. Her husband 
had returned to work and the doctor had been called out from her room at the moment she 
gave her last push. She caught the baby in her hands. She described experiencing a 
feeling of total despair and loneliness, ―Yo lloraba, quería estar con mis papás. Sentía 
una opresión en el pecho, una madre lo siente todo”. (I would cry, I wanted to be with 
my parents. I felt this heaviness in my chest, as a mother feels it all.)  
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Esperanza‘s most difficult experiences and obstacles have occurred not out in the 
community but in her home. For many years her husband was physically abusive and she 
was unable to defend herself. She is not sure completely sure why she took the abuse for 
so many years. She did remember feeling afraid to ask for help because her husband was 
a legal resident and she was undocumented. She thought telling the police would bring 
her more trouble. She also didn‘t want her children to know she was repeatedly being hit 
by her abusive husband. 
Seis años de golpes aguante. El me pegaba y si venia uno de los niños, yo le 
decía, “hay vienen los niños” y se calmaba. Ellos de chiquitos no se daban 
cuenta de todo lo que me pasaba. Pero los niños sabían que algo estaba mal 
porque siempre andaban de puntitas cuando él llegaba. Hasta que Luis mi hijo 
mayor, apenas dos años atrás se dio cuenta. Y se pelearon. A Luis no le dolió, 
como no es su papá. Y allí yo le tuve que poner el paro a mi marido y él se fue de 
la casa. Aunque pase por todo eso, yo soy feliz, ya no me da miedo bendito sea 
Dios. (I endured six years of beatings. He hit me and if one of the children came, I 
said, "the children are coming" and he would calm down. When they were 
younger they were not aware of everything that was happening to me. But the 
children knew that something was wrong because they were always walking on 
their tipi-toes when he arrived. Until my oldest son Luis, just two years ago 
realized what was going on. And they fought. Luis didn‘t feel bad since he is not 
his dad. And there I had to put a stop to my husband and he left the house. Even 
though I lived through all that, I am happy, I am no longer afraid, God be 
blessed.) 
 
She recalled it like it was just a bad dream from which she had now awoken.  
Just recently, Beatriz decided to sign-up her boys to play in the city‘s soccer 
league. She found out at the park‘s recreation center what she needed to do. Beatriz was 
told that each team needed a team mom to organize snack schedules and coordinate 
communication with other parents. Wanting to be involved in her sons‘ soccer teams she 
volunteered to take on that responsibility for one of the teams. Beatriz did the initial work 
of organizing the schedules for practices, before she had received the paper work she 
needed to fill-out to be a team mom. She felt terribly disappointed, when she realized the 
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application requested a Social Security number. She called the coach immediately to tell 
her that she didn‘t have a Social Security number and she would have to find someone 
else to take on the role of team mom. At the next practice the coach asked if anyone else 
wanted to volunteer because, pointing to Beatriz, she said, ―she doesn‘t have a Social 
Security number.‖ Beatriz, who is normally very talkative and is always smiling, turned 
way and did not say a word. Her emotions were evident in her face, which suddenly 
seemed to crumble. Afterward, she described her humiliation and her anger at not being 
able to say something. I asked her why she hadn‘t said something. She commented that 
she was afraid to upset the coach; she had all her information and could easily report her 
to immigration enforcement if she wished. “Cualquier persona me puede reportar a 
inmigración si les diera la gana.‖ (Anyone can report me to immigration if they wanted 
to.) This incident reminded her of another humiliation she had suffered when she went to 
apply for a job at a temporary agency.  
La muchacha me dijo que cuando tuviera papeles buenos, regresara. Me rompió 
los papeles en la cara. ¿Usted cree? Y pues yo salí llorando de impotencia, 
frustrada y tan triste. Todavía recuerdo esa humillación que sentí. Yo lo único 
que quería, era trabajar. (She told me that when I had good papers [legitimate 
documents] to return. She ripped the papers in my face. Can you believe it? And 
well I left crying feeling powerless, frustrated and so sad. I still recall that 
humiliation that I felt. The only thing I wanted was to work.) 
 
  Claridad experienced a similar situation when she was interested in being a parent 
chaperone for a field trip to the Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL) in Pasadena. She was excited to 
attend with her oldest daughter and had told the teacher to count on her help. The teacher 
sent her a one-page form to fill out and another with instructions for the chaperones. The 
instructions were in English and after reading over it several times she realized that one 
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of the instructions asked for the chaperones to bring an identification card with them. She 
realized this prohibited her from participating. 
Me sentí tan mal, especialmente porque mi hija me preguntaba que porque no 
usaba la identificación que llevo en mi cartera. La que tengo es de México. Mis 
hijas, como que están muy chiquitas para entender, ellas no saben que no tengo 
papeles. Pero me pregunto qué porque no y porque no y por fin le dije que mi 
identificación se había expirado y no me había llegado la nueva. Pero no crea, 
siguió insistiendo con sus preguntas, y pues yo todavía no tengo la manera de 
explicarles claramente a mis hijas. (I felt so bad, especially because my daughter 
asked me why I didn‘t use identification I carry in my wallet. The one I have is 
from México. My daughters, like they are too young to understand, they do not 
know that I do not have papers. But she asked why not and why not and I finally 
told her that my identification had expired and the new one had not arrived yet. 
But, she continued to insist with her questions and I still have no way to explain it 
clearly to them.) 
 
Delia Adriana was getting pulled over while she was learning to drive. It was only 
the second time she had driven the one car her and her husband owned. Her friend 
offered to take her driving. She recalled feeling nervous because she could drive straight 
ahead but at some point she was going to have to make a left turn to return home. She had 
never done that before. Just as she finally decided to make her turn a police pulled up 
behind her, she hesitated, became nervous and the light changed before she was able to 
make her left turn. The police subsequently pulled her over. Because neither Delia 
Adriana nor her friend had a license, both were taken to the police station and the car was 
impounded.  
Me sentí tan humillada, pero los policías, no fueron groseros verdad, pero de 
todos modos. Nos pedían identificación o algo y yo no llevaba nada y no hablo el 
inglés, no entendía todo que me preguntaban. Y yo que lloraba y lloraba. Gracias 
a Dios nos dejó que le llamáramos a alguien que nos recogiera. Vino el esposo de 
mi amiga. Y hay como se burlaron los hombres ya que llegamos a casa y todo 
porque no sabía yo dar la vuelta a la izquierda. La mal suerte que la policía 
estaba de tras de mí. Y eso sí, me dieron una cita con la corte y una multota para 
sacar el carro. Eso pasó hace más de año y se arregló el asunto, pero la 
vergüenza, ¿quién me la quita? (I felt so humiliated, but the police were not really 
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rude, but still. They asked us for an identification or something and I had nothing 
and do not speak English, I couldn‘t understand what they were asking me. And I 
was crying and crying. Thank God they let us call someone to pick us up. My 
friend‘s husband came. And oh how the men laughed when we got home. And all 
because I did not know to make the left turn and the bad luck that the police was 
behind me. And yes, I got an appointment with the court and a big fine to get the 
car out. That was more than a year ago and the issue has been resolved but the 
embarrassment, who takes that away?) 
 
Similarly, Fátima had been pulled over a year after she started driving in the United 
States. She disclosed that she had gotten pulled over once and it alarmed her so much that 
she stopped driving for five months. 
Yo venía de la escuela con los niños, todos traíamos nuestros cinturones puestos, 
el Andrés iba en su silla. Yo no había hecho nada mal, pues si el manejar sin 
licencia pero él me preguntaba, y me preguntaba en inglés, no hablaba español, 
era de raza negra, ¿que por qué no tenía licencia? Yo solo llevaba mi I.D. del 
consulado Mexicano, Y yo le decía con mi poco inglés, pues que no, no tenia, y él 
me insistía que ¿por qué? ¿por qué no tenía? Y yo le decía que ya estaba 
cerquitas de mi casa que me dejara llevar a los niños a la casa. Me dejo ir pero 
me dijo que ya conocía mi carro y sin licencia no debía andar manejando y pues 
si deje de manejar y me iba caminando hasta la escuela hasta que, ya, ya me 
canse de caminar con los niños tan lejos. (I was coming from school with the 
children, we were all wearing our seatbelts, Andres was in his car seat. I had not 
done anything wrong, well yes driving without a license but he asked me and 
asked me in English, he did not speak Spanish, he was of the Black race, why I 
didn‘t have a license. I just had my Mexican Consulate issued I.D. and I answered 
with my little English, that no, no I did not have one and he kept asking me why, 
why not. And I told him I was near my house to let me take the children home. He 
let us go but he told me he knew my car and I was not to be driving without a 
license and yes so I stopped driving I would walk to school, until now, I got tired, 
tired of walking so far with the kids.) 
 
As the participants settled into the community their experiences are colored by the 
relentless reality of their undocumented status. They have accommodated to the threat 
that the regularity of DUI checkpoints and perceived threat of ICE roundups. They have 
found alternative ways to function in society without accounts, legal contracts or medical 
and health insurance. Each participant has overcome personal struggles and humiliations 
to forge ahead with their lives with as much normalcy, stability and dignity as possible. 
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Research Question 3 
How do undocumented immigrant mothers participate in the educational life of their 
children? 
 
 The significance of this question lies in the fact that all the participants spend the 
majority of their time and energy focused on caring for their children. The participants 
are the primary care-givers in their households. This is consistent with the research of 
Reyes Cruz (2008) and Valdés (1996) who found that for the immigrant women, their 
primary role and responsibilities centered on the needs of their family members and the 
needs of the household. None of the participants, had full-time jobs outside of the house, 
consequently they were all available to transport their children to and from school, to 
attend parenting and ESL classes, to chaperone on field trips and to occasionally 
volunteer at school.  
This analysis describes how the participants generally found information about 
school before their children and it also details some examples of these early experiences 
with the school system. This analysis also includes more current experiences with the 
children‘s school such as the manner in which the participants generally helped their 
children with school work and the way some of the participants engaged in other school 
related activities. This analysis also presents findings regarding the goals the participants 
had for their children.  
Starting School 
For most of the participants, initial information about enrolling children in school 
was garnered from neighbors, friends or the relatives they lived with who already had 
school-aged children. They were welcomed and encouraged by supportive educators and 
offered an array of opportunities to participate and volunteer in school.  
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All the participant‘s children, with the exception of Luis (Esperanza‘s son) who 
started school in Kindergarten, began attending a Head Start or pre-school program in 
Orange Groves. The early-childhood programs and many of the elementary schools that 
serve this Orange Groves community are generally responsive to the linguistic, economic 
and social needs of its students and their families. Consequently, most of the participants 
had positive experiences with the schools their children attended. In fact, the early 
childhood programs the children were enrolled in all encouraged parent volunteerism. 
Teachers provided information and workshops about helping their children with school-
readiness skills. The elementary schools encouraged parents to attend the variety of 
parenting workshops offered by the school district and to take on leadership roles on 
school committees. Parents were also encouraged by their children‘s teacher to attend 
ESL classes and parent education classes offered at the adult school or at the city‘s 
recreation center. Overall the participants have experienced many levels of support for 
themselves and their children. The education and parent programs have provided an array 
of opportunities for parents to engage in their children‘s education as well. Each of the 
parents has actively taken advantage of these opportunities that have been made available 
to them. Five of the participants had been involved in some manner in one or more of the 
class offerings. Four of the participants had been actively engaged in volunteering in the 
classroom or on school and district committees at some point in the last two to three 
years.  
It must be noted that one participant had a very negative initial experience with 
the school system. From the participant‘s account it seems that in this case, the system 
failed to protect her child. It also seems that it was an extreme case in a community where 
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every effort is made to meet the needs of children and their family. The alleged incident 
is an isolated occurrence and I have not heard of similar incidents prior or currently in the 
early childhood programs at Orange Groves. Nonetheless, the incident did not deter the 
participant from her school involvement in later years; possibly it motivated her to 
become more involved. The incident is briefly detailed below.  
Angélica recalled seeing her neighbors walking their children to school and she 
asked them what she needed to do for her son to go to school. Juan Carlos had arrived 
from México several months before at the age of three. She found out that once her son 
turned four he would be allowed to attend the Head Start Program near her home. 
Angélica recalled being excited for him to begin and had recently stopped working so 
that she could take him to school and care for her infant daughter. This first encounter 
with the American school system proved to be a very difficult experience for her and her 
son. Within months of beginning school, Angélica noticed an infection that he was 
developing in his genital area. She suspected that her son was being molested based on 
the infection and statements Juan Carlos made about not being allowed to go out and play 
sometimes. When she questioned her son he said that one of the teachers had been 
touching him. Upset and confused Angélica went to the principal to ask for his help in 
investigating the problem. Someone she was told was a social worker interviewed 
Angélica and her child. Her son was subsequently moved to another Head Start location. 
Other school personnel interviewed her and her son several more times. Finally, she was 
told that her son was just confused and had made-up the story. She now feels very angry 
with herself for not reporting it to the police. However, she was afraid and she didn‘t 
know what to do. She disclosed, ―Yo no tenía mucho en el país y me confié en la 
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administración de la escuela, no sabía que podía haberle pedio ayuda a la policía”. (I 
hadn‘t been in the country very long and I trusted the school administrators, I didn‘t 
know I could have asked the police for help.) Angélica still gets upset when she tells this 
story but this experience did not discourage her from participating in parent programs 
once her son entered a new school in Kindergarten. Angélica‘s parents were both teachers 
in México so she had a great interest in how schools functioned in the United States and 
wanted to be better informed. She was also determined to be involved in her son‘s 
education and to do all she could to protect him.  
Beatriz was one participant who became active in her children‘s educational 
experience before they entered pre-school. One day while she was at the central park she 
entered recreation center out of curiosity. She saw an advertisement for a Mommy and 
Me class, something she had never heard about but sounded interesting to her. She asked 
for information at the front desk and decided to sign-up. This was a turning point for her. 
At that time, Manuel was almost three years old and Joaquin had just had his first 
birthday. Beatriz recalled that she rarely went out of the house during that period. “Me 
encerré en mi mundo, no sé, tenía miedo, no conocía a nadie y salía muy poco con los 
niños.” (I shut myself inside my world, I don‘t know, I was scared, I didn‘t know anyone 
and I rarely went out with the children.) The Mommy and Me class was provided in 
Spanish at the recreation center, with visits from, she learned that she needed to read to 
her children, take them out more often to the park and to the library. She also learned 
games to reach her children colors, shapes, and numbers. Smiling she recalled her 
transformation in that class: 
Yo nunca participaba en la clase, siempre estaba bien callada. Pero poco a poco 
me fui abriendo y fui sintiendo más confianza. Al final del programa dieron 
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premios. A mí me dieron el premio por el más cambio de todas las madres en la 
clase. Y entonces decide que cuando Manuelito entrara a la pre-school yo iría a 
ayudar en su clase. Le dije a mi esposo que mis vacaciones se habían terminado. 
(I never participated in class. I was always rather quiet. But little by little I started 
opening up and I was feeling more confident. At the end of the program they gave 
awards. I was given the award for the mother that changed the most in the class. I 
decided then that when Manuelito entered the pre-school, I would go to help in 
his class. I told my husband that my vacation was over.) 
 
Beatriz determined that she would become more active in her children‘s educational 
development. Beatriz pulled herself out of her isolation and inaction and made this 
commitment her full-time priority. Since then, Beartiz has volunteered in her sons‘ 
classes and has participated in a series of parenting class called Padres Activos (Active 
Parents). This particular class helped her understand what her children were learning in 
school and it helped her learn ways to approach the school staff and faculty when she has 
concerns or questions about her children‘s schooling.  
 Claridad shared that once her first daughter started pre-school she was able to 
take ESL classes and become more involved in other activities. But in particular she 
enjoyed helping in her daughter‘s pre-school. She reminisced that when she was a child 
in México she always longed for a mother who came to bring her lunch and help at the 
school. She felt like this was her opportunity; she could be there for her daughters.  
Yo me acordaba como en México se quedaban las mamás con los niños de kínder. 
Mi mamá se había muerto cuando yo tenía tres años, y pues yo soñaba con eso. 
Vi que aquí dejaban que te quedaras a ayudar y aproveche ese tiempo con las dos 
niñas. Nos íbamos caminando a la escuela. Yo llevaba comida para el almuerzo y 
allí me estaba hasta la hora de la salida ayudando a la maestra. Me gustaba 
mucho estar alli ayundando. (I remembered how in México the moms would stay 
with the Kinder children. My mom died when I was 3 years old and well I 
dreamed of that. Here, I saw that they allowed you to stay and help so I took 
advantage of that time with the girls. We would walk to school. I would take food 
for lunch and I would stay there until dismissal helping the teacher. I really liked 
staying there and helping.) 
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This initial participation led Claridad to become more involved as her daughter went into 
elementary school and the school needed parents to participate in school site council. She 
decided to start attending meetings; though she was hesitant at first thinking language 
would be a barrier. Her daughter‘s teacher encouraged her and told her that a translator 
always attended the meetings with the principal. Claridad asked herself, ―¿Por que no 
darles la mano?‖ (Why don‘t I extend them a helping hand?) The following year she was 
elected vice-president and this year she is serving as president. Claridad felt it was the 
least she could do in return for all the work the school did and all the support she received 
from her daughters‘ teachers and the school principal. She also stated that the principal‘s 
attitude inspired her to help.  
Ella es muy motivadora, no hable el idioma, pero eso nunca ha sido un 
impedimento para ella. Ella hace todo lo que puede para apoyar a los padres y 
apoyar a los niños. Me he dado cuenta que ella es muy dedica y muy buena 
persona. (She is very motivating, she doesn‘t speak the language but that has 
never been an impediment for her. She does all she can to support the parents and 
the children. I have noticed that she is very dedicated and a very kind person.) 
 
Most of the women also felt this sense of wanting to reciprocate the efforts made by the 
school personnel at the three elementary schools the children of the participants attended. 
Each school sought to actively involve the parents in their child‘s education and in the 
school system itself. Beatriz had also been helping on school committees helping the 
school fundraisers buy selling food items like tamales and cakes believed the following: 
En la escuela siempre me han ayudado, y yo me pregunte ¿por qué no ayudar? Es 
una manera de agradecer la ayuda que me dando. Y también me he dado cuenta 
que a los niños le gusta que yo ayude y también como que los motiva. Dios dice. 
“Ayúdate, que yo te ayudare”. (They have always helped me at school, and I 
asked myself ―why not help?‖ It is a way to give thanks for the help they have 
given me. And I've noticed that kids like when I help and it also seems to 
motivate them. God says. "Help yourself, I'll help you.") 
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Angélica and Delia Adriana attended parent workshops sponsored by the district, 
which focused not only on parenting skills but a variety of topics that included how to 
make household budgets and improve relationships at home. Angélica had begun to take 
on a leadership role in her parent group while Delia Adriana had just started feeling 
comfortable joining the school site council at her school with the encouragement of her 
child‘s principal. Following are two detailed examples of how Esperanza and Angélica, 
in particular participated in their children‘s school. 
 Esperanza currently has six children in school, one is in high school and five are 
in elementary school. She is involved in her children‘s schools by representing both 
schools at monthly district meetings that are held for parents of children who are learning 
English. This District English Learner Advisory Committee (DELAC) meeting provides 
information on various topics regarding district programs, district budgets and district 
resources for parents. Esperanza‘s responsibility is to take this information back to her 
schools to share with parents. Esperanza invited me to join her to one DELAC meeting.
 Esperanza was greeted by the district DELAC facilitator and other parents who 
attend each month. She seems relaxed and smiled from ear to ear as other parents arrive 
and greet her. She doesn‘t participate verbally and sits toward the back of the room but 
feverishly take notes on her handouts and nods approvingly or in agreement at the 
comments or questions that the parents make. When one mother describes her concern 
about the way the front office ignores parents when they come to ask for help or 
information Esperanza looks at the friend sitting at her side and whispers her to her ―es 
cierto, eso me ha pasado a mi.‖ (It is true that has happened to me.) When I asked her 
what she likes most about coming to these meetings, she said that she likes coming 
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because it keeps her informed and she always learns something new she can do for her 
children. She and the coordinator of the meeting had an understanding that any food or 
drinks left over were hers to take home. At the end of the meeting Esperanza went to see 
what food was left over. Esperanza took the food assuring the DELAC coordinator that 
the food would not go to waste. ―La comida no se debe tirar, eso sí que es pecado. 
Nosotros la aprovechamos y a los niños les encantara.‖ (The food should not be thrown 
away, now that is a sin. We are able to use it. The children will love it.) Thoughtfully, as 
if she was answering a question that had not been asked, she continued: ―Vergüenza, le 
digo a mis hijos es robar, desperdiciar, pero no hay vergüenza en esto o en ser 
pobre.”(Shame, I tell my children that stealing, being wasteful, but there is no shame in 
this or in being poor.) After the meeting she walked to her children‘s elementary school 
to pick them up and head for home. She was excited to show her daughter Lucia, who is 
10 years old, the activity she had completed at the meeting. The activity involved piecing 
information together, which was written on cards according to the category it 
corresponded to on another sheet of paper. She showed Lucia the cards and explained: 
 Vamos a hacer algo así con los niños. Busca la libreta de las sumas. Las vamos a 
cortar como tarjetitas, así los niños pueden practicar poniendo las sumas y sus 
respuestas juntas. Mira, podemos mezclarlas tarjetitas como un rompe cabezas 
para que lo hagan de nuevo. (We are going to do something like this with the 
kids. Look for the notebook with the addition problems. We are going to cut them 
into little cards that way the kids can practice matching the problems to the 
answers. Look then we can mix up the cards like a puzzle so that they can do it 
again.) 
  
Lucia seemed as excited as her mother and seemed to be more mature than her ten years 
of age. She has often told Esperanza that she wants to be a teacher.   
This interaction was an example of how Esperanza took an idea she learned 
through her participation in school and brought it back to her children. This was a 
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common behavior that all the participants demonstrated. Sometimes it was a suggestion a 
teacher had offered and sometimes it was a specific strategy that was promoted in one of 
the participants‘ parenting workshops that they would implement at home.  
Usually, Angélica could not volunteer to help during class because of her two 
young daughters. But she was active in a parent group not sponsored by the district but 
by an outside parent organization called Padres Unidos (United Parents). This group of 
parents helped assist at events such as book fairs, the school carnival and other 
fundraisers. This group of parents, which consisted exclusively of women, has also 
formed their own dance group. Angélica mentioned that I could meet her at a school 
event that she would be attending. She wanted her son to participate in the activities that 
were planned for school‘s annual Chalk Fest and she was also helping at the food booth 
selling nachos and hotdogs. Angélica however did not mention that she and her parent 
group would be performing at the event. 
The Sunday morning of the annual Chalk Fest was chilly and overcast. The 
purpose of the event was to celebrate Dr. Seuss day. Angélica arrived early with her 
children and her husband to begin setting up the food booth. A disk jockey set-up and 
played music in the background while the school‘s Girl‘s Scouts group and the school 
dance group also set-up their display tables. The day‘s events centered on a contest for 
the best depiction of a Dr. Seuss book cover or picture done in chalk on the school center 
court. Angélica pulled away from the food booth to work with her son Juan Carlos on 
their chalk drawing. Her youngest daughter Jeni soon became very restless because she 
wanted to be carried by her. Angélica eventually asked her husband, Javier, if he could 
take the kids to the grassy playground. Half an hour later Angélica disappeared but 
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returned within minutes completely transformed. She had transformed herself into a 
Hawaiian dancer. She wore bright yellow plastic grass skirt over her white pants, multi-
colored plastic leis and decorative flower in her hair. To my happy surprise she was going 
to perform with her Padres Unidos group for all those in attendance. She stepped out 
barefoot onto the school blacktop followed by five other moms dressed in similar outfits, 
waiting for their music cue; they were poised and ready to begin. The children and other 
parents applauded wildly when they finished their dance. That was one of the few times I 
saw Angélica smile.  
  Angélica also attended a parenting skills class where she had learned to organize 
her children‘s daily schedule, her children‘s play areas, deal with common conflicts the 
children may have and how to provide positive reinforcement to address behavior issues.  
Hemos estado aprendiendo que les tenemos que poner reglas a los niños desde 
chiquitos. Tienen que tener su lugar para sus juguetes y tener sus cosas 
organizadas. Nos hablan de muchas cosas, o que hay que hablarles con palabras 
que alagan. (We have been learning that we have to set rules for children from 
when they are very young. They have their own space for toys and have their 
things organized. They talk to us about many kinds, o that we must speak them 
with words that flatter.) 
 
She admitted that it had been difficult for her to change this reactionary response to her 
children‘s behavior. She often yelled at them to redirect their behavior or to make them 
stop their actions. I observed that when she attended to different tasks at one time she 
tended to yell, particularly at 3-year-old Lizbet. Lizbet who was a very active child, did 
not always want to share with her siblings or her cousin that lived in the home with them. 
Likewise she displayed this behavior with her group, Padres Unidos. Angélica was one 
of the more vocal participants asking different questions of the guest speaker who came 
to talk about nutrition. She seemed genuinely interested but also monitored her two 
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daughters and the other toddlers that were scampering around the room. Angélica 
attempted to keep them busy with a few toys that were kept in the corner of the 
classroom. She watched after them as they knock things down, while she is listening to 
the presentation. Her frustration with Lizbet was quite visible when she suddenly scolded 
her; ―¡Hazme caso, no seas burra!‖ (Listen to me and don‘t be a hard-head.) The other 
mothers immediately admonished her. One advised her, ―Ya sabes que no se debe usar 
esa palabra. Se le va quedar.‖ (Now you know that you are not to use that word. It will 
stick). Other comments were made to the same effect to which Angélica retorted humbly 
―Ay ya sé, pero vean que estoy intentando, ¿que no?”(Ay, I know, but can‘t you see that 
I‘ve been trying. Right?) Before she gathered her children and left the meeting she 
offered the rest of the group the two photocopied pages of a book she was reading. She 
thought that if she brought copies of subsequent pages for their weekly meetings they 
would be able to read the book together. I asked if she had talked to the principal about 
ordering copies of the book for everyone. The principal was a Spanish speaking Latina 
who I knew was very supportive of the parent groups. Angélica responded, 
Oh no quiero molestarla. Sé que ha habido muchos recortes en los presupuestos. 
La escuela no tiene el dinero. Si la escuela no tiene el dinero para pagar el 
cuidado de niños menos lo tendrá para algo extra. Yo puedo hacer las copias, 
está bien. (Oh I don‘t want to bother her. I know there have been lots of cuts in 
the school budget. The school won‘t have the money. If the school doesn‘t have 
the money for childcare it won‘t have it for extras. It‘s okay I‘ll just make the 
copies.) 
 
The book was a self-help book entitled ―El éxito no es casualidad‖ (Success is not an 
Accident by author Tommy Newberry). The title of this book in many ways represented, 
what the participants had begun doing. They were each taking or had taken a class in an 
effort to become better informed on school matters and better parents. Beatriz, Claridad 
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and Esmeralda had taken on leadership roles at their children‘s schools as a result of their 
initial involvement in school and district sponsored classes. Angélica and Delia Adriana 
had also become active in volunteering at school events and had begun to attend school 
site council meetings at their respective school sites. These participants were also 
incorporating the skills and information they learned to their daily lives. Participating in 
the range of school activities and classes seemed to give them a more defined sense of 
purpose because they were fulfilling a meaningful role at school and therefore in their 
children‘s educational life. 
Home Life Observations 
In my observations, it was evident that the participants, in addition to their 
involvement in school or district sponsored classes and activities at that they had 
relentlessly busy schedules at home. Similar to Valdés‘ (1996) participants‘, each of my 
participants was in charge of all the household chores, the cooking, the laundry and the 
care of their children, with no help from any other adults until the fathers arrived in the 
late afternoon, typically after 5:00 or 6:00 p.m.  
For example, Angélica who seemed to have boundless energy managed many 
activities at once by herself. She fed the baby while she helped Juan Carlos with his 
homework, crocheted as she made her phone calls and watched over the children‘s play 
time while cooked. She shared that because she suffers from insomnia, she kept herself 
just as busy at night by making different items she sold at the swap meet. The other 
participants though not insomniacs, revealed very similar task-oriented behavior in the 
home, however in Esperanza‘s case was exceptional.  
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 Esperanza‘s case was exceptional because she was the only single mother, the 
only participant with more than three children and the only participant who had children 
ages 10 and older. Therefore, she was the participant with the most experience and the 
only parent who could no longer help her two older children with their school work in the 
same manner that the other mothers could help their school-aged children. She in fact, 
had transferred much of the responsibility of helping her younger children to her 10 year-
old daughter Lucia. Esperanza‘s other children are Luis who is 15-year-old high school 
sophomore, 8-year-old twins Mari and Suzi who are in third grade, 7-year-old Miguel 
who is in second grade and 6-year-old Saul who is in first grade. Esperanza described 
Lucia as her right-hand and as a child that always loved to play school with her younger 
siblings, as she had with her when she first started pre-school. Esperanza boasted, 
Mi Lucia es bien inteligente, no necesita estudiar mucho, aprende todo con 
facilidad. Pero sabe que, yo era igual de niña. Yo siempre era la abanderada y 
jugaba la escuelita, hasta daba yo Catecismo a los de 5 y 6 años cuando yo tenía 
8 años, ¿se imagina? Ella es igual. (My Lucia is very smart, she does not need to 
study hard, learns everything with ease. But you know what, I was the same as a 
child. I always led the class and I played school, I even gave Catechism class to 
the 5 and 6 year–olds when I was 8–years old. Can you imagine? She is the 
same.) 
 
Lucia didn‘t seem to mind taking charge of making sure her four younger siblings 
finished their homework. I observed her sit them down at the small dining table in the 
kitchen and as she proceeded to work a little with each one. She even promised them 
each a piece of candy if they could finish their work quietly. In the meantime Esperanza 
was busy making dinner, but encouraging the young children to listen to Lucia, which 
they did with only a few more reminders. Esperanza also spent a lot of time telling her 
children stories about her day and then asking them questions about their day as they ate 
dinner and cleaned up their dishes and the kitchen. Because she was the only adult in the 
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house, Esperanza had several routines in place to manage all her children‘s needs and the 
needs of the household. For example, three days out of the week, she cleaned houses 
while the children were at school, Thursday and Friday she baby-sat her neighbors‘ three-
year old-daughter so that by Saturday she had the money she needed for the upcoming 
week. Saturday mornings were dedicated to laundry and grocery shopping. The children 
were required to have their dirty clothes ready so they could head out to the laundromat 
together. In the afternoon they would walk to the grocery store and buy the food for the 
week. Sunday mornings were more relaxed because they walked to church and after 
church they walked to the park to play. Esperanza explained that she had to keep a 
routine; otherwise she would not be able to everything she wanted to do with her 
children.  
Los niños ya conocen mi rutina. En la mañana yo les tengo su desayuno listo, 
pero ellos tienen que tender sus camas, lavar sus platos y recoger la sala. En la 
tarde también ya que acaban su tarea, comemos, cada quien lava su plato y nos 
sentamos a ver la tele un ratito mientras cada uno se baña bien rapidito. A eso de 
las 8:00, rezamos un “Padre Nuestro” y los chiquitos, a dormir. Y ya me da un 
poquito de tiempo para mis cosas y mis quehaceres. (The children know my 
routine. In the morning I have their breakfast ready, but they have to make their 
beds, wash their dishes and tidy –up the living room. In the afternoon also, once 
they are done with their homework, we eat, each one washes his plate and we sit 
to watch a little bit of T.V. At 8:00 we pray an ―Our Father‖ and the little ones, 
off to bed. And then it gives me some time for my things and my chores)  
 
Despite her routine, Esperanza conveyed to me that she worked hard to support all her 
children and care for their individual needs, but it was not always easy for her. Esperanza 
was worried that she was not able to help Luis with his homework, which had gotten 
more difficult as he entered the higher grades. However, I noted that she consistently 
supported him in three different ways. First, Esperanza would support Luis by staying up 
with him in the evenings after the other children were sent to bed until his homework was 
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completed. ―Le digo no le puedo ayudar con la tarea, pero si puedo motivarlo y hacerle 
compañía para que no esté solo. Como que eso le ayuda.‖ (I tell him that I cannot help 
him with his homework, but I can motivate him and keep him company so that he is not 
alone. It seems to help him.) Secondly, Esperanza never missed one of her son‘s track 
events. For one event, Esperanza had to find shoes for Luis to wear because his pair had 
been stolen the previous day. Esperanza shared that she was anxious and excited as she 
watched that particular race begin. She asked all her children to cheer and she closed her 
eyes as her son was approaching the finish line. ―Me puse bien nerviosa, y llore cuando 
me di cuenta que sí pudo terminar en primer lugar, llore de alegría y de tantos nervios”. 
(I got so nervous, and I cried when I realized he was able to finish in first place, I cried 
tears of joy and so much nervousness.) Thirdly, Esperanza supported Luis by walking 
him to high school every day at 6:30 in the morning. She stated, ―No lo va creer pero ya 
está en su segundo año de high school y todavía lo encamino a la escuela, porque quiere 
que yo vaya con él‖. (You won‘t believe this but he is in his second year of high school 
and I still walk him to school because he wants me to go with him.) The school was 
within 15 minutes walking distance so she planned her morning schedule accordingly. 
She then went on to describe her morning routine in more detail after I asked her how she 
possibly had time to walk Luis to school every morning. 
Pati, yo soy bien madrugadora. Me levanto como a las 5:00 de la mañana para 
hacer el desayuna y alistarme. A la 6:30 nos vamos Luis y yo caminando a la 
high school. Hago media hora en la ida y vuelta. A las 7:00 yo ya estoy en casa 
para levantar y alistar a los niños. Ya para las 8:00 están listos y los llevo a la 
escuela que me queda a unas cuadras de aquí. (Pati, I‘m a real early-riser. I am 
up by 5:00 in the morning to make breakfast and get ready for the day. At 6:30 
Luis and I go walking to the high school. The round trip takes me half an hour. At 
7:00 I am already home to wake-up and get the children ready for school. By 8:00 
they are ready and I take them to school, which is only a few blocks from here.)  
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Her daily routines seemed exhausting to me, but Esperanza never seemed tired. On the 
contrary, she seemed to be enveloped in excited energy all the time. She explained that 
she enjoyed caring for her children joyfully and without complaint. Pensively, she 
concluded, ―Siempre he estado con mis hijos, son mi responsabilidad, yo no sé pero creo 
que Dios me ha dado mucha paciencia”. (I have always been with my children, they are 
my responsibility, I don‘t know but I think God has given me a lot of patience.) 
Esperanza‘s circumstances were unique in contrast to the other participants but 
she did exemplify a lot of the behavior displayed by the other participants in regards to 
assisting their children with school work and preparing them for school. Each had a 
morning routine that consisted of making breakfast for the children before they headed to 
school. Every mother walked or drove her children to and from school every day. Beatriz 
who drove her sons the furthest distance to school included in her morning routine 
praying the Lord‘s Prayer and the Hail Mary (el Padre Nuestro y el Ave Maria) until they 
arrived safely at school. Angélica awoke very early in the morning at least three days a 
week because to get her two toddler daughters ready as well to go with her to school. On 
those days she had one of her three classes that started at 8:00 a.m. Fátima, who had her 
ESL class five days a week also had to also make sure the three children were ready early 
in the morning. This signified that lunch would have to be prepared prior for her and her 
toddler who was always at her side.  
Currently, none of the parenting classes or ESL classes provided child-care as a 
result of state-wide budget cuts in education. Angélica, Delia Adriana and Fátima, who 
still had toddlers, always had their children in their care. Angélica had classes three 
mornings a week. On Mondays she had an ESL class, on Wednesdays she met with her 
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Padres Unidos group and on Fridays she attended a parent education class. She had to 
keep her two daughters with her at all these activities. Delia Adriana attended a weekly 
parent workshop at her daughter‘s elementary school that was no longer able to provide 
child care for George. Fátima kept Andres with her during her daily ESL classes. All the 
parents wished there was child-care available, but they considered that an extra luxury 
that they could live without. The lack of child-care did not detract the women from 
attending the classes they had committed to, but according to all three it deterred other 
mothers from participating in some activities. 
Additionally, all the mothers without fail had very similar after-school routines. 
The children worked at the dining room table, on the couch or on the floor to do their 
homework while the mothers prepared the afternoon meal. Every home had a dining 
room table but not every home had a couch or a desk, where the children could sit and do 
their homework. In fact, only Angélica‘s son Juan Carlos had a small desk in his room. 
But Juan Carlos did not like doing his homework there, I observed that he began his 
homework at his desk, but within a few minutes he was in the living room. Angélica 
would send him back and inevitably he would return, though he claimed his sisters‘ 
bothering him while he tried to do his math page of homework and a page of scramble 
letters that he had to unscramble to reveal his spelling words. Angélica commented,  
Mi esposo le construyo este escritorio para que hiciera su tarea, para que tuviera 
su lugar, pero se la pasa dando vueltas de la sala a su cuarto, y al fin es más fácil 
sentarlo aquí en la mesa conmigo para que termine ya de una vez. (My husband 
constructed this desk for him to do his homework, so he would have his place, but 
he spends his time circling back and forth from his room to the living room, and 
finally it is easier just to sit him here at the time with me.) 
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Each of the mothers sat their school-aged children within close proximity to complete 
their homework while they prepared a small snack for the children and the dinner meal. 
Most of the time, the children were able to do their homework independently with just 
some occasionally prodding. Fátima reassured her daughter Sara when she would start to 
get distracted, “Ay mija, recuerda lo que te dijo la maestra, tu eres inteligente y puedes 
hacerlo sin mi ayuda.‖ (Ay, dear remember what they teacher told you, you are 
intelligent and you can do this without my help.) Occasionally, when Sara had trouble 
understanding a question, instructions or a word Fátima did her best to help.  
Creo que me han servido las clases de inglés, porque casi entiendo toda la tarea y 
le puede explicar cuando se atora en algo. Cuando no conozco una palabra pues 
sacamos el diccionario. Tengo una amiga que tiene a su hija en la misma clase y 
ella me llama seguido. Su hija le dice que me llame porque yo sí sé que hacer. (I 
think the English classes have worked, because I understand almost all the 
homework. I understand and I can explain when she gets stuck on something. 
When I do not know a word, well I get the dictionary. I have a friend who has her 
daughter in the same class and she calls me often. Her daughter tells her to call 
me because I will know what to do. 
 
Fátima‘s son, Christopher who was in Kindergarten did need much more help. 
Christopher‘s Kindergarten class ended at noon at the same time her ESL classes ended 
so Fátima would work with him until she had to pick up Sara from school at 2:30. He was 
having trouble counting past the number 29, could not count by ten past 30. She would go 
over each number and as soon as he got to the number 29, she would wait to hear his 
response and inevitable he would say the number 21 and the process would start all over 
again. Fátima however was proud of the fact that he was a very conscientious writer and 
would re-write and re-write each number and letter until he was satisfied. She showed me 
his paper, ―Mire como hace el „5‟. Lo hace perfecto.‖ (Look at how he makes the ‗5‘. He 
makes it perfectly.) Fátima typically had a hard time keeping Andres who was almost 
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three busy during this time because he too wanted her attention. He pulled and pulled on 
her arm crying, so that she would take him outside. Andres would eventually tire and go 
out to the small yard behind their duplex to play with his toys by himself while Fátima 
worked with Andres. 
Meals in their home were ready by the time the husbands returned home in the 
late afternoon. At Delia Adriana‘s home, her son George who had not yet started school 
ran through one door and out the other in anticipation of his father‘s arrival. He is with 
his mother most of day at home and their living space can barely contain his energy. 
George looked up at the clock incessantly and asked if it was almost time for his father to 
arrive. Every time he asked Delia Adriana would look up from her chores and tell him the 
number of minutes until Pablo‘s arrival. She had been mending clothes since she picked 
up Sara from school. By 4:30 she had started warming up the food she had prepared 
earlier while George had been taking his noon nap. All the while, Alexa had to be 
reminded several times to attend to her homework as she laid on the floor, her homework 
attached to clipboard she kept in her backpack. It was a hot afternoon and she finally 
settled belly-down on the coolness of the linoleum floor to complete her homework. As 
5:00 approached, Delia Adriana led the children to a small bench under a tree at the gate 
of the house were they could sit and wait for their husband. George spun and ran around 
the tree eagerly awaiting his father‘s arrival. As soon as his father parked the car, George 
ran to his father‘s arms with complete abandonment. Delia Adriana breathing a sigh of 
relief stated: 
Es la misma cosa todos los días, todos los días espera su papá, está muy apegado 
a él. En las mañanas me dice que no deje que su dadi se vaya a trabajar. Se la 
pasa preguntando, “a qué horas llega mi dadi, cuánto tiempo falta, ya es hora Es 
que mi esposo juega con él como si él fuera niño también y yo no, yo soy la que 
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regaña. (It‘s the same thing every day, every day he waits for his father, he is 
very attached to him. In the mornings he tells me not to let his Daddy go to work. 
It is because my husband plays with him like he was a child himself and I do not, 
I am the one who scolds.)  
  
These three households with younger children under four years old were especially busy 
and noisy places. In the homes of Angélica, Delia Adriana and Fátima the younger 
children needed more attention and often disrupted the homework or games in which the 
older children were engaged. Expectedly, this would occur while the mothers‘ would be 
multi-tasking, directing the older child to complete homework, picking up the younger 
child or giving them a toy to play with while they were busily preparing dinner.. In 
contrast, the after-school time at the homes of Beatriz and Claridad were very quiet and 
organized. Beatriz mentioned to me that it had not always been the case, that she had to 
learn to make time for the children by preparing the meal in the morning or before she 
went to pick them up. That way she just needed to warm it up and attend to them, though 
now they did not seem to need much of her assistance. She reminisced as we sat watching 
her children work at the dining room table, 
Sabe, a veces los niños nos dan lecciones. Un día como cualquier otro, llegue a la 
carrera a hacer de comer y con mis preocupaciones en la mente cuando el 
chiquito Joaquín, ya sabe cómo le gusta cuando le leo, pues estaba moleste y 
moleste que le leyera su libro. Sin darle mucha atención le dije, “Estoy muy 
ocupada ahorita.” Le dije eso unas cuantas veces hasta que por fin Manuelito, le 
dice “Joaquín ven, yo te lo leo, que no miras que mi mami tiene mucho trabajo.” 
Esa fue una lección bien grande para mí, les tengo que dar su tiempo, los 
quehaceres que se esperen. (You know, sometimes children give us lessons. One 
day like any other, I race home to get the meal ready and with my own worries 
when the little one, Joaquin, you know how he likes it when I read to him, well he 
starts bothering and bothering that I read him his book. Without giving him much 
attention I said, "I'm very busy right now." I told him that a few times until finally 
Manuelito, says, "Joaquin come here, I‘ll read it you, can‘t you see that my mom 
has a lot of work." That was a very big lesson for me, I have to give them my 
time, let the chores wait.)  
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Claridad considered herself fortunate that her daughters had always done well in school.  
La tarea de vacaciones, tenían lectura y matemáticas, ya se lo sabían todo, 
acabaron en unos dos días con el paquete de tarea. Es raro que necesiten ayuda. 
Debe ser que desde chiquitas les gusto la escuela y yo las motivo y las apoyo. 
(The vacation homework, they had Reading and math, they already knew it all 
and were done in about two days with the packet of homework. It is rare that they 
need help. It must be that even as little ones they liked school and I have 
motivated them and supported them.) 
 
On the rare occasion that they needed help Claridad understood enough to be able to help 
them. In the past she had attended ESL classes offered at the recreation center and at the 
adult school, but had not attended in the past year because of her leadership and volunteer 
involvement at her daughter‘s school. Her English skills had recently been tested while 
they were at the city library. Claridad usually brought them every other week to check-
out and return books but on this particular visit Isabel, who is in the third grade, needed 
to find books about California Native Americans for a homework assignment. The girls 
were practically skipping in excitement, pulling their mother along as they entered the 
library. Claridad sat 7-year-old Karina with her homework at a table near the non-fiction 
books and then went to help Isabel find her books. A librarian happened to be walking by 
and asked Claridad if she need help locating a book. Claridad described her thoughts at 
the time, 
Si le entendía y le conteste que si necesitaba ayuda pero estaba pensando cómo le 
puedo hacer para tener una conversación más amplia con ella. Isabel, al lado de 
mi me decía “ándale mami échate tu inglés, tu puedes” Me dio pena hablar, pero 
entendió que buscaba libros sobre los nativos californianos. Y sí, sí pude hacerme 
entender en ingles. (I understood her and I answered that yes I need help but I was 
thinking how I can have a more developed conversation with her. Isabel, at my 
side was telling me ―Go on Mommy use your English, you can do it. I was 
embarrassed to talk but she understood that I was looking for books on California 
Native Americans. And yes, yes I was able to make myself understood in 
English.) 
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Claridad, like the other participants maintained regular routines for their children and 
helped them in the best ways they knew how. It was meaningful to them that they could 
help their children if they needed assistance with their homework. But like Esperanza 
their support came in being present for their children, even if they were busy, 
encouraging and supporting them even if they struggled to understand everything the 
children were expected to do. Each of my participants also shared that they were learning 
from her children‘s homework. They were learning new vocabulary and new concepts 
along with their children and their children were serving as de facto tutors for their 
mothers. With very few exceptions, each of the participants had expressed that they had a 
positive relationship with their children‘s teacher and overall felt that they and their 
children were being supported. 
Raising Children 
Consistently, each mother desired to raise children that were both respectful and 
successful individuals. Overall, they believed that children learned from the example, 
from the communication they maintained with them and the nurturing and support they 
offered, like Beatriz observed: 
En mi experiencia, lo que yo he visto es que los hijos reflejan lo que uno hace, 
reflejan el calor y cuidado que uno les da, todo lo que uno dice y hace, así que lo 
mejor es enseñar por el ejemplo. Si uno quiere respeto de sus niños hay que 
darles respeto igualmente, es la única manera. (In my experience, what I've seen 
is that children reflect what you do, they reflect the warmth and care you give 
them, everything you say or do, so it‘s best to teach by example. If you want 
respect from your children you have to, likewise give them respect, it is the only 
way.) 
 
This connection between respectful and a successful individual represents the expectation 
in Mexican culture for children to be bien educados as Valdés (1996) found in her 
research. This expectation encompasses not only an education, training or job preparation 
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that allows and individual have gainful employment in a job of their choosing; but also 
individuals that are responsible, well-mannered, respectful and kind.  
The participants also expressed a desire for their children to maintain their 
raíces (roots) and their customs and family traditions. All the participants wanted their 
children to value family unity and their heritage. They feared that in this country 
immigrants changed, became different than they had been in their own country. Claridad 
explained her misgivings but also her approach to ensuring that her daughters maintained 
their heritage and their family values:  
Lo que me preocupa es que aquí la gente pierde sus raíces. ¿Cómo es posible que 
pierdan sus raíces? Yo y mi marido nos enfocamos en inculcarles sus raíces, sus 
raíces mexicanas y la unión familiar, el respeto a si al prójimo, la importancia de 
la comunicación en la familia. Yo pienso que no debe haber barrera entre padres 
e hijos. También quiero que mis hijas no vean diferencias raciales. Todos somos 
hermanos, todos somos iguales. (What worries me is that people here lose their 
roots/heritage. How is it possible that they lose their roots? My husband and me 
we focus on instilling their roots, their Mexican roots and the unity of a family, 
respect for others, the importance of communication in the family. There should 
be no barrier between parents and children. I also want my daughter to not see 
racial differences. We are all brothers, we are all the same.) 
 
However, each of the participants understood and embraced the idea that her children 
would assume the traditions of this, their country. Fátima was the only participant who 
did not seem very concerned about this matter, possibly because her children were still so 
young or perhaps the fact that her husband had grown-up in the United States.  
Los niños quieren celebrar las fiestas que celebran en la escuela, y pues aquí les 
sigo la corriente. En realidad, no pensado mucho en tratar de mantener las 
costumbres mexicanas. Yo sigo con mis costumbres verdad, como para el día de 
la Virgen de Guadalupe me fui a la misa de media noche para cantarle “Las 
Mañanitas,” pero a los niños no los lleve, ni cuentan se dieron. Y para el día de 
los Santo Reyes, quería empezar la tradición pero se me paso el día. (The 
children want to celebrate the holidays they celebrate at school and well here I go 
along with it. In reality, I haven‘t thought much about trying to keep the Mexican 
traditions. I continue with my customs right, like the day of the Virgin of 
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Guadalupe, I went to midnight mass to sing ―Las Mañanitas‖ (traditional Mexican 
birthday song), but I didn‘t take them with me, they didn‘t even notice. And to the 
day of the Three Wise Men I wanted to start the tradition but I missed the day.) 
 
 
Much like Fátima, the other participants supported the traditions their children were 
learning about at school and they were also interested in engaging them in the American 
traditions celebrated in their community. Beatriz illustrated this interest: 
Yo quiero que ellos vivan lo que yo no he vivido, es más, ¡yo quiero vivir lo que 
yo no he vivido! Por ejemplo, me enteré, hace dos años de los desfiles que hacen 
por toda la calle Central, ese desfile del cuatro de julio. Me decidí llevar a los 
niños. El primer año no sabía yo que tenía que llevar sillas, pues no me 
imaginaba como era. Al segundo año ya fui más preparada, con sillas y comida y 
más animo. Invite a otra amiga y todos nos divertimos mucho. Los niños ya están 
esperando el desfile de este año. También me di cuenta que en el verano hacen 
esos, ¿cómo le llaman?... conciertos en el parque, sí y ya vamos allí también. 
Quiero que los niños tengan bonitos recuerdos de su niñez, que vivan lo mismo 
que otros niños. (I want them to live what I have not lived, indeed, I want to live 
what I have not lived! For example, two years ago I found out about the parades 
on Central Street, the Fourth of July parade. I decided to take the children. The 
first year I did not know I had to bring chairs, because I had no idea what to 
expect. The second year I went more prepared, with chairs and food and more 
excited. I invited another friend and we all had fun. The boys are already waiting 
for the parade this year. I also noticed that in the summer they have these, what 
are they called? ... concerts in the park, yes and as we go there too. I want the 
boys to have fond memories of their childhood, to live like other children.) 
 
Angélica also shared about experiences she provided for her children: 
Están chiquitos, peor les gusta salir al parque, no juegan aquí en frente, en la 
yarda, pasan muchos carros, no se me hace muy seguro. Pero le parque si les 
gusta que vayamos al parque. También los llevo a los programas de la escuela, 
las presentaciones festivas y carnavales en el parque. Como aunque mi sueño es 
llevarlos a Disnilandia, seis años, seis años aquí y no hemos conocido 
Disnilandia. (They're small, but they like to go out to the park, they can‘t play 
here in front, in the yard, too many cars drive by. I don‘t feel it is very safe. But 
the park, they do like when we go to the park. I also take them to school 
programs, dance presentations, carnivals at the park. But my dream is to take 
them to Disneyland, six years, six years here and we still don‘t know Disneyland.) 
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For Angélica the ultimate American experience she could provide for her children would 
be a trip to Disneyland. However, activities like that were not financially accessible to 
any of the participants but they were excited to discover the free American experiences 
and traditions they could offer their children.  
Unequivocally, the desire the participants held close to their hearts was that their 
children would go to college and to achieve a career they enjoyed. They wanted their 
children to become respectful and responsible citizens that contributed to the United 
States. Each wanted her children to achieve what they had not achieved in their own 
lives. This was their definition of success. Delia Adriana and Esperanza represented in 
the following comments the general sentiment of all the participants regarding this desire 
that their children were both respectful and successful individuals. Delia Adriana stated: 
 Quiero que estudien algo en el colegio, la carrera que ellos deseen, que sean 
responsables y respetuoso, especialmente entre familia, el respeto entre familia es 
lo más importante, ¿no cree? A mí me encantaría que Alexa estudiara para 
maestra o enfermera, siempre me ha gustado, Dios sabrá, pues tiene que ser lo 
que a ella le guste, ¿no? (I want them to study something in college, the career 
they wish, that they be responsible and respectful, especially amongst family, 
respect between the family is the most important, don‘t you think? I would love 
for Alexa to study to be a teacher or nurse, I always liked that, God will know, it 
has to be what she likes, right? 
 
Similarly, Esperanza held high expectations for her children and she communicated this 
to them often. She believed they were smart and capable and endeavored to nurture their 
talents and interests. She had placed all her dreams in her children: 
A mí, pues me toco estudiar unos años en mi país, y fue muy bonita experiencia, y 
quiero que ellos estudien. Yo los voy a apoyar a mis hijos hasta que alcancen sus 
metas, todo este trabajo es para ellos. No tengo casa, ni dinero que heredarles 
pero si les puedo dar una buena educación, motivarlos para que sean gente de 
provecho, gente bien educada, con la ayuda de Dios. ¿Ay, qué más puede querer 
una madre? ¡Es lo que toda madre desea! (I, well I got a chance to study a few 
years in my country, and it was a very lovely experience, and I want them to 
study. I'm going to support my children until they reach their goals, all this work 
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is for them. I have no home, no money for their inheritance but I can give them a 
good education, motivate them so that they can become people of means, well 
educated people, with God's help. Ay, what else can a mother want? It is what 
every mother wants! 
 
Esperanza was accurate that every participant dreamed that her children would take 
advantage of opportunities they had available to them and that her children were going to 
college. Indeed all the participants held in agreement that the one thing they could ensure 
for their children, the one thing they had all endured so many personal sacrifices and 
continued to live in this country as undocumented persons was so that their children 
would have access to the education they needed to become what they chose to become. 
To summarize, the participants engaged in their children‘s educational life in a 
very active manner and in a variety of ways. Each had begun their participation in their 
children‘s schooling when they began seeking information school enrollment and 
subsequently about early childhood programs from their neighbors, friends or the 
relatives they initially lived with. Each participant‘s day centered on the needs and 
schedules their children needed to keep. In their households they are the primary 
caregivers. Their time and energy were dedicated for caring for the children and their 
household. Each took advantage of the hours her children were at a school to participate 
in a class that supported their mothering role. They found information before their school 
began school and more current experiences with the children‘s school such as the manner 
in which the participants helped their children with school work and other school related 
activities and manner in which children are dealt with discipline. Consistently, each 
mother expressed a clear desire for their children to be both respectful and successful 
individuals. All the participants wanted their children to value family unity and their 
heritage. Several of the participants expressed a desire for their children to experience 
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what other children in the United States experienced. All the participants dreamed that 
their children with their guidance, nurturing and sacrifices, would one day graduate from 
college.  
Other Findings 
In gathering with four of the participants at the conclusion of the observations the 
topic of borders, physical, legal and emotional became salient throughout the dialogue. 
Each participant acknowledged that the life of an undocumented immigrant is outlined by 
a series of distinct borders. This acknowledgment is similar to Arauz‘s (2007) research in 
which he asserted the following, ―What stood out noticeably from the entire research was 
the confinement that each participant felt. They identified this as in being constantly 
limited from participating in society by a multitude of borders‖ (p. 152). Aruaz (2007) 
termed this reality as the jaula de oro (gilded cage) which metaphorically represented the 
sense of captivity experienced by his participants as undocumented young adults in the 
United States. Although current research participants shared many commonalities with 
his, for an undocumented immigrant mother, the borders were often more threatening, 
more obtrusive and more consequential because having children increased the need to 
actively participate in American society. Unlike Arauz‘s (2007) analysis, which was so 
explicitly focused on the continued confining and restrictive structure of the jaula de oro, 
I determined through the experiences of research participants in the dialogue group that 
the physical and symbolic borders had to be acknowledged. Consequently, each 
participants‘ losses and sacrifices, but more significantly, the focus needed to be on how 
she had transcended all of these borders. Additionally, the participants expressed that 
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their experiences should be used to help others, thus their reflections are incorporated 
specifically in the recommendations in Chapter V for educators and policy makers. 
Transcending Borders 
 The first border each of the women had to transcend was legal and physical. Each 
woman decided on her own accord, to leave the circumstances of her life in México. All 
of the women defied the laws that forbade them from entering the country, traveled a 
substantial distance and had to find entry into the United States. Entry was achieved by 
finding a hole in the fence, climbing a wall, or simply by walking or driving through the 
border checkpoint undetected. The second border was emotional in nature as each 
participant had to overcome the fears and doubts that threatened her resolve to enter the 
United States illegally. None of the participants was deterred by the magnificent pain of 
separation they would experience in leaving their families behind in México. Upon 
arrival to the United States, the border they faced was financial. Each participant was 
intent on transcending this border by earning money on her own. Each participant found a 
way to work or earn money at some point in their years in the United States. Once their 
children began school, the participants worked past the language barrier and their 
inexperience with the American schooling process. They overcame insecurities in order 
to actively participate in their children‘s educational experience. They entered this 
experience both timidly and eagerly, transcending preconceived notions and stereotypes 
about immigrant parents. When they were faced with the borders imposed by their lack of 
transportation and only being able to access locations within walking distance, they 
overcame their fear of driving and of being pulled over thusly eliminating an additional 
barrier and constraint in their lives. To this day they still face daily borders, which 
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include the increasing cost of food and the ever-present awareness of supplemental 
activities, which are strategically out of their reach. Each participant systematically 
overcame these limitations by finding alternatives. They regularly go to swap- meets, or 
to discount outlets (e.g. 99¢ stores) to purchase anything from food items, clothing, 
plants, utensils, and kitchenware. They go to yard sales to buy clothing and furniture, 
looking for good deals and for things they can refurbish, fix or re-paint. They build their 
own furniture; make their own clothes and birthday cakes to save money. Their lives as 
individuals, as women, as mothers seemed to be defined by borders, but in actuality each 
participant tirelessly resolved to transcend one border after another. 
Losses and Sacrifices 
The process of transcending borders was emotionally costly for each of the 
participants. It entailed enduring many losses and making sacrifices to live in the jaula de 
oro (gilded cage) (Arauz, 2007). Each loss and sacrifice impacted her daily life because 
none was of a temporary or transitory nature. The participants described a sense of loss 
over their libertad (freedom) to be and do as they wished. In their country, they did not 
feel a need to restrict their movements; they could explore opportunities for different 
jobs, careers and personal interests. They mourned over their loss of identidad (identity). 
In México, each was legally and socially recognized as an individual belonging to a 
society. They had a voice and felt they belonged. The participants described how they 
missed being known in their communities and knowing their communities intimately.  
On this side of the border, all the women experienced feeling like non-persons 
much like Beatriz described it, ―Es como si no existiera.‖ (It is as if I didn‘t exist). 
Equally they felt they had no voice and no rights. Fatima declared with sadness, ―Sin 
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papeles, no tenemos voz, no tenemos voto, somos invisibles.”(Without documentation 
papers, we have no voice, we have no vote, and we are invisible). But perhaps a more 
insidious reality, greater than losing their sense of belonging and feeling like non-
persons, each participant felt that the identity they had lost had been substituted by the 
negative image of undocumented immigrants in the United States. They were classified 
and categorized as if they were common criminals. It also angered them because they had 
sacrificed so much to be in the United States only to be despised because of their 
undocumented status. Claridad exemplified this view in the following statement: 
Cada persona que cruza tiene su historia diferente, pero coincidimos en el dolor 
de la separación, es un trago amargo. Se exponen a tantos peligros al cruzar, al 
venir aquí. La vida de inmigrante es tremenda y aun nos llaman ilegales y 
mojados con tanto desprecio. (Every person that crosses has her different story, 
but we coincide in the pain of separation, it is a bitter pill. They expose 
themselves too so many dangers when crossing, to come here. The life of an 
immigrant is incredible and yet they call us illegals and wetbacks with so much 
contempt.) 
 
None of the participants understood why they were so despised when all they wanted to 
do was work, lead a productive life and raise their children. It was particularly 
troublesome to be blatantly resented for these basic pursuits in a country where they saw 
so many citizens who chose not to work. Fatima voiced a common sentiment shared by 
the participants when she stated the following: 
Lo que me da más coraje, es que tanto ciudadano que no trabaja, y luego se 
quejan de uno, que le quitamos los trabajos, que venimos a robar, pero ellos no 
quieren trabajar. Es injusto porque sin papeles, ¿qué trabajos les quitamos? Los 
que ellos nunca trabajarían. (What angers me the most is that so many citizens do 
not work and then they complain about us, that we take their jobs that we come to 
steal, but they do not want to work. It is an injustice because without papers, what 
jobs are we taking from them? The ones they would never work.) 
 
 Each woman lived with this distress and it elicited anger and frustration. However, it 
also inspired them to keep forging ahead. Despite their invisibility and the false identity 
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that had been placed on them, they were not deterred from defining their own identity. 
This identity was founded on their primary role as mothers because they understood that 
this is the role they were to fulfill in the United States at this point in their lives. Fatima 
stated, ―Yo estoy aqui por mis hijos.”(I am here for my children). 
All of the participants also suffered on account of the loss of family and 
community cohesion and membership. They nostalgically described how life in México 
was primarily centered on family unity and relationships, while they observed in the 
United States it clearly was not. They could count on family or neighbors in any 
emergency and for any occasion. Holidays were celebrated together with friends, with 
family and with neighbors. In the United States they were unsure on whom they could 
count. Claridad explained:  
La vida es más tranquila, siempre estás en familia, platicando con los vecinos y 
parientes en la tarde. Siento que existe la libertad de andar afuera, los niños 
jugando afuera y la familia te tiende la mano. La vida allá se vive, se vive juntos, 
con su familia, con sus seres queridos, en cambio aquí, no, no es igual. (Life is 
more peaceful, you are always among family, conversing with neighbors and 
relatives in the afternoon, there is the freedom to be outside, the children playing 
outside and family is always ready to lend a hand. Life is lived, it is lived 
together, with your family, with your loved ones, however, here, no, and it is not 
the same). 
 
This loss of family and community bonding and belonging was only heightened by the 
impossible physical separation with which they lived daily. Ultimately, the greatest 
sacrifice each participant made centered on leaving her family. Each participant suffered 
over the separation from her family just as her family suffered in Mexico. Each 
participant left her parents and other family members behind knowing that the possibility 
of never seeing them again was highly improbable. This was the one border that they 
could not transcend; in this case they were trapped in their jaula de oro. None of the 
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participants has returned to Mexico because of the risks they would face trying to cross 
the border again. Since coming to the United States, only Angélica and Esperanza have 
been visited by a sibling or a parent from Mexico. The others have only dreamed and 
prayed that someday their families would be permitted to travel to the United States. All 
of the participants felt that transcending this border would require divine intervention. 
Delia Adriana was particularly hopeful that divine intervention could occur in her case.  
Delia Adriana found herself missing her parents terribly, she often became very 
depressed. She called her mother every Monday and awoke every morning thinking of 
her mother and her father and imagining how that day would transpire in Mexico. As 
Delia Adriana stated, ―Pues siempre estuve muy apegada a mi mamá, hacíamos todo 
juntas siempre.” (Well I was always much attached to my mother, we always did 
everything together). Delia Adriana found hope in a discovery she made about three years 
ago. In her small living space she had discovered her most treasured possession, what she 
calls ―mi tesorito‖ (my little treasure) in a spot on the ceiling. According to her, this 
figure on the wood paneled ceiling - a five to four inch thin oval silhouette with both light 
and dark colors- is an image of the Virgin of Guadalupe.  
Tengo a mi virgencita aquí, que más quiero. Me siento aquí y yo le rezo y le 
platico todo lo que me pasa. Ella es mi tesoro, que más quiero, verdad, y solo ella 
sabe porque me tiene aquí y hasta cuando tendré que esperar para se me 
conceden mis rezos. Pero eso sí, cuando yo me vaya de aquí, yo me la llevo, yo 
corto ese pedazo de madera y me la llevo. Ella es mía. (I have my little virgin 
here, what more do I want? I sit here and I pray to her. I tell her everything that 
happens to me. She is my treasure. What more do I want? Right? Only she knows 
why she has me here and how long I have to wait for my prayers to be answered. 
But really, when I leave here, I am taking her with me; I‘ll cut that piece of wood 
and take her with me. She is mine.) 
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 She cried and expressed her disappointment to her little virgin on the ceiling when she 
found out her mother‘s visa had not been granted as she had fervently prayed. Delia 
Adriana admitted to later apologizing to her little virgin and remained hopeful. 
Y yo sigo con esa esperanza de volver a mirar a mi gente, creo que si los pudiera 
ver, estaría más en paz. (And I still have that hope that I will see my people again, 
I think if I were able to see them I would be more at peace.) 
 
Claridad also continued to feel a deep and insurmountable despair about the 
physical separation between her and her father. She prayed, as the other participants did, 
but she also hoped for celestial intervention. 
Tengo tantas ganas de verlo, ya nueve años sin verlo, y le han negado la visa 
para venir acá. Yo le digo a mi esposo que escriba al programa de Don 
Francisco, que le cuente mi historia. El hace que muchos sueños se hagan 
realidad. “Mira escríbele, explícale mi caso y mi deseo de ver a mi papá,” le digo 
a mi esposo. Pero las navidades son las más difíciles. Le llamo, mi papá llora y 
me dice, “Primero Dios mija, primero Dios.” Yo no lloro, yo me aguanto, pero ya 
que cuelgo, suelto el llanto y el corazón se me rompe en pedazos. (I want to see 
him so badly, nine years without seeing him, they denied his visa to come, and I 
tell my husband that he should write to the Don Francisco Show and tell him my 
story. He makes a lot of dreams come true. ―Look, write to him, explain my case 
to him and my desire to see my father,‖ I tell my husband. But the Christmas 
season is the most difficult, I call him, my father cries and he tells me, ―God 
willing dear, God willing.‖ I don‘t cry, I hold it in, but once I hang up I let go of 
my tears and my heart breaks to pieces.) 
 
Filled with hope and armed with prayer, each participant dreams that she will see her 
family members again even though they often believe it will take a miracle to do so. 
Because this was one border they could not transcend, most of the participants lived 
quietly with their sorrow, with the contradiction of wanting to be with their families in 
Mexico but knowing that they were now making a life here. This was the path they had 
chosen and this was the toll it exacted. 
Only one participant, Angélica, remained defiant unable to fully accept the 
separation from her family and the toll it exacted on them. Angélica was the participant 
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that had been in the United States the least amount of time and she remained persistently 
consumed with the notion of returning home and being reunited with her parents and 
siblings. Angélica was the only participant who had made tentative plans to return to 
México. Her plans remained tentative because she was torn regarding the opportunities 
for her children. She was sure that for her American-born daughters their life could be 
made here, but she was uncertain about the prospects and possibilities for her 
undocumented son. She struggled over this issue, an all too familiar dilemma among her 
friends in her Padres Unidos group. When she mentioned going back to México a friend 
responded ―Ay Angélica tú sigues con lo mismo, ya hazte la idea que tu vida está aquí, 
para que te martirias tanto.‖ (Ay Angélica, you continue with the same thing, accept the 
fact that your life is here already. Why do you torture yourself so much?) To which she 
responded defiantly, ―Yo me voy, mil veces prefiero estar en México, allí tengo a mi 
familia que me apoya. (I am leaving, a thousand times I prefer to be in México, I have my 
family there that supports me). Her friends seemed to tire of hearing Angélica talk about 
returning to México. Ironically, Angélica was the participant that was involved in the 
most activities at school, consequently expanding her social network and ties to the 
community. But maybe after sufficient time, she too would accept the losses and 
sacrifices as her reality and would continue to live in this inflexible state of contradiction. 
Resiliency 
It was apparent that the borders, barriers and obstacles that the participants 
encountered often challenged their hope and determination, but it did not injure their 
resilience. Although, each had suffered many disappointments transcending the daily 
borders of her life, each participant remained incredibly resilient and determined to keep 
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striving. This resiliency was often expressed by a similar statement that the participants 
made such as ―tengo que seguir adelante,‖ (I have to forge ahead) ―tengo que seguir 
luchando‖ (I have to keep fighting) quiero superarme (I want to improve myself). It was 
also expressed in their past and current actions, their efforts and their desires. Beatriz 
beautifully exemplified this resiliency. In her attempts to ―superarse‖ (to improve 
herself), she applied to cosmetology school, was accepted the first time but unable to get 
child-care. On her second attempt, she failed the entry exam because it was only 
coincidentally given in English.  
Yo he querido estudiar, hacer algo, aunque no pueda pedir la licencia de 
cosmetología, hacer lo aquí en casa. ¿Ya es algo verdad? Pero no se pudo. 
Parece que siempre me cortan las alas cuando quiero volar. I have wanted to 
study, to do something, even if I couldn‘t apply for my cosmetology license, do it 
here at home you know? It is something, right? But it wasn‘t possible. It seems 
that every time I want to fly, my wings are cut. 
 
Beatriz was not able to go to cosmetology school, but she had been taking cake-baking 
classes even if she didn‘t always understand all the instructions in English. She had also 
made the decision to start ESL classes at the start of the new school year so that she could 
get her GED and maybe one day apply for cosmetology school again. Perhaps her wings 
had been cut, but she had not given up.  
Beatriz demonstrated a resilience that was characteristic of each of the 
participants. For example, Delia Adriana shared how she felt before she learned to drive: 
Sin saber manejar y sin papeles, mi auto-estima estaba por el piso, pero se hace 
uno la idea. Yo no tengo ninguna ilusión de poder arreglar mis papeles aquí, pero 
ya siquiera me anime a manejar, aprendí, aunque le sigo teniendo miedo a la 
policía. (Not knowing how to drive, without papers, my self-esteem was on the 
floor, but you get used to the idea. I do not have any illusion of getting my papers 
here, but at least I now dare to drive, I learned, even though I am still afraid of the 
police.) 
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 She sat quietly for a moment reflecting on her statement and then declared about herself, 
―Yo soy bien luchista, yo cuando me propongo a hacer algo, lo hago. Ve usted, aquí sigo 
luchando.‖(I am quite a fighter. When I set my mind on doing something, I do it. You 
ssee here, I am still fighting). Likewise, Claridad who had been intermittently attended 
ESL classes struggled to use the English she knew when she volunteered at her church 
office on Saturdays. Typically, most callers spoke Spanish, but on occasions, like the one 
I observed, a call came in, in English. She asked the caller to hold for a minute and asked 
the Salvadorian nun who works at the church to take the call. Afterwards, she advised 
Claridad: 
Tienes que perder el miedo Claridad…quédate con tu vergüenza en la casa 
callada si quieres . . . pero tienes que practicar aquí para que se te quite ese 
miedo. El miedo no te sirve de nada.(You have to lose that fear Claridad . . . stay 
quietly at home with your embarrassment if you like . . . but you have to practice 
here so you can get rid of that fear, that fear does not serve you at all.) 
 
Thoughtfully, Claridad responded, ―Yo sé, yo sé que tengo que dominar este idioma, esa 
es mi meta, más que nada quisiera dominar este idioma.‖(I know, I know that I need to 
dominate this language that is my goal, more than anything I want to dominate this 
language.) Indeed, Claridad was trying to overcome her fear and was encouraged by her 
daughters to practice using her English. Claridad expressed after that incident that she 
was planning on returning to ESL class at the district‘s adult school as soon as her 
schedule permitted but for now she realized she could not put it off any longer.  
It must be stated here that Claridad represented every participant‘s general 
experience with the English language and all had the personal goal for learning and 
becoming fluent in English. Each woman feared speaking in English, for each had 
encountered countless situations where she felt frustrated and helplessly suffered some 
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humiliation because she could not communicate in English. All the participants had 
experienced the same fear and self-consciousness Claridad felt when they attempted to 
speak English, particularly when they were not assisted by those they believed could help 
them. Based on past experiences Angélica mentioned, “Quieres comunicarte y no puedes 
y a veces los que te pueden ayudar no te ayudan. Se hacen que no pueden hablar 
español. Eso sí es humillante, se siente bien feo.” (You want to communicate and you 
can‘t. Sometimes those who could help you don‘t help you. They act like they don‘t 
speak Spanish. Now that is humiliating, it feels very ugly.). Esperanza, who had also 
experienced many humiliations on account of her inability to speak English, exemplified 
the general consensus of the dialogue group in the following statement: 
Es bien difícil no poder comunicarse. Es bien frustante. ¿Ay Pati, cómo le diré? 
Se siente, mmm, como me imagino se ha de sentir un sordomudo. Quieres soltar 
la lengua y no puedes, al principio no puedes, unas cosas entiendes y otras 
cosas… quien sabe que te habrán dicho. (It is so difficult not being able to 
communicate. It is so frustrating. Oh, Pati how can I explain? You feel, mmm, 
like I imagine a deaf-mute must feel. You want your tongue to loosen up and you 
can‘t, at first you can‘t, some things you understand and others . . . who knows 
what they have said to you.) 
 
They each understood that this was her biggest barrier to attaining other goals such as 
completing her G.E.D., continuing her education or starting a small business. They 
unanimously expressed that it was a matter of pride and dignity for them to gain 
proficiency in English.  
Fatima had a particularly unique opportunity to express her sentiments about 
learning English to a larger audience. Due to budget cuts, there had been rumors at the 
adult school where Fatima‘s ESL class was held that it was probable the program would 
not be offered the following year. Fatima‘s ESL teacher asked the class to each write a 
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letter to Sacramento expressing the importance of the class. I asked her what she wrote 
about. 
Pues escribí que este es un país muy bonito, con muchas oportunidades. Escribí 
que yo quisiera ser parte de esta sociedad, quisiera poder integrarme a ella. 
Escribí que quiero aprender inglés para contribuir al futuro de este país. (Well I 
wrote that this is a lovely country, with many opportunities. I wrote that I want to 
be part of this society, I want to be integrated in to it. I wrote that I want to learn 
English in order to contribute to the future of this country.) 
 
The language barrier was one border each participant encountered daily and it often 
seemed insurmountable, but their resilience was exhibited in the courage they mustered 
to overcome this barrier. Because of their common struggle with learning and speaking 
English, each woman repeatedly interjected this subject as if to affirm to me and to 
themselves that this was and continues to be a barrier they are determined to transcend as 
well.  
It was evident that as each mother increased her participation in society, because 
of her engagement in her children‘s lives, she encountered more borders, challenges and 
limitations. However, this did not deter them from fulfilling her parenting priorities and 
responsibilities. Each woman made concerted efforts to learn English, participate in 
school events and parent workshops, drive and sought opportunities to earn money. Their 
efforts and goals were always made in the context of how they could support their 
children‘s well-being and development. At no point did any woman ever express any 
desire or took any action that was not connected to fulfilling, to the best of her ability, her 
roles of mother and contributor to her household. Together, the dialogue group and I 
concluded that their desire and motivation and their ability to transcend borders, despite 
all the challenges and limitations they faced –their resiliency- was sustained by an 
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internal drive to be role models for their children and their deep faith in God and the 
Virgin of Guadalupe. 
Specifically, the participants wanted to model determination and financial 
responsibility through their efforts of self-improvement and meeting their financial 
commitments. For example, Beatriz wanted to focus on accomplishing her personal goals 
because she believed it was important for her sons to be witnesses to her determination 
and resulting confidence. 
Quiero darme mi tiempo. Este año que viene ya me propuse que tengo que darme 
mi tiempo. Los niños ya están en la escuela todo el día. Quiero ir al gimnasio, 
quiero aprender “el belly-dance”. Quiero estudiar, quiero inscribirme en la 
escuela de adultos y aprender bien el inglés, para sentirme bien con mis hijos, 
que vean que si se puede hacer lo que uno se propone. (I want to give myself my 
time. This coming year I have decided that I have to give myself the time. The 
kids are now in school all day. I want to go to the gym, I want to learn to belly-
dance. I want to study, I want to enroll myself in adult school and learn English 
well, to feel good with my children, that they see that you can do that which you 
propose to do.) 
 
Fátima made a similar comment about her participation in ESL class: ―Decidí meterme en 
la escuela para sentirme más segura, para ayudar a los niños con su tarea, para que 
ellos también se motiven.” (I decided to go to school to feel more confident, to help the 
kids with their homework so they too can be motivated). In this effort to feel more 
confident about themselves for their children, I discerned that they were also reclaiming 
their identity and self-worth. Additionally, they each connected their level of confidence, 
self worth and identity to their ability to contribute to their families‘ financial stability.   
Esperanza, in particular, exemplified confidence and this effort to be financially 
independent as it related to being a role model for her children. Esperanza made the 
determination that she was going to live her life as she pleased. Very confidently she 
stated ―Yo vivo mi vida a mi manera.‖ This signified that she was not going to reconcile 
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with her abusive husband nor depend on him for anything. She maintained her exhausting 
schedule and routines to ensure that she could care for her children on her own terms. She 
wanted her children to know that they did not owe anyone anything. 
Yo les digo que se sientan orgullosos, y orgullosos de su madre, que nosotros no 
le debemos un peni a nadie. Hasta a mi esposo, yo le dije que el mantuviera sus 
hijos, pero los míos, los míos no. Tampoco les debo a mis padres nada, ellos me 
echaron a la calle. Ahora yo les ayuda a ellos, les ayudo a mis hermanas. Y fíjese, 
al gobierno, tampoco le debo nada. Nunca he recibido ayuda del gobierno. Yo 
sola he sacado a mis hijos adelante. (I tell them to feel proud, proud of their 
mother, that we do not owe anyone a penny. Even my husband, I told him that he 
needed to support his children, but mine, not mine. Nor do I owe my parents 
anything, they threw me out on the street, I now help them, help my sisters. I 
don‘t owe anything to the government either. I have never received government 
assistance. I have forged ahead with my children by myself, I have helped my 
children progress.) 
 
Akin to Esperanza, the other participants were also committed to having some measure of 
financial independence. They felt that it was a matter of self-respect and pride because it 
spoke of the kind of people they were, responsible and trustworthy. It spoke to the kind of 
people that they wanted their children to be bien educados and gente de provecho (well 
educated and people of means). This motivated their various income-earning strategies 
which in the absence of formal employment left them with few other options. They each 
could still earn money for their family, demonstrate work ethic and determination while 
maintaining a focus on their mothering role. For instance, Angélica, who was the 
participant with the most income-earning strategies, was motivated by her need to pay off 
her debts and her sense of responsibility to the household income. She had borrowed 
$300 from her parents to pay for her son‘s medical bills and was using part of her 
husband‘s tax return and her small earnings to pay them back. In my observations, I 
noted that Angélica was constantly calculating her expenses and earnings, ensuring that 
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she would have enough to meet the household bills and other family needs. Although 
Angélica was more demonstrative about this need to have some measure of financial 
independence, each participant was involved in earning money in a variety of ways or 
was actively looking for new ways to earn money. Additionally, the dialogue group 
mentioned repeatedly this need, they could not be at peace if they owed anyone money or 
lacked money they needed for basic expenses. The dialogue group concluded that when 
they felt they were seeking ways to improve themselves and were more financially 
independent that they could become the role models that they wished to be for their 
children. This in turn fueled their resolve to transcend borders. Beatriz, affirmatively 
stated, ―Dios dice, „Ayúdate que yo te ayudare‟. ‖(God says, ―Help yourself, and I will 
help you.‖) This statement connected flawlessly to the proceeding recognition in which 
each participant sustained her will through her deep faith in God and the Virgin of 
Guadalupe. 
 Transcending borders for each of the women also entailed a deep faith in God and 
the Virgin of Guadalupe, which sustained her will to ―seguir adelante‖ (to forge ahead). 
They prayed fervently and routinely, when they drove in their cars, when they dropped 
their children off at school, when they saw a police cars they hoped their prayer was their 
protective armor for vulnerability of their status; it protected their outings and their 
desires and nurtured their hopes. Their spirituality was, not pretentious, overbearing or 
rule-based. Each carried her spirituality in her heart and she did not feel the need to go 
outside of herself to nurture her relationship with God or the Virgin. This relationship 
was apparent in her daily lives as demonstrated in two concrete ways. It was audibly 
evident in their speech and visibly evident in their homes. 
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Primarily, God lived in their words. Conversations, recollections and declarations 
were habitually punctuated with phrases that affirmed God‘s role in their lives in a 
variety of ways. When a task had been accomplished, a destination reached or in the 
retelling of an incident in which the outcome had been positive a ―gracias a Dios‖ (thank 
God), a ―bendito sea Dios‖ (God be blessed) or a ―Dios me lo cumplió‖ (God granted it) 
was exclaimed in gratitude. Any stated future expectation, whether it was the routine 
saying ―See you next time.‖ or the pronouncement of a wish was issued with a cautionary 
―si Dios quiere‖ (God willing), a primeramente/primero Dios‖ (God firstly/first) or a ―lo 
que Dios mande‖ (What God sends). And finally, in their recollections of incidents that 
had been particularly difficult, they would affirm that it had been endured and 
transcended ―con Dios en la boca‖ (with God‘s/prayer‘s help) or ―con la ayuda de Dios‖ 
(with God‘s assistance). Each participant believed that they had come this far 
transcending so many borders and had sustained their resilience to forge ahead because 
their life was in God‘s hand. Esperanza summarized the dialogue group‘s affirmation: 
―Creo que todas estamos bien agradecidas con Dios porque nos ha llevado por el camino 
de la luz.‖ (I think we are all very thankful to God because he has lighted our way).  
Secondly, the Virgin lived in their homes. The striking consistency that I 
encountered upon entering the home of every participant was the image of the Virgin of 
Guadalupe. Her image was represented in large framed images, in ceramic 
representations or fringed banners hanging in the main living space of every home. It was 
equally striking because none of their residents were heavily decorated with other 
pictures or images. Only a child‘s school certificate, a wall calendar, few small framed 
pictures of the children or a deceased relative might be visible in living room or kitchen, 
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but I could locate (sometimes more than once) the image of the Virgin. Delia Adriana, of 
course had her own apparition of the Virgin in a spot of wood grain on her ceiling.  
Each participant had devotion and an affinity to the Virgin created by a symbolic 
bond of motherhood and of daughterhood. The dialogue group recognized that the Virgin 
is their symbolic and spiritual mother, who nurtures and comforts all her children. Delia 
Adriana who felt blessed with her very own little virgin, stated matter of fact, ―Pues es la 
madre de Dios, es nuestra madre también, ella no excluye, ampara hasta al más pobre.” 
(Well she is the mother of God, she is our mother too, she does not exclude, and she 
protects/shelters even the poorest).  
Conclusion 
The participants in this study have prayerfully and with defiant grace transcended 
borders intended to affirm a legal status that separates them from family and community, 
denies them an identity and a voice, as well as restricting their opportunities and 
movements. Each participant has accomplished this with her will and faith to settle in 
their new community to raise and educate their children in the United States. The 
participants have been aided through this process by their kin and social networks and the 
schools that have welcomed their participation in the their children‘s educational process  
All of the participants had been encouraged and advised by other supportive 
women who became influential in the manner in which the participants settled into the 
new environment and accessed resources that are available in the community, schools 
and society. This has made it possible to have some semblance of the extended family 
and community that they lost when they came to the United States. The participants 
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demonstrated that community can be created organically out of necessity and common 
desires. 
In their mother role, each participant chose to stay at home to raise their children 
rather than risk the care of their children to a paid babysitter. Once their children began 
school, they were encouraged by the schools their children attended to volunteer and 
become engaged in their children‘s educational life. The six participants embraced those 
opportunities because of their motivation to provide their children with a better life than 
their own. Through their participation in their children‘s education they have increased 
their social networks and their connections to the community helping them establish a 
semblance of the home and community in the United States. Their participation and 
engagement in schools has also given them access to more resources, information and 
skills. Subsequently, each is growing in confidence, reclaiming their identity and voice as 
evidenced in their determination to continue their own development by learning to drive, 
learning English, taking on leadership roles at school and seeking new learning 
opportunities in parent and adult education classes. The resilience, determination and 
faith to endure losses and sacrifices, to keep striving for the well-being of their families 
and for themselves demonstrate that they are valuable individuals in our society that have 
much to teach us about the manner in which life can be lived with dignity and purpose 
despite the fact that our society fails to recognize them.  
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CHAPTER V  
 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Introduction 
The purpose of this study was to gain meaningful insights into the experiences of 
undocumented immigrant mothers as they the settle in the United States while raising and 
participating in the educational life of their children. The undocumented immigrant 
mothers that participated in this study provided intricate narratives regarding the 
extraordinary and ordinary incidents of their migration to and settlement in the United 
States. The women also described the very quotidian nature of their lives as mothers that 
temporarily beguiled the omnipresent threat of deportation. Each woman expressed the 
complexity of emotions with which they have wrestled with throughout their personal 
journeys. The lives of these undocumented migrant mothers are fraught with anxiety and 
hope; fear and resolve; loss and acceptance. These oppositional and conflicting feelings 
have both motivated and threatened their determination to do more than just survive in 
this country. These women mean to thrive so that their personal sacrifices would not have 
been in vain, so they can achieve their purpose as mothers. Each participant had personal 
desires and goals they tentatively claimed, but their purpose as mothers was primordial 
and all consuming; explicitly asserted in prayer, word and action. This primary role was 
defined by the attainment of a single common goal that united all the participants. Every 
participant articulated the goal of wanting their children to access the many possibilities 
of opportunity afforded in this country in order to achieve their own definition of success. 
It is at this crucial point that the American educational system and the undocumented 
immigrant mothers intersect. In essence and purpose parents and educators share a 
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similar goal. As educators, researchers, administrators committed to the vocation of 
preparing children for their future we seek to be successful in accomplishing that goal. It 
is my belief that schools and parents can achieve this mutual goal by establishing a 
relationship based on reciprocity of effort, knowledge and respect that is shared between 
equals.  
In this chapter I first present a summary of the findings related to the three 
research questions. The summary is followed by a discussion of the intersection between 
my theoretical framework, methodology and several of my findings as related to the 
literature review. Next, I present recommendations for educators and an immigration 
policy recommendation informed by the dialogue group‘s input. Lastly, I present my final 
reflections. 
Summary of Findings 
This research was guided by three research questions. The three questions 
intended to reveal the manner in which the participants first settled in to the community, 
their significant and common experiences in the process of settling into the community 
and the manner in which they participated in their children‘s education. The participants 
shared many strategies and experiences as well as hopes and circumstances that were 
very similar.  
The first question addressed the strategies that the participant employed to settle 
in to the community. The main strategy the participants employed to settle into the 
community was accessing their kin and social networks. Each of the participants was 
aided from the inception of their journey by her kin and social networks. These kin and 
social networks provided information, resources and finances for crossing the border, and 
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for feeding and housing them once they arrived. The kin and social networks afforded 
each of the participants a temporary semblance of home, orientation into the new 
community and helped them secure their first jobs. Upon arrival, all the participants 
rented small rooms or converted garages from an acquaintance or relative until they could 
rent a house or apartment of their own.  
Most of the participants were expected to pay their share of the rent, bills and 
food, therefore the attainment of gainful employment was an immediate goal. The 
participants initially found minimum wage employment in factories, working in 
manufacturing assembly lines and janitorial services or baby-sitting. Each case of outside 
the home employment required a Social Security card. Social Security cards were 
obtained by various means. They were borrowed from a female relative, purchased out in 
the immigrant community or out rightly invented. At the time this research was 
conducted none of the participants were currently working outside the home. 
The initial experiences the participants had working outside the home facilitated 
the settlement into the community because it required leaving the home and becoming 
part of the greater community. Through this process they accessed the necessities of daily 
life, they became acquainted with their neighborhoods, learned bus routes, learned where 
to cash checks, purchase money orders and find affordable living. Working outside the 
home also increased their social networks to include immigrants with more experiences 
and information with regard to living in the United States. Ultimately, their employment 
provided them with greater independence and the financial resources to secure more 
permanent housing, to pay off accumulated debts and to eventually assist their families in 
México.  
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The participants also accessed specific funds of knowledge once they became 
full-time homemakers from which they could supplement the household income. Each 
participant had marketable skills which she had acquired from parents or grandparents in 
México. They had culinary, sewing, tailoring and healing knowledge; which in turn was 
utilized to earn money. Other participants increased their funds of knowledge by teaching 
themselves marketable services such as manicuring, baking and craft-making. Some of 
the participants also increased their funds of knowledge through the more experienced 
immigrants who taught them American recipes for pies and cakes to sell. They were also 
given instruction on how to make popular items such as blankets and purses. Their social 
networks also offered several of the participant‘s vital information and connections for 
home based sales and product representatives for three companies in particular Avon, 
Jafra Cosmetics and Tupperware. Other participants also learned they could earn money 
by having yard sales, re-selling items at the local swap meet which they purchased at 
other yard sales and second-hand stores at the local swap-meet or sending clothing items 
to México to be sold there. By doing the latter, the participants were also able to a means 
of income for their families in Mexico. A few of the mothers used their home-making 
skills to clean homes and used their nurturing skills to care for the children of other 
mothers in from their kin and social networks.  
As the participants became settled into the community they were faced with an 
overwhelming bank of emotions that constantly threatened their resolve to remain in the 
country. Each participant had to come to terms with her disappointments, fears, doubts 
and other mixed emotions she experienced upon arrival. Most of the participants felt 
desperate to return to México in the initial months following their arrival. They missed 
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their families; they felt isolated and fearful and constantly questioned their decisions. All 
the participants had to accept the legal, financial and social challenges of being an 
undocumented person in the United States. As each of the participants had children she 
had to accept the possibility that she would never be returning home because her children 
now belonged in this country. Coming to terms with their conflicting emotions and 
accepting their new reality in the United States framed critical strategies participants 
employed in order to continue the process of settling into the community.  
Furthermore, in order to further facilitate her settlement into the community, all 
but one participant became a driver in the past two years. The ability to drive proved 
essential to settling into any Southern California community because of its lack of mass 
transit options. Additionally, very few locations participants needed to access on a regular 
basis like schools, shopping centers, churches and employment were within short walking 
distances. Within the first few years of settlement, the participants that now drive walked 
to or asked for rides to do their shopping, go to church or take their children to school 
until each reached the point of desperately needing to drive. This eventually led to a point 
of desperation in which each woman felt it essential to learn to drive. The initial fear of 
learning to drive was escalated by fear of driving with their children specifically because 
of the risk of getting pulled over by the police. Encouragement and driving instruction 
came from another female in her kin and social network. Driving allowed the participants 
to lose their dependency on mass transit systems, and on their husbands who could only 
take them to the places they needed to go in the early evenings and on weekends. Driving 
also allowed them the freedom of movement to attend school for events, meetings and 
classes. Most importantly was that the opportunity to drive allowed the participants to 
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more effectively accomplish the daily task of transporting their children to school. The 
need and desire to freely transport their children to and from school became the most 
influential motivating factor that caused each participant to overcome their fear of 
driving. 
  The second question aimed to identify the participants‘ common personal 
experiences as each one settled into the community. Many of their common experiences 
were rooted in their undocumented status and in direct response to the anti-immigrant 
sentiment each felt was reflected and portrayed in the media and by the consistent police 
activity in their community. 
 Each participant experienced the fear and threat of deportation in her everyday 
life. The increased implementation of retenes (DUI checkpoints) in their Orange Groves 
community made them extremely anxious and systematically cautious. Each respondent 
sought to avoid these intrusive checkpoints because she believed that she would be 
stopped and questioned. At best, her vehicle would be impounded and she would get 
ticketed for driving without a license; at worst the police would contact immigration to 
have her deported. Whether the worst-case scenario had ever actually occurred to anyone 
in the community, no one knew for sure. However, this did not matter because stories of 
redadas (immigration roundups) in the community, which had actually occurred, in 
addition to the current stories they heard in the media, merged with the reality of the 
retenes, left each participant feeling targeted and reasonably fearful. Despite their fears 
each participant was also determined to carry on with her life but with a heightened level 
of awareness and vigilance. 
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 Each participant also experienced restrictions and limitations related to her 
undocumented status because she did not have a Social Security card or valid state 
identification needed to secure contracts, accounts or medical and dental insurance. Each 
participant relied on the use of cash, and money orders to pay bills and on prepaid 
accounts for other financial transactions. To this day, none of the participants have ever 
had medical or dental insurance. They have been able to remain healthy. It was only 
during their pregnancies that they each had temporary access to California‘s health plan 
for low-income residents, Medi-Cal. For any other time each participant needed the 
service of a doctor or dentist for their undocumented children, they paid cash at one of 
the local clinics in the community. While they had been afforded emergency Medi-Cal 
coverage for each United States pregnancy, the temporary coverage abruptly expired 
upon the exact birth of her child. 
 The final question related to the manner in which the participants engaged in the 
educational life of their children. For all the participants, much of their time was 
dedicated to their children‘s care. Caring for the children and managing all the needs of 
the household were the primary responsibilities of each of the research participants. 
Subsequently, she was also the parent in the home who first enrolled them in school, 
helped them with homework, supported and motivated their learning.  
Most of the participants learned from their neighbors, friends or relatives with 
whom they lived about the early childhood education programs such as Head Start and 
pre-school available in the city of Orange Groves. Participation in these programs 
inducted both mother and child into the American school system. Through these 
programs each of the participants learned about parent involvement and had her first 
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opportunities to get involved in school and in her children‘s educational process. For 
many, this was her first opportunity to participate in parenting workshops and ESL 
(English as a Second Language) classes. Additionally, the participants interacted with 
other parents beyond their immediate neighborhood with whom they shared many 
commonalities and consequently increased their social networks and facilitated a greater 
incorporation into the community.  
As of this writing, each of the participants had at least one school-aged child that 
had to be transported or accompanied to and from school. Because none of the 
participants currently had full-time employment outside the home that dictated their daily 
schedule, most were able to attend one or more of the parent participation opportunities 
offered by the school or the district such as parent workshops, ESL classes, parent and 
school site meetings. Some of the mothers chaperoned on field trips and occasionally 
volunteered at school. The participants with older children had become so involved at 
their corresponding schools that each now served in a leadership role. In the home, the 
participants maintained a routine that revolved around the children‘s school hours. Each 
had an established morning and afternoon routine to ensure her children were prepared 
for school each day.  
All the participants expressed a clear desire for their children to be both respectful 
and successful individuals, who valued family unity and their heritage. They also wanted 
their children to experience what other children in the United States experienced. Each 
research participant stated that her greatest wish and greatest motivation was the desire 
for her children to have a better life and greater opportunities in comparison to those 
afforded to her.  
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Discussion 
 
And yes, I am biased: these children are children of promise. They are not ―at 
risk‖; they are not disadvantaged. Their struggle is the struggle of children 
everywhere –to grow and develop in a world that is sometimes confusing, 
sometimes ambivalent, but within which they are uniquely endowed to grow. 
(González, 2001, p. xix) 
 
I was struck by this quote because much of the prevailing body of research 
regarding children of color, children of poverty, children that do not speak English 
fluently and children of immigrant parents begin with the premise that these children are 
―at risk‖. I began this research study re-establishing that same premise. Indeed, the 
children of immigrant parents face a unique American experience and the achievement 
data has demonstrated that they are failing in our school system and that we are failing 
them. Obviously, there must be an acknowledgement that immigrant students have 
linguistically and culturally different experiences than children originating from non-
immigrant homes. Additionally, they face other legal and financial constraints if they are 
undocumented, as my participants were. This is an undeniable reality that must be 
addressed by educators, researchers and policy makers. Every child in an American 
school regardless of their origin or their parents‘ legal status, language or income is 
entitled to a high quality education. The education we provide must prepare all children 
to achieve their educational and career goals and prepare them to be contributing 
members of our community in order to ensure the ideals of a democratic society (Banks, 
2002; Freire, 1973). 
Although I began this study affirming the notion that the children of 
undocumented immigrants are ―at risk‖, my goal was to move beyond this limited 
perception of children and their families to provide a more authentic and balanced 
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narrative about their background and experiences in the United States. I was motivated to 
add to the growing body of literature that demonstrate that immigrant parents, even those 
that are undocumented, come with a rich history, varied experiences, significant skills 
and knowledge and also care very deeply about their children‘s education and future as 
conventional American parents do (González, 2001; Olmedo, 2003; Valdés, 1996). 
Grounding my research in the work of Paulo Freire (1973) and Carlos G. Vélez-Ibáñez 
(1996) provided a theoretical framework to position my perspective as a researcher and 
allowed me to accomplish that goal. The application of these two complementary 
concepts; Freire‘s philosophical approach to knowledge co-creation with my participants 
through dialogue guided by love and respect and Vélez-Ibáñez‘s funds of knowledge 
premise, allowed me to see the manner in which my participants not only survived but 
transcended the myriad of borders they encountered to settle in the community and to 
raise their children. In addition, the use of ethnographic methods complimented the use of 
these theoretical frameworks because it required that I became a participant observer 
immersed in the lives of my participants (Patton, 2002). Subsequently, I entered the lives 
of participants with respect expecting to learn from my observations and from their 
narratives permeated with experiences, knowledge and reflections. Sociologist Judith 
Stacey (1988) suggested the use of ethnography method for women interested in 
women‘s issue for the following reasons: 
Its approach to knowledge is contextual and interpersonal, attentive like most 
women, therefore, to the concrete realm of everyday reality and human agency. 
Moreover, because in ethnographic studies the researcher herself is the primary 
medium, the ―instrument‖ of research, this method draws on those resources of 
empathy, connection, and concerns that many feminist consider to be women‘s 
special strengths (p. 22). 
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Yes, as a researcher, as a mother and as an immigrant I genuinely cared about the issues 
my participants faced, but had to recognize my position of privilege as a documented 
individual and as the ―Maestra‖, as some of the participant called me. Substantially, 
because I connected and empathized with each participant in camaraderie, I struggled to 
be ―the instrument‖ of research that I needed to be in order to collect and analyze data. 
The data was their lives, their experiences, their hopes and their faith and they trusted that 
I would present it in a manner that was respectful and insightful. I have described in 
Chapter III that I struggled to find a delicate balance between objectivity and subjectivity, 
to simultaneously use my voice and filter my voice. González (2001) described a similar 
struggle, ―I have tried not to remain invisible in this text, without becoming intrusive. Yet 
I can offer only a partial perspective because my voice, with its own location, implies the 
exclusion of other voices‖ (p. xix). My hope is that in this struggle for balance I have not 
excluded but have maintained the integrity my participants‘ voices while placing them 
within the context of this academic research and added to the greater body of research 
related to immigrant communities.  
Much of my research efforts were to establish that undocumented immigrant 
mothers come with a rich history, varied experiences, skills and knowledge and also care 
very deeply about their children‘s education. It was critical for me to confirm the claim 
that the act of crossing a political border without the proper documentation required by 
law did not erase the essence and complexity of each of my participant‘s past, identity or 
voice. I sought this evidence in the body of research related to Mexican women in the 
context of history, immigration and education and in my fieldwork and dialogues with 
my participants. The following paragraphs address the three specific areas in which past 
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research and my research findings intersect. First, I address the undocumented immigrant 
mother‘s gender role in the United States. Second, I address the impact of educational 
attainment in México to the settlement process. Third, I address the educational research 
related to immigrant parents in the school and home context.  
Guadalupe Paradigm, Malitzin Embodied 
The body of research regarding Mexican women‘s position and gender within 
Mexico‘s patriarchal social structure has demonstrated that over the course of the nation‘s 
history the well defined roles have began to evolve, albeit slowly. Increased access to 
education, the suffrage and political movement for more equality, labor and migration 
opportunities for Mexican women are beginning to shift from a solid patriarchal 
framework towards a more egalitarian structure (Ruiz, 1998, Tuñón Pablos, 1998; 
Valdés, 1996). Nevertheless, the research also established that within this shifting 
movement, Mexican women on both sides of the border continue to follow Guadalupe 
paradigm of the nurturing, maternal all-suffering mother (Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; 
Rodriguez, 1994; Ruiz, 1998). I found that my participants, indeed identified with the 
Guadalupe paradigm and each had inculcated with a clear expectation of her gender role 
by her family, society and the Catholic Church (Ruiz, 1998; Tuñón Pablos, 1999) before 
coming to the United States. In the process of migration, I found that this gender role 
expectation remained relatively unchallenged. Each of their lives was clearly defined by 
their mothering role that entailed caring for the entire family and the home. Beatriz 
articulate this reality in the following declaration: ―Eres la madre, la esposa y te olvidas 
de la mujer.‖ (You are the mother, the wife and you forget about the woman). However, 
it was evident that the participants also embodied the characteristics Malitzin, the first 
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indigenous mother of the Mexican people. In their decision to leave their country and to 
courageously make a  new life, undocumented immigrant mothers such as my 
participants have demonstrated by their response to economic, social and political 
circumstances the same courage and resilience as Malitzin did more than 500 years ago.    
Hondagneu-Sotelo (1994) found in her research of immigrant communities that 
gender roles evolve and expand to adapt to the circumstances of settlement into the 
community challenging traditional patriarchy. I encountered corresponding evidence of 
her conclusions in the relationships between wife and husband, but continued to see that 
participants‘ roles were defined by the necessity to care for children while the husband 
worked. Each mother had made the choice according to the Guadalupe paradigm to stay 
at home, raise her children and fulfill her mothering role with complete loyalty. 
Furthermore, the five participants with husbands in the home seemed to have established 
more egalitarian relationships with their husbands. All of the participants were very 
active outside the home and the women felt that their husbands supported their activities 
and their decisions to participate in classes, to volunteer and make educational decisions 
for their children. In addition, the same five participants had a measure of independence 
because they drove and had developed ways to earn money on their own or with the help 
of their social network.  This behavior substantiated Hondagneu- Sotelo (1994) assertion 
that immigrant women had the opportunity to exert more agency over their lives, their 
children, and over their household. I concluded that my participants, similar to mothers in 
other studies (Bastida, 2001; Malkin, 2007) were beginning to exert more agency over 
their lives within the confines of their legal status and a very defined mothering role 
according to the Guadalupe paradigm that informed and guided their choices and actions.  
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Additionally and more importantly, the participants in this study embodied the 
characteristics of the other Mexican mother; Maltizin‘s the mother who history has 
portrayed as a traitor to the indigenous people of Mexico for her alleged alliance to a 
European oppressor.  That is the pervasive myth regarding Malitzin fueled within a 
patriarchal framework of understanding (Anzaldúa, 1987; Paz, 1961; Rodríguez 1994; 
Tuñón Pablos, 1999).  Feminist scholars, however, have reclaimed the myth to recognize 
Malitzin as a Mexican role model of feminine strength, intelligence and resilience under 
the most adverse of circumstances (Anzaldúa, 1987; Cypess, 1991; Rodriguez, 1994). 
Each participant, similar to other undocumented immigrant women throughout history, 
represents Malitzin‘s feminist attributes.   
 In fleeing Mexico and making the decision to migrate, the participants are not 
passive victims, but instead are active agents over their lives akin to Malitzin. As a matter 
of survival and in the presence of uncertainty and adversity, the participants in this study 
have had to transform themselves to adapt to foreign powers, a foreign language, and a 
foreign reality that rejects their essential humanity.  Malitzin was intent on ensuring her 
survival, the survival of her people and her children just as my participants are intent on 
ensuring a future for their children in which they are able to reach their full potential.  
Historically, oppression and victimization within a patriarchal framework has defined the 
Mexican woman‘s experience but she has not responded as a victim (Hondagneu-Sotelo, 
1994; Sellers Campbell, 2008; Tuñón Pablos, 1999; Valdés, 1996).  I found that neither 
had the participants in this study. My finding substantiate the conclusions of other 
researchers that found immigrant women to be resourceful and resilient (Hondagneu-
Sotelo, 1994; Sellers Campbell, 2008; Valdés, 1996) and not the passive individuals of 
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common stereo-types about Mexican women, about Malitzin or the Virgin of Guadalupe 
(Paz, 1961; Rodriguez, 1994; Tuñón Pablos, 1999).  Each participant embodied 
Malitzin‘s courage, resilience and resourcefulness while maintaining the nurturing nature 
of the Guadalupe paradigm in their most significant role as mothers. My participants are 
narrating a new story and embracing a legacy not defined by circumstances and 
submission to powers beyond their control, but defined by an unwavering spirit of 
strength and faith that guides the course of their lives. 
 
Educational Attainment and the Settlement Process 
The research literature demonstrated that the educational attainment and 
participation in the labor market by Mexican women has increased in the past several 
decades (Parker & Pederzini, 2001; Ruiz, 1992; Tuñón Pablos, 1999). I noted from my 
participants educational history that indeed four of the participants came with more 
schooling than past undocumented immigrant women (Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994; Chavez, 
1992; Cohn & Passel, 2009; Ruiz, 1998) which I found had a direct impact in the manner 
in which they were settled in the community and participated in their children‘s 
educational life. For example, Esperanza originated form a rural community of Zacatecas 
yet she had almost completed a teacher degree before she married. Therefore, she had 
pedagogical skills and interests which she employed with her children. Her interest in the 
schooling process also seemed to give her the confidence to actively participate in 
schools. Angélica and Carmen attended trade schools for a career in accounting and 
office management, respectively. Each of these participants used these set of skills to 
volunteer at church and at school and to support their varied entrepreneurial endeavors. 
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Esperanza, Angelica and Carmen also came with a practical set of funds of knowledge 
similar to the three participants with less schooling and their predecessors that arrived in 
the United States in past century (Ruiz, 1998). Undocumented immigrant women in the 
past may have arrived with less education yet they were able to supplement the household 
income by tapping into their funds of knowledge akin to my six participants. I concluded 
that because of the increased access to schooling my participants had in Mexico, they had 
more funds of knowledge to be able to settle in the new community, raise their children 
and participate in their children‘s schooling. Each participant had literacy and 
mathematical skills that facilitated their ability to assist with their children‘s homework 
and their ability to engage in parent and adult education classes. In addition, their 
Mexican education seemed to give them a political awareness that was not explored or 
reflected in the literature regarding Mexican immigrant women.  It is also important to 
state that their political awareness, their motivation to be active in the educational process 
of their children and their efforts to create more egalitarian relationships developed from 
their own experiences and desires and not from attempting to mimic or adopt American 
feminist ideals.  Additionally, these women could not vote, but they certainly had the 
ability to articulate a social and political criticism about immigrant stereotypes in the 
United States, immigration reform and educational issues and the ability to challenge 
stereotypes by the manner in which they chose to live their lives as active and 
contributing individuals that only expected respect and dignity. 
In School and at Home 
Unlike the findings in other studies that reported the alienation and intimidation 
immigrant parents felt when they interacted with the American school system (Reyes 
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Cruz, 2008; Romo & Falbo, 1996; Stanton-Salazar, 2001; Zarate, 2007), I discovered the 
majority of my research participants had a positive first encounter with the American 
school system. It is possible that the participants in this study had a vastly different 
experience because they had been actively incorporated into their children‘s schools from 
their very first encounter with the school system. In Orange Groves, the schooling system 
had not only embraced the community it serves but developed programs responsive to the 
needs of the community. It seems that the efforts schools have made in response to past 
research critiquing the disconnect between the education system and disenfranchised 
students (Delpit, 1995; Lareau, 2003; Olsen, 1997; Valenzuela, 1999) and the importance 
of incorporating all parents into the schooling process (Ada, 1995; Epstein, 1995; 
González, et al., 2005) has begun to take effect in impacted communities such as Orange 
Groves. Perhaps we are starting to witness the power of educational research (Ada, 1995; 
Epstein, 1995; González, et al; Lareau, 2003; Reyes Cruz, 2008; Stanton-Salazar, 2001; 
Valdés, 1996) to inspire and inform school reform for the benefit of our most 
disenfranchised students. Although, I had not expected to come to this conclusion in my 
research I was pleased to discover that at least for my participants this had been the case. 
 Throughout my dialogues with the participants the importance of their children‘s 
education was salient and entwined within all their efforts as mothers. In regards to the 
value Mexican immigrants placed in schooling, the research described parents who care 
deeply about their children‘s success in school and are invested in their children‘s 
education (Delgado Gaitan, 1994; González, 2001; López & Vázquez, 2006; 2001; Reyes 
Cruz, 2008; Valdés, 1996). For many immigrant parents, access to an American 
education is one of the major reasons they migrated to the United States (Reyes Cruz, 
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2008; Sellers Campbell, 2008; Valdés, 1996). Each of my participants substantiated this 
past research in her declarations and actions in support of their children‘s education and 
their overwhelming desire that their children have the education to pursue their interests 
and their goals so that they would become contributing members of the society. Contrary 
to the prevailing presumptions of many educators and previous documentation of some 
researchers (González, 2001; Valdés, 1996; Stanton-Salazar, 2001) none of my 
participants had relinquished the sole responsibility of their child‘s education to the 
school. Each participant recognized that their children‘s school cared about their children 
and offered them a solid education and clearly expected their schools to be safe and 
attentive to their children‘s educational needs. On the other hand, they also understood 
that they had a meaningful role in the process of their children‘s education. 
In my fieldwork, I was particularly interested if my observations would mirror 
Guadalupe Valdés‘ (1996) observations of Mexican immigrant mothers in the home. She 
had observed that her participants constantly multi-tasked while caring for their children 
and home. They cooked, cleaned and provided guidance peppered with directives and 
consejos (advice) while expecting children to respect their authority without question. I 
must note that I did not observe the sharing of consejos as a common behavior, possibly 
because most of the participant‘s children were under the age of nine. Interactions with 
the toddlers centered on directives and assistance to redirect behavior or to soothe real or 
imagined injuries. For the elementary school-aged children, the verbal interactions 
centered on encouraging comments, explanations and answering endless questions that 
their children had. This type of support mirrors one example provided by an immigrant 
mother in González‘s (2001) research on language socialization in a border community. 
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González wrote, ―She felt that she could not contribute to his advancement because of her 
own limited education, but she could offer him what she had: her time‖ (2001, pg. 163). 
This support was exemplified by each of the mothers. Each mother devoted her time to 
her children, to join in their school activities and to provide them with the care and 
attention all the children needed. 
This study revealed that these six undocumented mothers, despite the language, 
legal and financial barriers they faced and the boundaries of their gender role had 
developed an array of strategies and accessed their funds of knowledge to settle into the 
community, they had acquired experiences that strengthened their resolve and knowledge 
of the community. However, the most meaningful insight I have gained from the body of 
research related to immigrant communities, my dialogues with my participants and my 
observations, is that reciprocal and mutual relationships can be created between schools 
and the most disenfranchised communities to ensure that children are successful in 
schools. In this study, each of the participants interacted with American society primarily 
as a parent with at least one child in school. Their interest in participating in their 
children‘s education was invited, welcomed and then fostered by the schools their 
children attended. Teachers received them as equals and treated them as partners in the 
educational process of their child. The participants felt their knowledge and skills were 
valued and solicited at their children‘s schools, thus they engaged on a variety of levels in 
the school and in their children‘s education. They realized that in the school setting they 
had an identity, a voice, a clear role if they stepped forward and embraced the 
opportunity. All of the mothers knew that their participation in the educational life of 
their children and their mothering guidance would ensure their children access to all the 
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opportunities this country has to offer. Most significantly, each mother accepted the 
invitation to engage in their children‘s educational process because an invitation had been 
extended.  
Recommendations 
The first series of recommendations detail the manner in which not only the 
children of undocumented parents can be better served, but any child coming from a 
disenfranchised community by educators. Secondly, an immigration policy 
recommendation developed in collaboration with my participants is presented. Finally, 
recommendations for further research conclude this section. 
Recommendations for Educators  
Educators are instrumental in the settlement of undocumented mothers to the 
community and the future success of their children. Educators are the safe bridge to an 
uncertain world with the ability to provide needed information, resources and institutional 
supports. When educators welcome and embrace each parent regardless of their 
educational background, their economic status or their documented status parents feel 
encouraged to participate in school, to ask for assistance on schooling matters and 
ultimately to feel that they are equal contributors to their children‘s education process 
(Ada, 1995; Epstein, 1995). Schools can indeed lay the foundation for a mutually 
rewarding relationship that helps parents thrive through their participation and self-
development as well as support their children in experiencing success in school. The 
following recommendations for educators are directed purposely at the districts that 
provide leadership to schools, at schools which are the physical center where the 
recommendations can be enacted, teacher education programs that have the responsibility 
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of preparing teachers to work directly with student and their families and finally to 
teachers who have the potential for building strong relationships between home and 
school. 
Districts 
District leadership can establish the philosophy and corresponding policy and 
procedures that strive to deliver a quality education to all children, recognizing that each 
child and their families come with unique needs, experiences and assets. A district that 
provides leadership and support to school sites can be instrumental in leading an effort to 
have more inclusive and full-service community schools. Full-Service Community 
Schools (FSCS) are the result of a history of education reformers that have seen the need 
and potential for schools to work collaboratively with community agencies and 
organizations to meet the unique needs of individual communities for the benefit of the 
children and families they serve (Blank, Melaville & Shah, 2003). The expressed 
definition of FSCS is detailed in a report presented by the Coalition for Community 
Schools: 
A community school is both a place and a set of partnerships between the school 
and other community resources. Its integrated focus on academics, services, 
supports and opportunities leads to improved student learning, stronger families 
and healthier communities. Schools become centers of the community and are 
open to everyone —all day, every day, evenings and weekends. (Blank, et al., 
2003, p.2) 
 
Specifically, the objective of the FSCS as delineated by the United States Department of 
Education (2011) are ―coordination of academic, social, and health services through 
partnerships among(1) public elementary and secondary schools; (2) the schools‘ local 
educational agencies (LEAs); and (3) community-based organizations, nonprofit 
organizations, and other public or private entities‖. District personnel can facilitate this 
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coordination of community organizations and agencies that provide an array of mental, 
medical, financial support and assistance dental and youth services to transform 
neighborhood schools in to Full-Service Community Schools.  
Districts can also provide staff and personnel dedicated to designing and 
delivering parent education and adult education and ESL classes that are appropriate for 
the needs of the community and include child-care. These three category of classes need 
to be designed to access and build on funds of knowledge parents already possess as they 
serve as a powerful resource upon which more skills can be gained and shared throughout 
the community (González et al., 2005). Parent education classes, for example, can entail 
the sharing of very practical strategies for household management, entrepreneurial skills 
and child-rearing practices. These classes can also include the sharing of easy, affordable 
and healthy recipes; schedule organization and homework routine strategies with others. 
Parent education classes focused on family literacy development can draw from the oral 
tradition of the community (Ada, 1995) or a reading of the world and the particular 
circumstance of the community (Freire, 1973) in which the class is implemented. This 
study‘s dialogue group expressed interests in writing their own stories and their family‘s 
stories. Additionally, they wanted a safe forum to speak about their issues and 
circumstances as undocumented mothers. The group suggested that a parent education 
classes can provide safe venue for expression and self development and leadership 
development. Similarly adult education classes need to take a practical approach that 
meets the needs and interests of the community and develop marketable skills and skills 
for starting and managing a business. Some of the participants expressed the goal of 
having their own business. Others expressed interests in learning skills as varied as floral, 
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jewelry and web-site design in addition to wanting to achieve their G.E.D which is 
typically offered in adult education programs. All of the participants in the study had at 
one time or another participated in an ESL class. The dialogue group suggested that the 
curriculum needs to incorporate not only the basic survival language that they need when 
they are out in the community shopping or accessing services, but other practical 
language to be able to assist their children with their homework. They were also 
interested in a dynamic curriculum that would accommodate their particular needs in 
regards to incidents or circumstances they had actually encountered in the community so 
that they would be better prepared to handle them in the future.  
Schools 
  As public institutions, schools exist to serve the students that enter through their 
doors. Schools can better serve each student that enters through those doors when their 
parents are received with care and treated with dignity and respect. Ideally, schools that 
serve disenfranchised communities should reform their school site to become a Full-
Service Community School that offer health and social services and programs for early-
childhood and youth development in collaboration with community and faith-based 
organizations, local businesses and institutions of higher education (Blank, et al., 2003). 
Considering that most schools cannot transform into FSCS overnight, schools can begin 
making the transition by increasing the use of their physical space for more varied 
purposes. Maximizing the use of the physical school space for parent and community use 
during the school day and beyond the school hours enables multiple opportunities to meet 
student community and site needs. For instance, schools need to make classrooms 
available for ESL, parenting or other adult education classes throughout the day and 
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available after-school for student enrichment programs. The school library needs to be 
open to parents and children before, during and after-school hours and a few days a week 
during the summer so that access to books and resources is greatly increased. Parent 
volunteer rooms need to be made available on campus for parents to assist teachers in 
preparation of materials and other clerical work.  
In addition, the dialogue group suggested that schools have served as an unofficial 
social center for them. They have developed friendships with other women that they met 
at the school site over the course of their children‘s education. The concept of school as 
an unofficial center holds great possibilities for increasing the social-networks that are 
supportive to immigrant parents not yet fully integrated into the community (Hondagneu-
Sotelo, 1994). Social-networks form as parents bring their children to school and the 
school can support this process by first making school space available for parents to 
congregate informally and then facilitating support groups that include parents with 
varying levels of parenting experience. The dialogue group suggested that parents need to 
be trained to volunteer in the library, in the school office and to facilitate parent groups 
and meetings to increase their participation and their support of schools particularly when 
school face the loss of personnel support due to budgetary constraints.  
Teacher Education Programs 
Teacher education programs are instrumental in preparing teachers to work in 
diverse communities that include children of immigrant families, poverty and color. 
Programs must dynamically emphasize multi-cultural curriculum, culturally-responsive 
pedagogy and social, political cultural awareness. In their book, Educating Culturally 
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Responsive Teachers, Villegas and Lucas (2002) present a six strand model for culturally 
responsive teacher preparation program. The first strand addresses the need for course 
work that raises their social and cultural awareness regarding the relationship between 
schools, teachers and the diverse communities they serve. The second strand addresses 
the need for course work that develops instructional skills that are effective for students 
of diverse background and affirm their cultural, language and knowledge. The third 
strand addresses the need to facilitate a process for prospective teachers to articulate a 
clear vision of their work as agents of change that can bring about more equitable 
schools. The fourth strand addresses the need for course work that develops pedagogy 
that is responsive to the cultural needs of the student. This entails an understanding that 
knowledge, beliefs, assumptions are shaped and constructed by students‘ individual 
experiences and circumstances and recognizing that the transmission or banking model 
(Freire,1973) of teaching is inadequate for student of diverse communities. The fifth 
strand addresses the need to facilitate a process in which prospective teachers learn about 
their students and their communities that would promote student motivation in the 
classroom because teachers are aware of their students‘ lives, how they experience 
school, their knowledge and their prior experiences with the subject matter. The sixth 
strand addresses the need for coursework to be infused with culturally responsive and 
multi-cultural curriculum that will be implemented in their own classrooms. It is critical 
that new teachers enter the profession with a comprehensive understanding of the needs 
of diverse students, their families and communities, have knowledge of multicultural 
curriculum and pedagogy to teach in a culturally diverse society and prepare their 
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students to participate in a democratic society (Banks, 2002; González et al., 2005; 
Villegas & Lucas, 2002). 
Teachers 
Teachers are typically the first school system representative that an immigrant 
parent interacts with in a meaningful way (Ada, 1995; Valdés, 1996). This initial teacher 
interaction may lead to the development of positive relationship between home and 
school. Teachers can begin by building strong home and school connection by creating an 
inclusive classroom and establishing open and consistent communication founded on 
mutual respect and trust. When teachers create this welcoming environment they are 
creating a variety of opportunities for parents to engage more confidently and effectively, 
which will ultimately have a positive impact on all children. Creating a parent inclusive 
classroom entails a few practical actions that support the belief that parents are an integral 
factor in the academic success of children. Teachers need to openly invite parents to stay 
in the classroom even if it is just to observe how the classroom functions. Parents that are 
full-time homemakers can be invited to volunteer in the classroom or help prepare 
materials for the classroom at home. Additionally, teachers need to provide opportunities 
for parents with in the class to build supportive social-networks amongst themselves by 
hosting informal before and after-school gatherings at the beginning of the school year 
and a few throughout the year. It is critical that teachers establish a consistent manner in 
which to regularly communicate with parents. Often teacher and parent communication is 
restricted to reporting behavioral problems or reporting grade-level progress two or three 
times a year. Parents need to be communicated with on a weekly basis regarding topics 
being studied, upcoming tests, assemblies and any other pertinent classroom or school 
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information. Currently, many parents possess cell-phones and have email addresses, 
which can be used to maintain regular communication. A daily opportunity to make 
verbal contact presents itself when parents collect their children from school. In none of 
these cases should language deter a teacher from making the effort to communicate. 
Typically, school sites and districts have bilingual personnel that can serve as interpreters 
and can translate school communiqués. If these resources are not available, information 
and communication should still occur. It is more important that parents have the 
information in their hands or that attempts are made to speak with them regardless of 
language. Parents appreciate the effort and will make the attempt to extend their help and 
support as well. 
Teachers need to also discover the valuable resources that parents have to offer 
and must be given the opportunities to share them in the classrooms. Parents have skills, 
information, interests that can support different curricular topics or activities in the 
classroom. Often teachers are simply not aware that perhaps, a mother of a child has 
accounting skills or a particular way to do a math computation differently but as effective 
as the school-book method or perhaps when they are reading about colonial America and 
the hand-sewn items colonist made a mother with sewing skills can demonstrate and 
actually teach children that skill. Teachers can provide parents the opportunity to 
contribute to the classroom and to the school when they are repeatedly invited to 
participate in curricular activities and other social activities according to their ability and 
knowledge. 
Parents in the dialogue group emphasized that in each of their cases it was one or 
more teachers that had helped them feel confident about participating in their children‘s 
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education by volunteering in the classroom, by joining parent groups or parent education 
classes. They felt respected and appreciated by these teachers that openly welcomed them 
and encouraged them as equals. Beatriz recalled, ―No siempre he estado completamente 
de acuerdo con cada maestra, verdad, pero siempre me han apoyado, siempre nos han 
tratado muy bien.‖ (I haven‘t always been in complete agreement with every teacher, 
right, but they have always supported me, they have always treated us well.) All the 
participants in this study felt strongly that their engagement in school and in their 
children‘s educational life was the result of the supportive relationships they had 
established with their children‘s teachers. 
Recommendations for Immigration Policy 
 
On the federal level, the need for a comprehensive immigration reform is urgent 
and immense. Immigration is such complex international, historical, legal, political, 
social, and economic issue that it is not possible, within the scope of this study, to begin 
to address them. However, based on commentaries shared by the participants during our 
interviews and during the dialogue group it was critical that a recommendation be 
articulated addressing the aspect that personally concerned them most. All of the 
participants were concerned with the fact that the political movement for immigration 
reform had been completed abandoned while perception of undocumented immigrants 
had continued to deteriorate. Many of the participants had believed that when Barak 
Obama was elected president he would work for immigration reform; this was no longer 
their belief as articulated further by Angelica and Claridad. Angélica stated: 
Veo las noticias, oigo a Obama y al congreso, y no, sé que no habrá reforma 
inmigratoria, no creo que haya reforma inmigratoria como esperábamos. Y yo 
veo tanto americano que vive en la calle y los Estados Unidos mantiene sus 
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vicios. En cambio, el inmigrante sufre tanto, viene aquí a trabajar… para que lo 
odien, para que lo exploten y luego lo echen del país, no tiene sentido, es una 
injusticia bien grande. (I watch the news, I hear Obama and the Congress, and no, 
I know that there will be no immigration reform, I do not think we will get 
immigration reform as we hoped. And I see so many Americans living on the 
street and the United States maintains their addictions. In contrast, the immigrant 
suffers so much, comes here to work …so they can hate him, so they can exploit 
him, any later throw him out of the country, it is nonsense, it is a huge injustice). 
 
Similarly, Claridad stated, 
No me gusta ver las noticias pero estaban pasando las noticias de Japón, el 
desastre humanitario. Y luego pasaron a Obama haciendo una predicción, del 
equipo que iba a ganar un partido de basquetbol.¡Wow! No lo pude creer, con 
todo lo que está pasando en el mundo. Como quisiera hablar con Obama, hablar 
con él sobre la inmigración. Quiero saber cómo va ayudar a la gente. ¿Por qué 
ese afán a la guerra y tener tropas en dos países cuando este país está en medio 
de una crisis económica? ¿Por qué negarles una educación a los inmigrantes que 
quieren ir a la universidad? Si hubiera una reforma inmigratoria y los 
indocumentados pudieran arreglar sus papeles sacarían el dinero para pagar 
hasta por debajo de las piedras. El país se levantaría. ¿Y porque deja que haya 
tanto racismo? No debía permitir tanto racismo, esa ley en Arizona ¿por qué la 
permite? (I hate to see the news but they were covering the humanitarian disaster 
in Japan. And then they switched to Obama making a prediction about which 
team would win a basketball game. Wow! I could not believe it, with everything 
going on in the world. How I would want to talk to Obama, talk to him about 
immigration. I want to know how he is going to help the people. Why this zeal for 
war and with troops in two countries when this country is in the midst of an 
economic crisis. Why deny an education to immigrants who want to go to 
college? If there was immigration reform and if illegal immigrants could fix their 
papers, they would find money under rocks to pay for it. The country would get 
ahead. And why does he allow so much racism. He should not allow so much 
racism, that law in Arizona, why does he allow it?) 
 
These opinions were held in common by all the participants and the dialogue group also 
concluded that if undocumented immigrants were willing to pay thousands of dollars to 
enter the country illegally they would be more than willing to pay a similar fee to legally 
remain in the country. One of the participants suggested that she would be content with 
having access to a legally recognized identification card or driver‘s license above a Social 
Security card. Others suggested that they needed a legal status that would permit them to 
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travel freely across the border and to seek employment. However, the dialogue group 
concluded that what they desired the most was pathway to legal residency or citizenship. 
This consistent desire to access a pathway to legal residency or citizenship was the 
catalyst to develop the Parent Amnesty Program. 
Fundamentally, this Parent Amnesty Program would allow parents to apply for 
temporary residency status once their children entered school regardless if the child was 
an American-born citizen or citizen of another country. Upon meeting the conditions that 
the child/children attend school regularly and that parents are involved in their child‘s/ 
children‘s education by participating in an ESL class, parent or adult education class, 
volunteering or school committees; the temporary residency status would be renewable 
annually. As their children reached high school, the renewal would include a written 
compact articulated with the assistance of the high school counselor establishing a 
pathway to college or job training upon graduation. This Parent Amnesty Program would 
allow the option of applying for legal residency as their children graduated from high 
school and subsequently qualify to apply for citizenship once all their children had 
graduated from high school.  
A Parent Amnesty Program would allow immigrants to cross the border freely, 
legally and safely so that they would be able to visit their home country and maintain 
their connections to their family and their community. This would eliminate the danger of 
having to cross the border illegally and would ease the need to patrol the border if it 
worked in conjunction with a temporary guest worker program for other immigrants. The 
cornerstone premise of this Parent Amnesty Program is: families should not be separated. 
Their children are this country‘s greatest future resource. We are investing in them by 
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educating them. We are investing in ourselves if we protect, support and care for their 
families. 
Research Recommendations 
 This research focused on the experiences of six undocumented immigrant 
mothers as they engaged in the educational life of their children. The undocumented 
immigrant mothers had younger children and only one had a teen-aged son. This research 
could have included participants who had older children who were undocumented to 
consider their particular issues parenting and schooling with older children. This could 
have also included recent arrivals with children of various ages. A follow up study 
comparing these two groups and differences and similarities of their experiences is 
possible in furthering the research and insight in the field. 
In addition, my research focus was not on the relationship between mother and 
father and how their gender roles have evolved to adapt to the life in the United States. 
Because I found that this generation of undocumented Mexican woman represented by 
our research participants seemed to have more equitable and empathetic relationships 
with their husbands than described in previous research, I was intrigued and consider this 
a topic that needs further research. I discovered that the women felt supported overall and 
attributed their ability to be better parents and their ability to cope to the daily stress and 
the challenges of being far from their families to that support. Although these issues were 
only preliminarily explored because they extended beyond the purview of my three 
research questions, future research into the dynamic nature of spousal relationships in the 
immigrant community would fill a void in the body of research regarding the intersection 
of gender roles, relationships and the immigration and settlement process.  
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 Additionally, an inquiry that would involve interviewing both the father and the 
mother could possibly provide greater insights on how the household unit functioned with 
the support of each person and how this impacted their children‘s well-being and school 
achievement. Similar interview and dialogue questions could be asked of both parents to 
not only document their immigration experiences but to also understand how each 
perceived and enacted their parenting role. Furthermore, a study in this specific area may 
inform researchers of the relationship between gender roles, the evolving patriarchal 
social structures and child-rearing practices from both the male and female perspectives.  
Research Reflections 
Throughout this research I experienced so many different emotions. I was 
saddened by experiences each participant shared with me. I felt equally inspired by their 
experiences and by their faith, resilience and resourcefulness that to me seemed so 
impossible and improbable to maintain, but they did. I felt intrigued by their hopeful 
dispositions, their clear sense of their role and their high self- esteem. Their experiences 
and their ability to move forward gave them a confidence in themselves that I honestly 
did not expect to find. I felt protective of them, wanting to correct injustices they had 
suffered. I also felt helpless; there was nothing concrete I could do to address the legal 
and economic barriers. I cannot change the current immigration laws, I cannot ensure that 
each of their parents attains a visa or providing the safe passage to and from Mexico, I 
cannot grant them a license or medical insurance. I, like them, do not believe that there 
will be immigration reform under our current political and economic climate, but yet 
remain hopeful that the tide of immigration reform could turn in their favor in the future 
as it did with the passage of Immigration Reform and Control Act in 1986 (IRCA).  
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I continue to think about my participants‘ futures and how they will fare as they 
and their children get older. What will happen when their children start to outgrow their 
small living spaces or as more children come? What will happen when they need to see a 
dentist or a doctor for something serious? What will be the consequences of a critical 
illness as they age or as their health deteriorates over time? How long will they remain 
healthy and free of accidents and major mishaps? How long will God and the Virgin of 
Guadalupe safeguard them from deportation? And I wonder about what the future will 
hold for Juan Carlos, Luis and Lucia, and other undocumented children? Will the promise 
embedded in the Dream Act come to fruition when they are ready to attend college or 
will they be discouraged and become casualties lost in a system that has not found a 
relevant place for them or the value they contribute? 
This academic format only allowed me to begin to give a glimpse of the 
complexity of their stories, the richness of their narratives and profoundness of their 
feelings and thoughts. And for me personally, this academic format, this academic task, 
was the border that I struggled to transcend and probably would have failed to transcend 
if not for the debt I felt due to each of my participants. None of them had any knowledge 
of how overwhelming this research process was for me or how inadequate I felt in my 
abilities to accomplish this task. They had overcome so many challenges and continued to 
face many more to raise their children, to make ends meet; to stay healthy and avoid 
deportation, while all I needed to do was complete this academic task. They do not know 
that I had to invoke their confidence, their resilience and their determination to transcend 
this academic border. 
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Appendix A 
Email Approval of Human Subject Request 
February 10, 2011 
Dear Ms. DeRobles: 
 
The Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects (IRBPHS) 
at the University of San Francisco (USF) has reviewed your request for human 
subjects approval regarding your study. 
 
Your application has been approved by the committee (IRBPHS #11-012). Please 
note the following: 
 
1. Approval expires twelve (12) months from the dated noted above. At that 
time, if you are still in collecting data from human subjects, you must file 
a renewal application. 
 
2. Any modifications to the research protocol or changes in instrumentation 
(including wording of items) must be communicated to the IRBPHS. 
Re-submission of an application may be required at that time. 
 
3. Any adverse reactions or complications on the part of participants must 
be reported (in writing) to the IRBPHS within ten (10) working days. 
 
If you have any questions, please contact the IRBPHS at (415) 422-6091. 
On behalf of the IRBPHS committee, I wish you much success in your research. 
Sincerely, 
Terence Patterson, EdD, ABPP 
Chair, Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects 
-------------------------------------------------- 
IRBPHS – University of San Francisco 
Counseling Psychology Department 
Education Building – Room 017 
2130 Fulton Street 
San Francisco, CA 94117-1080 
irbphs@usfca.edu 
-------------------------------------------------- 
http://www.usfca.edu/soe/students/irbphs/ 
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Appendix B 
Informed Consent Form 
University of San Francisco 
Consent to be a Research Subject 
 
1. You are being asked to participate in a research study. 
 
2. Purpose and Background 
 
Ms. Patricia DeRobles is a doctoral student at the University of San Francisco. She is 
conducting a study about Mexican undocumented mothers who have school-aged 
children and have been in the United States between five and ten years. This study will 
explore and document the experiences of undocumented Mexican mothers as they raise 
and educate their children and settle in the United States. I am being asked to participate 
in this research study because of the valuable insight I can offer to this study.  
 
3. Procedures 
 
If I agree to be a participant in this study, the following will happen: 
 
1. I will participate in a series of interviews and be observed interacting with my 
children at home and in another location in the community of my choosing.  
2. The first initial and individual meeting I will share biographical information. 
3.  Observations will be scheduled according to a time convenient for me. 
Observations will occur in my home and one in a different location. I will choose 
that different location.  
4. Short subsequent meetings will occur after each of the observations.  
5. I will be observed in my interactions with my children for a period not to exceed 
two hours. I may end the observation at any time.  
6. I will have the opportunity to clarify or elaborate on the observations.  
7. At the final meeting, I will be able to reflect and respond to the researcher‘s 
initial findings. I understand that participation in this final meeting is completely 
voluntary. 
8.  I understand that all meetings will be tape-recorded and later transcribed and 
translated into English by the researcher. 
9. Copies of the transcriptions will be sent to me for review. I will have an 
opportunity to clarify or elaborate on the transcriptions.  
 
4. Risks and/or Discomforts 
 
I am aware that emotional discomfort may arise when sharing personal experiences about 
being undocumented and a mother; however I am free to decline to answer any questions 
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or to stop my participation at any time. My identity will be confidential. I will have the 
opportunity to choose apseudonym or have one selected for me. Research data will be 
kept as confidential as possible and stored in a locked file. The researcher will be the only 
one who has access to the files. In agreeing to participate in this study I also will keep the 
identity and documentation status of all the fellow participants equally confidential. 
 
5. Benefits 
 
The potential benefit of participating in this study is the opportunity to share my story 
and my experiences with educators interested in this topic. 
 
6. Costs/Financial Considerations 
 
There will be no financial costs to me as a result of taking part in this study. 
 
7. Payment/Reimbursement 
 
There will be no payment or need for reimbursement for participating in this study. 
 
8. Questions 
 
Should I have any questions, comments, or concerns, I may call Ms. Patricia DeRobles or 
email her at patiderobles@gmail.com. If I have any questions or comments about my 
participation in this study, I should first talk with the researcher. If for some reason I do 
not wish to do this, I may contact the University of San Francisco's Institutional Review 
Board for the Protection of 
Human Subjects which is concerned with the protection of volunteers in research 
projects. I may reach the IRBPHS office by calling (415) 422-6091 and leaving a 
voicemail message, by FAX at (415) 422-5528, by e-mailing IRBPHS@usfca.edu, or by 
writing to USF IRBPHS, Counseling Psychology Department, 2130 Fulton Street, San 
Francisco, CA 94117-1071.  
 
9. Consent 
I have been given a copy of the "Research Subjects' Bill of Rights," and I have been 
given a copy of this consent form to keep. 
 
PARTICIPATION IN RESEARCH IS VOLUNTARY. I am free to decline to be in this 
study or to withdraw from it at any point. My decision as to whether or not to participate 
in this study will have no influence on my present or future status at the University of San 
Francisco. 
 
My signature below indicates that I agree to participate in this study. 
 
Participant's Signature: _____________________________ Date of Signature: _____ 
Signature of Person Obtaining Consent_________________Date of Signature: _______ 
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Formulario de Consentimiento Informado 
Universidad de San Francisco 
Consentimiento para ser sujeto de investigación 
 
1. Se le pide participar en un estudio de investigación.  
2. Objetivo y Antecedentes  
 
La Sra. Patricia DeRobles es un estudiante de doctorado en la Universidad de San 
Francisco. Ella está realizando un estudio acerca de las madres mexicanas 
indocumentadas que tienen hijos de edad escolar y han estado en los Estados Unidos 
entre cinco y diez años. Este estudio va a explorar y documentar las experiencias de 
madres indocumentadas mexicanas al criar y educar a sus hijos e instalarse en los 
Estados Unidos. He sido invitada a participar en este estudio de investigación debido a 
la valiosa información que puedo ofrecer a este estudio.  
3. Procedimientos  
Si estoy de acuerdo en ser una participante en este estudio, sucederá lo siguiente:  
1. Voy a participar en una serie de entrevistas y seré observara en mis 
interacciones con mis hijos en casa y en otro lugar en la comunidad de mi 
elección.  
2. En la primera reunión inicial e individual voy a compartir la información 
biográfica.  
3. Las observaciones serán planeadas de acuerdo a un horario conveniente para 
mí. Dos observaciones se harán en mi casa y otra en un lugar diferente. Voy a 
elegir ese lugar diferente.  
4. Habrá breve reuniones después de cada una de las observaciones.  
5. Voy a ser observado en mis interacciones con mis hijos por un período que no 
exceda de dos horas. Puedo poner fin a la observación en cualquier momento.  
6. Tendré la oportunidad de aclarar o profundizar en las observaciones. 
7. En la última sesión que seré capaz de reflejar y responder a las conclusiones 
iniciales de la investigadora. Entiendo que la participación en esta reunión final 
es completamente voluntaria.  
8. Entiendo que todas las reuniones serán grabadas y luego transcritas y 
traducidas al inglés por la investigadora.  
9. Las copias de las transcripciones será enviado a mí para revisar. Tendré la 
oportunidad de aclarar o profundizar en las transcripciones.  
4. Riesgos y / o molestias  
Estoy consciente de que el malestar emocional puede surgir durante el intercambio de 
experiencias personales acerca de ser indocumentados y una madre, pero soy libre de 
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negarme a contestar cualquier pregunta o terminar participación en cualquier momento. 
Mi identidad se mantendrá confidencial. Tendré la oportunidad de elegir un seudónimo o 
uno será seleccionado para mí. Datos de la investigación se mantendrán confidenciales y 
se almacenaran bajo llave. La investigadora será la única que tiene acceso a los 
archivos. Al aceptar participar en este estudio también se mantendrá el estado de la 
identidad y la documentación de todos los demás participantes por igual, confidencial.  
5. Beneficios  
El beneficio potencial de participar en este estudio es la oportunidad de compartir mi 
historia y mis experiencias con los educadores interesados en este tema.  
6. Costes / Consideraciones financieras  
No habrá ningún costo financiero para mí como resultado de tomar parte en este estudio.  
7. Pago / Reembolso  
No habrá ningún pago o la necesidad de reembolso de los participantes en este estudio.  
8. Preguntas  
Si tengo alguna pregunta, comentario o inquietud, puedo llamar a la Sra. Patricia 
DeRobles al 909-466-9655 o por correo electrónico a patiderobles@gmail.com. Si tengo 
alguna pregunta o comentario acerca de mi participación en este estudio, primero debe 
hablar con el investigador. Si por alguna razón que no deseo hacer esto, puedo ponerme 
en contacto con la Universidad de San Francisco Consejo, Institucional de Revisión para 
la protección de Sujetos Humanos que se ocupa de la protección de los voluntarios en 
proyectos de investigación. Puedo llegar a la oficina IRBPHS llamando al (415) 422-
6091 y dejar un mensaje de correo de voz, por FAX al (415) 422-5528, por correo 
electrónico a IRBPHS@usfca.edu, o escribiendo a USF IRBPHS, Departamento de 
Consejería Psicología, Edificio de Educación, 2130 Fulton Street, San Francisco, CA 
94117-1080.  
9. Consentimiento  
Me han dado una copia del folleto "Declaración de Derechos Para Sujeto de 
Investigación" y he recibido una copia de este formulario de consentimiento para 
mantener.  
 
PARTICIPACIÓN EN LA INVESTIGACIÓN ES VOLUNTARIA. Yo soy libre de negar mi 
participación en este estudio o retirarme del mismo en cualquier momento. Mi decisión 
de participar o no en este estudio no tendrá influencia en mi estado actual o futuro en la 
Universidad de San Francisco.  
Mi firma abajo indica que estoy de acuerdo en participar en este estudio.  
Firma del Participante: ________________________________ Fecha de Firma: 
_______  
Firma de persona obteniendo consentimiento______________ Fecha de Firma: _______  
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Appendix C 
 
RESEARCH SUBJECTS‘ BILL OF RIGHTS  
 
The rights below are the rights of every person who is asked to be in a research study. As a 
participant, I have the following rights:  
1. To be told what the study is trying to find out;  
 
2. To be told what will happen to me and whether any of the procedures, drugs, or 
devices are different from what would be used in standard practice;  
 
3. To be told about the frequent and/or important risks, side effects, or discomforts 
of the things that will happen to me for research purposes;  
 
4. To be told if I can expect any benefit from participating, and, if so, what the 
benefit might be;  
 
5. To be told of the other choices I have and how they may be better or worse than 
being in the study;  
 
6. To be allowed to ask any questions concerning the study, both before agreeing to 
be involved and during the course of the study;  
 
7. To be told what sort of medical or psychological treatment is available if any 
complications arise;  
 
8. To refuse to participate at all or change my mind about participation after the 
study is started; if I were to make such a decision, it will not affect my right to 
receive the care or privileges I would receive if I were not in the study;  
 
9. To receive a copy of the signed and dated consent form; and  
 
10. To be free of pressure when considering whether I wish to agree to be in the 
study.  
 
If I have any questions, I should contact the researcher. In addition, I may contact the 
Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects (IRBPHS), which is 
concerned with the protection of volunteers in research projects. I may reach the IRBPHS by 
calling 415 422-6091, by electronic mail at IRBPHS@usfca.edu, or by writing to IRBPHS, 
School of Education, University of San Francisco, 2130 Fulton Street, San Francisco, CA 
94117-1080 USA. 
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DECLARACIÓN DE DERECHOS DE LOS SUJETOS DE INVESTIGACIÓN  
 
Los siguientes derechos son los derechos de cada persona que se pide que participe en 
un estudio de investigación. Como participante, que tiene los siguientes derechos: 
 
1. Que se les diga lo que el estudio está tratando de averiguar; 
 
2. Que se les diga qué va a pasar a mí y si alguno de los procedimientos, drogas o 
dispositivos son diferentes de lo que se utiliza en la práctica habitual; 
 
3. Que se le informe acerca de la frecuencia y / o riesgos importantes, los efectos 
secundarios o molestias de las cosas que me va a pasar con fines de investigación; 
 
4. A que le digan si puede esperar ningún beneficio de la participación, y, en caso 
afirmativo, cuál es el beneficio podría ser; 
 
5. Que se le informe de las otras opciones que tengo y cómo puede ser mejor o peor que 
estar en el estudio; 
 
6. Que se le permita hacer cualquier pregunta sobre el estudio, tanto antes de aceptar 
participar y durante el transcurso del estudio; 
 
7. Que se les diga qué tipo de tratamiento médico o psicológico está disponible si surgen 
complicaciones; 
 
8. Negarse a participar en todos o cambiar de opinión acerca de la participación 
después de que el estudio se inicia, si yo tuviera que tomar una decisión, no afectará mi 
derecho a recibir la atención o privilegios que recibiría si no estuviera en el estudio; 
 
9. Recibir una copia del formulario de consentimiento firmado y fechado, y 
 
10. Es libre de la presión al considerar si quiere llegar a un acuerdo para participar en 
el estudio. 
 
Si tengo alguna pregunta, me pongo en contacto con la investigadora. Además, puedo 
contactar a la Junta de Revisión Institucional para la Protección de Sujetos Humanos 
(IRBPHS), que se ocupa de la protección de los voluntarios en proyectos de 
investigación. Puedo llegar a la IRBPHS llamando al 415 422-6091, por correo 
electrónico en IRBPHS@usfca.edu, o escribiendo a IRBPHS, Facultad de Educación de 
la Universidad de San Francisco, 2130 Fulton Street, San Francisco, CA 94.117-1080 
EE.UU.  
 
 
